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BY MICHAEL MOELLER

VeriSign Inc. has secured the backing of a broad cross-section of companies that are poised to push digital certificate technology into the
mainstream next year.
VeriSign’s supporters—which
have also made equity stakes in
the Mountain View, Calif., developer—range from Cisco Systems
Inc. to AT&T Corp. to Merrill
Lynch & Co. Their common
goal is to provide a wide-reaching infrastructure for conducting
secure electronic transactions.
See VeriSign, Page 149

Lotus’ Domino upgrade
falls nicely into place
INTERNET

Simplifies Web application development

BY EAMONN SULLIVAN

N E W S P A P E R
P E R I O D I C A L S

It took a good deal longer than expected, but Lotus Development
Corp. has finally managed to get its
Internet strategy into one
box, called Domino 4.5.
The result is a product that,
despite a few problems that
might delay deployment, makes
some of the hardest Notes and World
Wide Web administration tasks extraordinarily easy.
Domino 4.5, which shipped last
week for $995, is the upgrade for

Lotus Notes 4.1. Its main improvements are the integration of
an upgraded version of Domino,
Lotus’ Notes-to-Web translation
software, into the Notes
server, improved security and the addition of
a utility for easily generating Web-based applications.
The client in Version 4.5, which
is still called Lotus Notes, also gains
features that make it a credible
Web browser. For example, it proSee Domino, Page 149

Java rivals digging in
INTERNET

Despite pledges, JavaSoft and Microsoft disagree on key issues

pects Microsoft to comply with the
NEW YORK—JavaSoft has drawn licensing terms. “They have said
a line in the Internet sand, and Mi- they intend to live up to the letter
crosoft Corp. is ready to cross it.
and spirit of the agreement,” he
Microsoft’s Java Software De- said. “I don’t have a reason to bevelopment Kit violates the licens- lieve otherwise at this point in time.”
ing agreement it
signed for the Java lan- “[Microsoft’s Java SDK]
guage, JavaSoft Presiis nothing more than a
dent Alan Baratz said
vehicle for delivering a
in an interview at Instand-alone Java VM.
ternet World here last
That’s not covered by the
week.
licensing agreement.”
The license allows
vendors to embed Java
—Alan Baratz, JavaSoft president
Virtual Machine in
products but does not allow them
But Baratz strongly implied that
to redistribute the technology as Microsoft must remove the ofa separate product. “[Micro- fending SDK code from its World
soft’s Java SDK] is nothing more Wide Web site—or face the conthan a vehicle for delivering a sequences. He declined to say what
stand-alone Java VM,” Baratz said. those consequences would be.
“That’s not covered by the licensing agreement.”
Baratz praised much of the work
Microsoft has done with its Java development to date and said he exBY MICHAEL MOELLER

“[Microsoft is] not going to be
delivering stand-alone VMs. They
are not going to deliver VMs to
ISVs for them to integrate in their
applications,” he said.
Microsoft, however, has no
plans to remove the SDK from its
Web site, said Bob Muglia, the Redmond, Wash., company’s vice president of developer tools and server software.
“We feel very comfortable
that we are in no way violating the
licensing agreement with the
SDK,” Muglia said. “We are trying
to give the best implementation
of Java. We are going to continue to enhance it.”
The dispute over the SDK is the
most contentious part of a broader disagreement over Microsoft’s
See Java SDK, Page 151

Vendors rally
behind smart
card groups
BY SCOTT BERINATO

Smart cards are becoming the next
great frontier for top hardware and
software vendors as a vehicle for
lowering the cost of PC ownership
while increasing security.
Microsoft Corp., Netscape Communications Corp. and Oracle
Corp. are pushing separate endeavors to promote smart card architectures, joining forces with telcos and hardware makers.
Smart cards, which can incorporate everything from basic encryption algorithms to full-blown
applications and storage, are considered a crucial enabling technolSee Smart cards, Page 155

Taco Bell cooks up
self-serve support
BY LAUREN GIBBONS PAUL

aster than you can line up
and order a Chicken Fajita Wrap Supreme, Taco Bell
Corp.’s 1,000 corporate-level
users can now solve some of
their support problems using
an intranet.
With last week’s rollout of
ServiceSoft Corp.’s Web Advisor knowledge base on its intra-

F

net, Taco Bell’s
SODA BREAK:
IT group exTaco Bell’s
pects to signif- Ogata, left, and
Weiner.
icantly reduce
the number of calls to its help
desk. The new setup enables
PC users above the restaurant
level to consult the intranet site
for help on problems with
packaged software or with proprietary Taco Bell applications.
“The idea was to empower
the knowledge worker,” said
See Taco Bell, Page 153
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Global Access
Worldwide corporate intranets
require much ISP juggling.

Major backers
set for digital
certificates
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John Dodge

Playing Net Name
Game Pays Off Big

W

hat is it about the Web that makes serious
business types a little bit wacky? Just look at
the names they give to their companies and
products. Are these the same suits burning through venture capital like a five-alarm fire?
Hundreds of little companies went to Internet World in New
York last week. I find myself increasingly drawn to these enterprises, collecting literature and going to their sites. But for an IT
manager who has only a few hours to peruse the endless show
floor, names that clearly express what a product or company
does are enormously helpful. For the companies, this seemingly
insignificant detail can spell whether a potential customer stops
or keeps walking.
Some Internet companies do a great job. Their names express their ideas and products. With one or two products, it
should be easy to come up with names that say it all. But many
are hopelessly off the mark.
If you stick to a few basic rules, your name should work. Be literal and precise. Cuteness, memorable or not, runs the risk of
confusing an identity. And don’t follow my advice. I am not a
branding expert. But when my feet are tired and I have a long way
to go, a clear name beckons as much as an unclear name repels.
Here are some examples:
• Travelocity: If you guessed this is
an online travel reservation, you’re
right. It’s also backed by the Sabre Interactive and Worldview systems, which
pioneered airline reservations. I like it.
• Freehosting.com: Yes, it hosts Web
sites. Too bad it isn’t free.
• www.hotcoupons.com: If you are a
coupon freak, this is the place.
• Deja News: It took me a while to figure out that this is a whole year’s worth
of news archives. Cute, if a tad of a stretch. The word “news” in an
Internet company or product name can mean almost anything.
NewsSpace, a Web crawler, made me think of “Lost in Space.”
• InfoMagnet: Pretty close. InfoMagnet searches text in real
time.
• CompuNET 2000: There’s not a clue here that the product
is an Internet phone system.
• Tuneup.com: Tuneups for your PC, that is. Booth staffers
were dressed like grease monkeys. It didn’t work for me. The
moment I set foot in the booth, I wanted to talk about cars.
• WebStalker: This software promises to catch intruders in the
act of jumping your firewall, protecting your site from the Dan
Disgruntleds, Sly Slicksters and Cruddy Crackers of the world.
Great name.
• Crew: This is a group collaboration software, not to be confused with mail-order sweaters.
• Birddog and Bess from N2H2 Inc.: Birddog filters and
caches. Bess filters the Internet for schools. Someone got carried away with names for their favorite hunting rifles. This awful
company name comes straight from the Periodic Table of Elements, a source to be avoided when choosing names. *

When my feet
are tired and I
have a long way
to go, a clear
name beckons.

Without looking it up, what is collectanea? Write me at jdodge@zd.
com.

Oracle embraces Java with broad support
Oracle last week gave Java a bear hug with a slew of support announcements, including J/SQL, an interface that embeds SQL
for Java. J/SQL lets users generate standard portable Java code
with calls to any standard Java Database Connectivity implementation. It will be an open standard available free to developers. Java functionality also will be included in future releases
of Developer/2000, Designer/2000, Power Objects, Discoverer
and Sedona, and in Oracle’s PSE line of databases.

ORACLE TOOLS TO GET JAVA
CAPABILITIES IN 1997
R Developer/2000
R Designer/2000
R Power Objects
R Discoverer
R Sedona

Netscape licenses ObjectStore, unveils SuiteTools
Netscape has licensed Object Design’s ObjectStore Persistent Storage Engine for Java database
and plans to bundle it with the Netscape Communicator client. Netscape also tapped three ISVs
for SuiteTools, a family of intranet and Internet application and Web site authoring tools. Due in
the first quarter, SuiteTools includes NetDynamics’ namesake database and Java application development environment; NetObjects’ Fusion, a Web site authoring tool; and Symantec’s Visual
Café, a Java application development tool. Netscape will add its LiveWire Pro development environment and site management software.

ISPs dish out bonanza of services
MCI announced at Internet World flat-rate pricing on a “basic hosting” service for Web sites that includes storage, bandwidth, traffic reports, and domain name and registration assistance. Meanwhile,
AT&T announced it would extend through March 31 its SecureBuy commerce service promotion for
free processing of 500 Internet credit card transactions per month for a year. UUNet announced extranet services, dubbed ExtraLink and ExtraLink Remote. Built on virtual private networks, the services combine the cost savings of shared networks with the security of private networks, according to
company officials. Sprint announced a service to manage firewalls for customers of its IP networks.

Cisco to include SQL Anywhere in network management apps
Cisco will begin bundling Sybase’s SQL Anywhere desktop database with its network management
applications on Unix and Windows NT beginning in January. SQL Anywhere will be used with Cisco’s forthcoming series of Web-based network management applications, officials said.

Digital cuts Alpha pricing
Digital last week cut pricing on its Alpha 21164 chips by as much as 50 percent. In quantities of
1,000, pricing ranges from $395 for a 300MHz clock speed to $1,450 for a 500MHz clock speed.
Digital also launched its Unix-based Internet AlphaServer bundles for ISPs and corporate intranets. Offerings include an AltaVista search engine, Netscape’s SuiteSpot, Microsoft’s Merchant Server and Oracle’s InterOffice Suite. The software is available on all AlphaServers.

Briefly Noted
PointCast signed a deal with Microsoft last week to give its Internet broadcast network a “premier spot” on Microsoft’s new
Active Desktop interface.
N IBM and SAP this week will announce support for the R/3
Database Server running with
IBM’s DB2 database on the
System/390. IBM last week
announced an upgrade to its
TeamConnection client/server development tool and, with
Lotus, a visual authoring tool
for the Web called AppletAuthor, which will ship in the
first quarter of 1997. N Platinum
Systems announced last week it
will integrate its enterprise

management applications
with Tivoli SystemsÕ Management
Framework. Platinum will resell the framework with its integrated applications. N Toshiba
announced it will delay shipment of its $500 DVD-ROM
drive until January. The drive
was originally slated for a
www.pcweek.com

BREAKING
STORIES
RThree Editions Daily L
Monday through Friday

fourth-quarter release. N ALR
last week announced a
180MHz Pentium Pro desktop with Windows NT 4.0 and
16M bytes of RAM for $2,199.
N 3Com extended its small-office OfficeConnect line with
two new unmanaged Ethernet hubs and rolled out its OfficeConnect Networking Kit
for small offices. N Haystack Labs
unveiled last week its WebStalker-Pro for NT Internet
security software. N Wells Fargo
has gone live with Secure
Electronic Transaction-based
merchant electronic commerce services using VeriFone
software.
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51

demonstrate their integration with the company’s
client/server suite.

A $10M deal with Microsoft means

MCI will do Windows as
part of a BackOffice licensing accord.

53 Kiwi will add 150MHz and 166MHz

Intel and Rambus have designs

53 New Citizen 1 software is aimed

149 Cyrix watchers see co-founder

Jerry Rogers’ departure as
a step in the right direction for the company.

COMING DEC. 18

151 3Com, Pulse and Cayman plan

at speeding the location of
information on the Internet.

57

WorldTalk and Digital servers

blend intranet messaging
and proprietary E-mail.
58 Lotus’ Approach 97 gets closer to

IBM’s DB2 and gains passthrough SQL capability.
60 Compaq plugs in Hot Plug PCI,

which will ease hot-swapping of PCI cards.

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
45 Novell’s IntranetWare includes

45 Gradient Technologies and the

Open Group bolster DCE
security with their wares.

www.pcweek.com/reviews/
1216/16safe.html

46 So what’s ailing IBM’s OpenDoc?

56K-bps skirmish are getting downright proprietary.
62 Nobody’s buying, so cable modem

Despite a new version, Mac
developers are not jumping on the bandwagon.

makers are having a fire
sale, dropping prices and
loading up on features to
win those buyers back.

48 Peter Coffee looks into the topic

of bounding the behavior
of programmers.
DESKTOP & MOBILE
51 Intel, Motorola and Advanced

64 AT&T’s stretching its CDPD fingers

into intercarrier agreements and handhelds.
64 Jamie Lewis says Microsoft

RISC Machines move to
support Windows CE.

radio.pcweek.com

has spent the past year
catching up in the Internet marathon.

Page 74

It’s a small world after all, right? Unfortunately, no—dispersed ISPs make it tough to connect
worldwide offices. But that may be changing ...

Page 67

Microsoft’s Advanced

Data Connector
aims to give Webbased database users more flexibility
at the client end.
8

Groupware systems

are getting Internet
features that free
users from proprietary platforms and
protocols.
14

too happy. They’re so happy, the company had to
come up with a four-prong
strategy to deal with its
work force’s unbridled intranet enthusiasm.
72

Internet firewalls are

becoming more
proactive to provide better security.

51

Three document

management vendors debut Web
offerings.
57

Oracle’s Express Web

Publisher will put
database query results on the Web.
64 Latitude’s MeetingPlace

eases the setup of
Internet conferences.
157 Jeff Frentzen lists

his top stocking
stuffers for weary
Webmasters.

HAYES’ ULTRA CABLE MODEM

Page 62

Christine Comaford says shopping

is supposed to be fun, but
this accounting thing’s a
drag! No problem: She’s
sniffing out solutions.

Reviews
VIDEO COMES TO NETMEETING 2.0

element: H.323 videoconferencing strengthens the
Microsoft groupware tool.
89 A Tech View on HTML extensions

explains how they will
yield richer Web pages.
89 PDAs from Apple, Psion and Sharp

exhibit greater connectivity and better integration
with PCs than ever before.

Page 89

Commentary
EDITORIAL
81 PC Week presents a Christmas

96 BackWeb and GroupMaster take

list for the heroes of IT, recently deposed CEOs and
the newly crowned movers
and shakers of computing.

complex and simple approaches, respectively, to
“pushing” Web info.

OPINION
85 Bill Machrone says AMD’s speedy

100 Netscape’s Media Server sends

audio broadcasts loud and
clear over the Internet.
of its Office suite makes
the upgrade a must.

DEPLOYMENT

Global
Access

70 Bay Networks’ employees are way

104 Microsoft’s major re-engineering

Internet/Intranet Highlights

6

Faulkner Hospital once had a

89 NetMeeting 2.0 adds the visual
NETWORKS & SERVICES
62 Those in opposing camps of the

Page 19

nasty case of IT-phobia,
but now it’s on its feet
with a new anatomic
pathology system.

the back office with a new
Java Server Family.

another part of its Windows NT 5.0 strategy.

Internet connectivity and
Web Server enhancements.

67

SERVERS & DATABASES
57 JavaSoft turns its eye toward

to ship digital subscriber
line products.
153 Microsoft unleashes “Viper,”

Deployment

Pentium systems to its
OpenNote notebook line.

on a new memory type for
souped-up video applications.

www.pcweek.com/business/1216/
16emain.html

PeopleSoft business partners

108 WinHelp Office 4 aids developers

grappling with HTML
standards for online help.
111 Partition Magic works its spell

on 32-bit FAT partitions
for newer desktop PCs.
111 System Commander marshals

several operating systems
on a single PC.
144 Compaq’s first router, the Net-

elligent 8500, improves the
usability of Cisco’s IOS.

ALSO INSIDE
112 Premier Classified
134 Classified
134 Career Opportunities
143 Advertisers’ Index
150 Request for Quotation

new K6 chip could break
some corporate users’
Pentium Pro habit—
graphically.
85 Jesse Berst, in his effort to make

Sun do the right things
with Java, gets executive
answers to readers’ technical questions.
157 Jim Louderback imitates Scrooge

and says “bah, humbug!”
to telcos, cable companies,
56K-bps modems and
“bandwidth guys.”
158 Eric Lundquist sees the future

of the Internet, as predicted by the vendors and concepts on display at Internet
World.
RUMOR CENTRAL
158 Spence’s spies tell the Tabby

about a JavaSoft guru’s
comic moments, Tandem’s
potential suitor and Pac
Bell’s video vaporware.
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Energizing static Web pages BBN’s RSVP to broadcast
DATABASES

Microsoft’s Advanced Data Connector enriches client data caching

BY NORVIN LEACH
AND JUAN CARLOS PEREZ

Microsoft Corp. is developing software to give World Wide Webbased database users more power and flexibility at the client end,
with a new technology called the
Advanced Data Connector.
The product addresses the limits on current browser-based applications. Today, users can only
download static data or maintain
live links to the database. The
ADC, now in beta testing, offers
a third option: a changeable data
cache on the client.
“Right now, if you download a
Web page, you’re sitting there with
dead data,” said Dan Basica, product manager of SQL Server marketing at the Redmond, Wash.,
company. “This will let the developer control how much data gets
cached and how it is updated.”
A user, for example, could
download an entire record set into
a browser application and make
changes without returning to the
server to deliver each change.

MICROSOFTÕS ADVANCED DATA CONNECT0R ARCHITECTURE

text, video programming
content, WBN provides business
BBN Corp. announced last week news feeds from ABC/WGN, in
a pilot network that will broadcast Manhattan, and video reports
specialized multimedia content from Merrill Lynch & Co., and is
to desktops using Resource Reser- about to announce a deal with
vation Protocol technology.
Reuters, said WBN President Aly
The pilot, which the Cam- Kazeroonian.
bridge, Mass., Internet service
A beta tester said the broadcasts
provider is co-developing with New should save money.
York-based content
provider WBN
(Worldwide Broadcasting Network),
will deliver text, audio and video programming to financial institutions
and other corporations using ProVision, BBN’s RSVP
network.
The network was
jointly announced
at Internet World in
New York last week.
RSVP gives priority to certain In- WBN WILL OFFER business news feeds and video reports.
“This saves us from going
ternet traffic, enabling smoother
transmission of such applica- through the expense of setting up
tions as video, which requires sig- a TV broadcast,” said Caesar
nificant bandwidth to be available Salazar, software developer for
emerging markets at Banque
on demand.
The first sites of the pilot, which Paribas. “This also allows a spebegin receiving WBN content this cific audience to receive very spemonth, are the American Stock cific material.”
Users of the service will see three
Exchange and Banque Paribas, a
Paris-based international bank. windows on their browser: one for
BBN and WBN plan to begin of- video; another for text that is transfering the service commercially lated from video, for PCs lacking
around the middle of next year, a sound card; and a chat area for
communicating with others in the
said BBN officials.
In addition to creating its own network. *
BY TOM DAVEY

N

Database

Client

ADC ties data to
the client via OLE
DB and ODBC

Web server
OLE DB and ODBC
IIS

Changes to the data are kept in
local buffers. When the user sends
or retrieves updates, the ADC uses
a new, faster protocol—TableGram
Streaming—to transfer the information back to the server. The
TableGram stays small and fast by
transferring only the changes to
the database, not the entire record
set, according to officials.
Microsoft designed the ADC to
work like Visual Basic’s data-binding functions, although it can work
with VBScript and HTML.
The ADC is effectively a middleman, linking front-end controls, such as list boxes or spreadsheet grids, to back-end databases,

Microsoft, MCI ring up
$10M Windows deal
from any workstation. Until now,
the debate within the company
Microsoft Corp. and MCI Com- was between OS/2 and NT,” said
munications Corp. this week will John Gerdelman, president of netannounce the terms of a sweep- workMCI Services, in Washinging $10 million Windows deal.
ton. “The significance is that we’re
MCI has agreed to deploy a mix getting to a standard. MCI has
of Windows NT Workstation and grown up with NT. I remember
Windows 95 on more than 50,000 when there were only a few peodesktops as part of a
ple on NT a few
comprehensive
years ago, and now
BackOffice licensing
it’s become a stanaccord. The threedard where OS/2
year deal also inwas the standard.”
volves licenses for
Asked if he was
40,000 copies of
concerned about
Microsoft’s Office
getting locked into
Professional and dea single vendor,
ployment of InterGerdelman annet Explorer on
swered affirmative7,000 systems.
ly. “But there’s realMoreover, MCI is GERDELMAN: Setting a standard. ly nowhere else to
close to signing a joint accord go to,” he said.
with Compaq Computer Corp.,
“Even real OS/2 bigots are not
Digital Equipment Corp. and Mi- willing to fight the war anymore,”
crosoft for 6,000 thin-client net- said Jon Oltsik, an analyst at Forwork workstations to be used in rester Research Inc., in Cambridge,
call centers, MCI officials said. Mass. Oltsik added that the MCI
The machines would adhere to agreement would have more pubthe Zero Administration initia- lic relations import than bottomtive, which is based on the next line impact at Microsoft. *
version of NT and spearheaded
Additional reporting by Erica
by Microsoft and Intel Corp.
“This allows us to do anything Schroeder
BY JOHN DODGE
AND CHARLES COOPER

PHOTO: ROB CRANDALL

NEWS

MULTIMEDIA

Advanced
Data
Connector/
Data cache

Browser
Data-aware
ActiveX controls

through Open Database Connectivity or OLE DB, an API layer that standardizes the access and
management of a variety of data
types. Data caching and updating
are transparent to the user.
The ADC will be able to cache
and transmit anything ranging
from relational or flat-file data to
multimedia, officials said.
Allen Benson, technology resource developer at Windermere Real Estate Services Co., in
Seattle, said the enhancements
promised by the ADC would
help his company’s intranet.
“It would be good if you could
pull down a larger chunk of a data
set and be able to manipulate it
and send it back one time, instead
of having to go back and forth updating a row or a record at a time,”
Benson said.
The concept behind the ADC—
empowering the client—is reflected in other Microsoft technology such as Dynamic HTML,
which makes Web pages changeable on the browser.
Dynamic HTML will be added
to Internet Explorer 4 next year.
The ADC is due to ship before the
end of the year, sources said. *

IETF tackles IP switching, RSVP issues
BY PAULA MUSICH

The Internet Engineering Task Force last week
moved forward on two major standards efforts for
improving network bandwidth.
At a meeting in San Jose, Calif., the standards
body cleared the way to begin work on an IP switching specification and turned its attention to the
policy implications of the RSVP (Resource Reservation Protocol) specification.
Following three presentations from Cisco Systems Inc., IBM and Toshiba Corp. on speeding
up the routing of network layer protocols in a
switched and routed network, IETF officials agreed
to form a working group to define a specification
for what has been called IP, Tag or network-layer
switching, said IETF chairman Fred Baker, a senior software engineer at Cisco, in San Jose.
IBM ended its silence on the topic by presenting a proposal called ARIS (Aggregate RouteBased IP Switching), which enables “routing and
switching to converge to solve the scalability as-

pect of route aggregation,” said Steve Simon, strategy program director for campus switch products at IBM, in Raleigh, N.C.
The ARIS technology uses the IETF’s Next Hop
Resolution Protocol specification and the ATM
Forum’s LAN Emulation standard to provide gigabit routing through asynchronous transfer mode
and LAN-switched networks, said Simon. IBM
plans to implement ARIS next year in its Multiprotocol Switched Services product.
On the RSVP front, the IETF began to address
the thorny policy implications that will govern how
the protocol is used. The signaling protocol does
not specify any controls over how network bandwidth is made available to all RSVP applications.
The IETF has formed a research task force to
determine mechanisms to represent policies
that users will wish to put in place to monitor RSVP
usage—not to define the policies themselves. *

For more on the IETF’s work on RSVP, see Page 100.
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Groupware enters Net time Startup’s desktop device
INTERNET

New protocol support will open up proprietary platforms

BY PAULA ROONEY

NEW YORK—Groupware systems
are entering their next generation with new Internet features
that free users from proprietary
platforms and protocols.
Lotus Development Corp. began the push last week at Internet World here when it announced shipment of Domino 4.5.
The Notes upgrade gains support
for popular Internet protocols
such as HTTP, Post Office Protocol 3, Network News Transfer Protocol, Secure Sockets Layer and
HTML 3.2, and enables users to
execute Java applets and ActiveX
controls (see Preview, Page 1).
Coming on strong is Netscape
Communications Corp., which will
launch the beta version of its Communicator client suite this month.
Communicator will enable users
to integrate HTML formats in mail
and discussion databases; its IMAP4
(Internet Messaging Access Protocol 4) support will allow remote users to work off a central
mail server, said officials of the
Mountain View, Calif., company.
For its part, Microsoft Corp.
plans to ship Version 5.0 of Exchange in the first quarter of
next year with LDAP (Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol) and
HTML format support. The Redmond, Wash., company plans to
include mail, calendar and scheduling features as ActiveX and Java
components that reside within the
Internet Explorer client by the second half of 1997, officials said.
Seamless work
With support for IMAP4 mail protocol, LDAP directory services
and HTML, Lotus, Netscape and
Microsoft will give users a way to
seamlessly work between their mail
client and World Wide Web browser.
“IMAP4 and LDAP are both significant. LDAP is significant because it gives us a ubiquitous directory,” said Becky McDonald,
manager of IT for US West Communications Inc., in Denver, which
has 4,500 users on Netscape’s Messaging Server and 6,000 Notes users. US West plans to continue using Notes as a chief platform but
is evaluating Netscape’s Communicator suite, McDonald added.
Other users testing the alpha
version of Communicator are giving its messaging capabilities
thumbs up but note the groupware features need more work.
“They’ve done a lot of work on
the E-mail user interface,” said
one tester. “You have columns you

spans Wintel, NC worlds
BY NORVIN LEACH

NETSCAPE’S COMMUNICATOR client suite integrates HTML formats with E-mail.

can move, and it lets me compose
mail in WYSIWYG HTML. Before,
there was no easy way to create
HTML mail.”
Daniel Klaussen, Netscape’s
group product manager for Communicator, acknowledged that its
replication features are not as robust as Notes’ but said the product meets most users’ needs.
Lotus is working to provide
native HTML, LDAP and IMAP4
support in a version of Domino
for next year, said officials at the
Cambridge, Mass., company.
Exchange 5.0’s native HTML
support, which is made possible by
its Active Messaging Object library,
offers views of native HTML objects in the Exchange in-box, elim-

inating the need for converting
HTML into Rich Text File format.
Exchange 5.0 will leapfrog
Domino 4.5 with LDAP support
out of the box, officials said. Microsoft is testing IMAP4 support
and 16-terabyte data capacities on
the server, but neither will ship
until the second quarter of 1997.
Other groupware features in
Microsoft’s Outlook client upgrade for Exchange 5.0 will be
converted to components as
well, said Greg Lobdell, group
product manager for Exchange.
Microsoft delayed Exchange
until next quarter because of a decision to support native HTML
data types in the server’s message store, officials said. *

A French startup has created a
desktop device that bridges the
Wintel and network computer
worlds via a ROM-based version
of Windows NT.
The computer, from Advanced
PC Technologies SA, can run
both the operating system and
applications from a CD-ROM or
digital videodisk drive using VenturCom Inc.’s embedded Windows NT technology. It also can
run applications downloaded
from a remote server in the same
fashion as a Java-based network
computer.
Called the NPC, the device
meets the NC Reference Profile
specifications laid out by Oracle
Corp. and its partners, but it runs
Windows NT applications on Intel Corp. Pentium processors,
company officials said. Advanced
PC Technologies is the first company claiming to bridge NT and
the NC.
The Bievres, France, company is negotiating with hardware
vendors—including Groupe Dassault, a French manufacturer that
has invested in Advanced PC Technologies—to manufacture the
device, according to Alain
Schwartzmann, the company’s
vice president of marketing.
The prototype for the NPC in-

New Intel memory to improve video
BY LISA DICARLO

Intel Corp. is steering a sea change in desktop PC
architecture and performance by co-developing a
new memory type for forthcoming digital videodisk,
three-dimensional and video applications.
Intel has licensed RDRAM (Rambus dynamic
RAM) designs from Rambus Inc., of Mountain
View, Calif., and will co-develop a new memory
type, called nDRAM, officials said.
nDRAM, still in the definition stage, will feature
a 100MHz-plus clock speed and a wider interface
than the current 8-bit standard, and will require
a new motherboard and core logic design. The
memory is expected to be available on PCs in 1999.
Citing such memory-hungry applications as the
drivers for the next rush of PC sales, Intel believes it must lead the charge to a new memory
architecture that can accommodate the software.
“The evolutionary path [for DRAM] has run
its course,” said Dennis Lenehan, director of memory industry enabling at Intel, in Santa Clara, Calif.
“This is the point at which we make a fundamental
technological change, because we’re hitting a
stone wall by trying to extend the life of SDRAM

[synchronous dynamic RAM].”
Intel does not plan to release further technical details until late 1997, but the technology will
allow more data throughput over a fewer number of pin connectors, officials said.
The memory will replace today’s highest-performance main memory, SDRAM. Although it
will proliferate in 1997 and 1998, SDRAM will
not be viable for robust applications long-term,
due to limitations inherent to their maximum
100MHz speed, Lenehan said.
Most of today’s SDRAM memory runs at 66MHz
and will speed up to 100MHz next year. But extending beyond 100MHz will risk compatibility
with current dual inline memory module sockets and will increase system costs, Lenehan said.
He said the high-performance memory will
probably first surface on more costly PCs and
workstations, migrating down to lower-cost PCs.
Most of the world’s largest memory makers currently produce Rambus’ RDRAM processors, and
most will make nDRAM, including Mitsubishi
Electronics Inc., Samsung Semiconductor Inc.
and NEC Electronics Inc. *

cludes 16M bytes of RAM, flash
ROM and electronically erasable
programmable ROM for storing
local data and configurations,
and a smart card reader for security.
Schwartzmann said that basing
all the software on removable media, rather than on a fixed hard
disk, makes the machines more
flexible. “You can use the same
workstation for totally different
purposes, depending on what’s
on the CD,” he said. “The user can
call on the server or run applications only on the CD.”

PROTOTYPE NPC FEATURES
R Stripped-down NT
R CD or DVD for booting OS
R Apps on ROM device or network
R Smart card for security
R 16M bytes RAM

Advanced PC Technologies
chose Wintel rather than the
Java approach because of its market dominance.
“Of the millions of PCs in the
world, 80 percent of them are
Wintel,” Schwartzmann said.
“So we said, ‘Let’s make a mutation based on the knowledge of
the existing world.’ ”
Stripped-down NT
Advanced PC Technologies licenses technology from VenturCom that provides a strippeddown version of Windows NT.
VenturCom shrinks the operating
system by breaking it into component pieces—the kernel and
additional modules. Developers
choose which modules are appropriate for their applications
and install only those.
Scott Miller, an analyst at market researcher Dataquest Inc., in
San Jose, Calif., said the usefulness of the device could hinge on
its ability to access remote storage.
“I can see cases where you would
want to minimize the need for network bandwidth, but I wonder if
using NT is overkill, rather than
something like Windows CE,”
Miller said.
While Advanced PC Technologies is examining the possibility of using Microsoft Corp.’s
Windows CE operating system,
Windows NT is still the first
choice because of its widespread
acceptance. *
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Code signing’s new Signature Sun ships management
INTERNET

W3C leading industry toward standard digital signatures

BY MICHAEL MOELLER

Several industry heavyweights are
eyeing a standard way to secure Internet software transfers, as the digital superhighway becomes a more
common mode of application deployment and distribution.
The W3C (World Wide Web
Consortium) is corralling Microsoft Corp., JavaSoft, Netscape Communications Corp., Oracle Corp.,
IBM, AT&T Corp. and several
others to craft a method for digitally signing and authenticating
Java applets and ActiveX controls.
A draft of the Digital Signature
Initiative is due to be announced
at the end of next month, after
which all vendors involved will begin work on implementing it in trial systems, said Philip DesAutels,
project manager for the initiative
for the W3C, based in Cambridge,
Mass.
The technology will be encryption protocol-neutral and will
support such digital signature
standards as PCKS#7 and X.509v3,
said officials. The new system also
will support the Platform for Internet Content Selection rating
system.
The initiative fills a gap for a
common “trust system” for knowing who created a downloadable
piece of software, why it was created and what it can do to a
user’s computer, DesAutels said.
In addition, it goes a step beyond
Microsoft’s Authenticode, a com-

mon form of code signing that enables Java applets or Active X controls to be signed by their author
to establish accountability.
Netscape and JavaSoft are
putting the final touches on codeveloped technologies called JAR
(Java Archive Format) and Java se-

WHAT’S YOUR SIGN?
Major vendors supporting W3C
Digital Signature Initiative
Microsoft
Oracle
Netscape
AT&T
JavaSoft
IBM

curity APIs, which sign only Java
applets, JavaSoft and Netscape officials said.
Microsoft, JavaSoft and Netscape
officials all pledged to support
any standard as long as it was implemented in an open way.
“We are closely working with
the W3C, and once a standard
method for signing code is completed, we will take a look at how
it fits with Authenticode and see
how soon we are able to get the
new standard into our products,” said John Brown, program
manager for electronic commerce
at Microsoft, in Redmond, Wash.
“From what we can see, there is
not a lot of work that has to be
done, so supporting the stan-

dard will not mean we have to rebuild our technology.”
Netscape and JavaSoft officials
added that they too are closely
watching what the W3C comes up
with, but they feel that for the time
being it is important to get products out the door that provide
additional security beyond current Java security.
“Our code-signing format, jointly spec’d and developed with Netscape, is likely to be our input to
the W3C group,” said Li Gong, Java
security architect at JavaSoft. “The
format is flexible and extensible.”
The W3C’s Digital Signature
Initiative promises to circumvent
any proprietary code-signing
method from becoming too wellestablished and will allow methods such as Microsoft’s Authenticode to work within the
standard.
The standard promises to provide a mechanism to allow independent software testing centers
or companies to check the code
for viruses or bugs and create a rating system that could be adopted
by corporations or users, said DesAutels.
If a user adopted a specific rating system, it would be embedded
into his or her browser. Then,
when a user attempts to download
an applet, the code would search
for the applet’s virtual certification and either run the applet or
deny access, said DesAutels. *

upgrade, SNMP stack
classes included in JMAPI and read
Sun Microsystems Inc. announced the Management Information
last week at Internet World that it Bases, he said.
SNMP is necessary but not sufhas added two reference impleficient for one SunNet
mentations of key parts
Manager user, who
of its JMAPI specificaAPPLE
SIGNS
ON
questioned the reliabiltion.
Joining at least a
ity of browser-based
The latest version of
dozen other
management.
the Java Management
vendors, Apple
“SNMP is where the
API, announced this
Computer Inc. last
world
is at for network
fall, will be available to
week endorsed
management right now,
independent software
the Java
but I’m not sure I want
providers by the end
Management API.
to trust my network
of the month, as will implementations of its database con- management to Java,” said the user,
nectivity module and a Java im- who requested anonymity. “I keep
plementation of the SNMP reading that Java is really slick stuff,
but if you go across browser platprotocol stack.
Both are intended to help man- forms, there are bugs between the
agement application developers browsers on how it executes.”
The database connectivity modramp up their JMAPI support faster
and add valuable feedback into en- ule initially will provide interfaces
hanced versions of the specification, to Oracle and Sybase databases to
said Chris Silveri, engineering man- allow Java management applicaager for the JMAPI development ef- tions access to management data.
Sun plans to add support for the
fort in Menlo Park, Calif.
SNMP support helps preserve Java database connectivity extenusers’ investment in SNMP agents, sion when it is completed, enabla key requirement for JMAPI’s ac- ing applications to access any dataceptance. “There are a lot of base that includes a Java database
SNMP agents out there,” Silveri connectivity driver.
The implementations are a
said. “They will never go away. You
can write a Java-based application part of the Solstice WorkShop prodand speak to agents using SNMP.” uct, due in March, which combines
Instead of having to build Java the JMAPI specification and user
agents for a router, users can write guidelines with the Java WorkShop
an application using the SNMP development tools. *
BY PAULA MUSICH

SCO continues Net integration in next-generation Unix
BY LISA WIRTHMAN

SCO is adopting an Internet-centric technology direction and revamping its 1997
product road map to fill in its missing pieces.
SCO announced last week plans to add
Internet capabilities to the Non-Uniform
Memory Access clustering architecture the
company is integrating into Gemini—the
forthcoming merger of SCO’s UnixWare
and OpenServer operating systems, due in
mid-1997.
Other Internet enhancements for Gemini include the development of a new “Webtop” interface that will provide users with
a unified view of their desktop resources
and World Wide Web-based files and applications, said Scott McGregor, senior vice
president of products for SCO, in Santa
Cruz, Calif.
SCO is working to optimize all its clientand server-side software around the new
Internet model by enhancing current products and introducing new technologies.
SCO will begin offering a Web browser
in all its operating system products, starting with Gemini, and will continue to up-

date its Internet FastStart family of third- to his company’s networks, Fenimore
SCO also is working on a version of its NC/OS
party Web servers and browsers. The com- said, “we don’t want to have to redo our for PCs with 386 and 486 processors that will
pany also will integrate Java capabilities into applications.”
enable them to function as NCs, he added.
its operating systems early next year.
Other support for heterogeneous clients
“Overall, SCO has had a diverse client
In addition, the company is working to will be provided by SCO’s small footprint strategy for some time. The difference is
increase its support for multiple clients, NC/OS operating system for NCs when it that they are being explicit in positioning
McGregor said. SCO is developing a serv- ships early next year, according to McGregor. themselves against what Microsoft [Corp.]
er-based technology, dubbed
might do,” said Jean Bozman,
Tarantella, that will protect
Unix and Windows NT anausers’ investments by enabling
lyst with International Data
Windows, character-based, X
Corp., based in Mountain
Window System terminal, MoView, Calif.
tif and database applications to
Microsoft and SCO “are
connect to any network comboth pure software players
puter or Java-based client.
running on Intel [chip-based
Tarantella will be available
systems],” Bozman said.
in the second quarter of next
“There’s a head-to-head comyear, he added.
petition there.”
“We will definitely use
SCO’s goal is to emphasize
[Tarantella] in the future,” said
that it can work well with WinSCO user Scott Fenimore, exdows, but also with network
ecutive vice president of Data
computers and other Unix
Pro Accounting Software Inc.,
clients, according to Bozman.
in Tampa, Fla.
“They see themselves as more
As more and more NCs (netopen and more approachwork computers) are added SCO’S TARENTELLA connects installed applications to Java clients.
able,” she added. *
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Token-Ring speed boosted Low-cost Aviator wireless
NETWORKING

Vendors unveil full-duplex hardware devices, software

ring bandwidth of the module,
Lower price points and full-du- Cabletron officials said.
DTR supports full-duplex transplex transmission rates will be the
top Token-Ring attractions this missions, which let devices send and
week as vendors prepare a string receive data simultaneously, essentially doubling the hardware’s bandof new hardware and software
width. For innetworking prodstance, a 4M-bps,
ucts based on DedDTR-compliant
icated Token-Ring
adapter card could
technology.
achieve 8M-bps
Cabletron Sysspeeds, said officials
tems Inc., 3Com
at the Rochester,
Corp. and Olicom
N.H., company.
A/S will announce TOKEN-RING-in-Fast
Cabletron also is shipping a
DTR devices, in- Ethernet system.
cluding modules and drivers, de- firmware upgrade, Version 3.2
signed to double transmission for the ATX. The firmware inspeeds and lower the cost of im- cludes VLAN (virtual LAN) capaplementing Token-Ring technol- bilities and local and remote port
mirroring features, which enable
ogy.
Cabletron’s announcement will IS managers to use external anacenter on a new, four-port To- lyzer devices for troubleshooting.
Both products will be available
ken-Ring module and firmware
upgrade for use with the compa- through distributors.
3Com will ship in the second
ny’s modular ATX LAN switch.
The company will ship in March quarter its Token-Ring-in-Fast Ethits $6,995 3T05-04 Token-Ring ernet module for use in its Super
module for use with the ATX LAN Stack II 2000 Token-Ring switch.
The $1,500 module, when used
Switch. The aggressively priced
module costs $2,000 less than in conjunction with the Super
Stack II 2000, the Super Stack II
the previous version.
The 3T05-04’s use of DTR tech- 3000 Fast Ethernet Switch and the
nology enables transmission rates 3Com Fast Ethernet NIC, will enthat are twice as fast as the initial able corporations to connect ToBY STACY LAVILLA

ken-Ring clients to Fast Ethernet
servers, according to officials at
the Santa Clara, Calif., company.
Integration of virtual workgroup
capabilities into a Token-Ring environment interests network managers at Provident Companies Inc., in
Chattanooga, Tenn.
“We’re looking at it in part because of the VLAN support,” said
James Karn, IS consultant at Provident. “We do a lot of moving
around here,” Karn said, adding
that about 170 Provident workers
move their workstations each
month.
The module, which comes with
fiber and copper interfaces, supports both source route and transparent bridging frames.
The module will be available
through distributors and resellers.
For its part, Olicom is shipping its PowerMach DTR drivers
with its line of Token-Ring
adapters. The 802.5r-compliant
drivers, which will be bundled with
Olicom’s PCI and ISA bus
adapters, work with any standardbased Token-Ring switch, said officials at the Dallas company.
The PowerMach DTR drivers are
available for download from the
company’s World Wide Web site. *

LAN system takes flight

send data at transfer rates of up to
A Sunnyvale, Calif., communica- 150K bps and distances of up to 80
tions software provider is using feet. The Aviator peer-to-peer netwireless technology to make it eas- work supports as many as 32 nodes
ier for small companies to set up on the wireless LAN, officials said.
Aviator comes with two 3-ounce
Windows-based LANs.
WebGear Inc. this week will RF transmitter modules that
announce Aviator, a self-contained plug into a PC’s parallel port and
peer-to-peer wireless LAN that lets are powered by the PC rather than
PC users running Windows 3.1 by an external power supply.
The peer-to-peer network operor Windows 95 share applications
and system resources and trans- ates at radio frequencies of 900MHz
and provides errorfer files and othdetection and errorer data, compacorrection capabiliny officials said.
ties, officials said.
The Aviator
“A product like
wireless LAN,
priced at $229 for WEBGEAR’S AVIATOR wireless LAN. this can easily connect [a small neta two-user system
and due next week from retailers, work],” said Peter Cripps, of Peconsists of RF (radio frequency) ter Cripps Associates, an RF
transmitter modules that plug into engineering consultantancy in
a PC’s parallel port. Also included Redwood City, Calif. *
are two parallel port extension cables and one parallel port card that
attaches to a host PC and printer.
Aviator eliminates the need to
implement costly cables and taps
associated with hard-wired LANs,
officials said.
When connected to PCs, the
RF transmitters let users wirelessly BY STEPHANIE LAPOLLA
Advanced Logic Research Inc. next
month will announce a six-way Pentium Pro server that provides the
hardware headroom for a corporation’s growing database needs.
The latest Revolution server will
ware that enables users to store, transmit and
be based on ALR’s homegrown sysretrieve documents securely over intranets
temboard design, which integrates
or the Internet. Using a combination safe
monitoring logic to keep track of
metaphor as its user interface, DataSafe alsystem components and optimize
lows users to drag and drop files into the safe
memory reads, sources said.
to encrypt them. Priced at $79.95, DataSafe
The server will feature a new
is due to ship next month.
capability called Active CPR that
For its part, Terisa Systems, of Los Altos,
automatically detects and reboots
Calif., announced SecureWeb Documents,
the machine when a processor fails.
a digital certificate/digital signature tech“They’re doing so well, the shipnology that enables specific forms and docments are back-ordered,” said an
uments to be signed and sealed when transexecutive at one Boston reseller
mitted over the Internet.
who requested anonymity. ALR
SecureWeb Documents, which leverages
has proven itself to customers with
the underlying technology found in the Sea solid design that is flexible
cure-HTTP standard, is due by the end of
enough to react quickly to changes
this month with pricing to be set at that point.
in the industry, the executive
On the bundling front, Raptor Systems
said.
Inc., of Waltham, Mass., and CyberGuard
Perhaps too fast. Some ALR users
Corp., of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., each landaren’t ready for a six-way maed deals indicative of the expanding role
chine. “Right now we’re doing
that firewalls are taking within corporations.
OK with a two- and three-way [ALR]
Starting next month, Raptor’s Eagle NT
machine,” said Mike Lascha, new
firewall will be included within Compaq
technology integrator for USBI Co.,
Computer Corp.’s SmartStart configuraat Kennedy Space Center, in Nastion and optimization utility for its servers.
sau, Fla. “But if we were consoliSCO and CyberGuard tapped each other
dating, [a six-way server] would
last week for a joint-marketing agreemake sense.”
ment that calls for SCO to resell the CyALR officials in Irvine, Calif.,
berGuard firewall. *
declined to comment. *
BY MARK MOORE

Search for intruders fuels new firewalls
BY MICHAEL MOELLER

Internet firewalls are growing beyond prevention to incorporate more proactive security measures.
In addition to providing border security,
new software from Trusted Information
Systems Inc. and Internet Security Systems
Inc. can monitor in real time suspicious
network activity.
Also, Authentex Software Corp. and Terisa Systems Inc. have announced products
that protect documents at their source.
“With the Internet taking off, the role of
security is critical, since the data is no
longer contained and transmitted on a private WAN; it is now being done on an open
public network,” said Jerry Feldenger, security manager for a major New York bank.
Trusted Information Systems, of Glenwood,
Calif., next month will ship ForceField, a
new technology based on its Gauntlet firewall
that enables corporations to protect World
Wide Web pages from vandalism.
ForceField modifies the operating system
that powers a Web site to close loopholes
that hackers might be able to exploit, officials said. ForceField is priced at $495.
TIS also announced last week that its Gauntlet firewall now supports Microsoft Corp.’s
Authenticode digital signature technology,

enabling users to block access of ActiveX controls or Java applets that have not been signed
by a trusted third party using Authenticode.
Atlanta-based Internet Security Systems
last week released RealSecure, a real-time intrusion recognition and response tool that
monitors network traffic and blocks suspicious activity. It watches source and destination addresses and the types of service requests being made, and monitors a list of
more than 50 typical hacking signatures.
RealSecure is priced at $4,995.
This week, Authentex, of Massena, N.Y.,
will release a beta of DataSafe, security soft-

DATASAFE USES combination safe metaphor interface.

ALR prepares
servers with
room to grow
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his was the year

that saw Java, the intranet and the network computer enter the lexicon of users.
As corporations attempted to get a handle on the commercial potential of the World

A

1996 in Review

The Year
Of The
Web

1996 TOP 10

T

year ago, PC Week

Labs examined the IT developments of
1995 and observed that “corporate notions
of distributed information systems have
been rebuilt from the bottom up in re-

Wide Web, the Internet had a tonic effect on

sponse to the Web.” This proved to be no ex-

the computer industry, which responded with

aggeration. The following are the Top 10 prod-

a burst of innovation. It was also a year

ucts we looked at this year that distinguished

marked by jarring consolidation that reshaped

themselves through superior execution and/or tech-

the software industry.That and a lot more. Here

nical innovation. And on Page 32 are 10 products

are our picks for the Top 10 stories of 1996.

and technologies that left something to be desired.

Internet, intranet innovation
leaves its mark on IT sites

BY PC WEEK LABS STAFF

BY CHARLES COOPER

Java everywhere
It would be difficult—if not
impossible—to think of another development language that
has captured as much mind and
market share in such a short time.
After 10 months of testing, Sun
Microsystems Inc. officially released Java in January.
Java quickly established itself
as the industry’s hottest new technology, embraced by a development community keen to exploit the untapped potential of
the Internet. By mid-October,
there were more than 200,000 Java
developers.
Despite lingering caution
among IS managers about the
idea of missioncritical applications being
dependent on a still-green programming language, Java won a
big vote of acceptance within the
world of enterprise computing
when IBM agreed to use the technology to link its disparate operating systems, to access legacy data
and to dynamically build Web
pages. Nearly all the major operating system vendors announced
plans to embed Java into their operating systems.
Java even won grudging back-

1

The Net sires many of year’s
best products, technologies

ing from Microsoft Corp., which
released its own Windows-based
Java development tool, called Visual J++, even as it pledged to support the standard implementation of Java. Why did Microsoft
join the crowd? A simple case of
self-interest. Java posed a major
challenge to Windows-based computing, and the issue for Microsoft was simple: Either jump on
the bandwagon or risk getting left
behind.
Windows NT 4.0 ships
Could Microsoft finally have
the blockbuster enterprise
hit that eluded it the first time
around? At its debut three years
ago, Windows NT was criticized
for its heavy memory requirements and lead-footed speed—
not to mention a dearth of thirdparty applications to work with
the network operating system. But
despite its shortcomings, NT still
had more than enough marketing and sales muscle behind it to
challenge NetWare and Unix for
a piece of the corporate network
pie. Judging from the enthusiastic reaction of IS managers and
OEMs to Version 4.0, which
shipped in August, analysts believe Microsoft will ring up substantially more than the $1 billion
See Top 10, Page 19

2

SuiteSpot
Netscape Communications Corp.

Netscape’s SuiteSpot
1
server suite lays the foundation for Internet-based
application services with
Web-site management via
LiveWire Pro. The suite also
provides advanced messaging via Internet Mail Access Protocol in the Mail
server, Network News Transfer Protocol conferencing
via the News server and one LOTUS MOLDED Notes to the Web with Domino.
of the best Web servers we’ve seen every other Domino site on the Web.
in the Enterprise server. With new But for applications such as disconferencing, scheduling and col- cussion groups and forms-driven
laboration servers on tap for 1997, workflow applications, there is nothNetscape is poised to snare the top ing better.
spot as a corporate applications
Pentium Pro chip set
provider.
Intel Corp.

Domino 4.5
Lotus Development Corp.

Lotus went from the endan2
gered species list to the head
of the Internet application development class with the release of
Domino. Domino transformed
Notes from a proprietary groupware product into one of the most
versatile tools for developing Webbased applications that PC Week
Labs has seen. Domino is still not
flexible enough to serve as a platform for a whole Web site -- unless
you want your site to look like

Intel has exponentially in3
creased the performance potential of the network file server
with its new quad-PentiumPro hardware (formerly known as Orion),
especially when complemented
with the symmetric multiprocessing support built into Windows NT
Server. Using this scalable network
operating system platform, even
the voracious appetites of CPUstarved applications can be satisfied by merely popping in another CPU or two.
See Labs, Page 27
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from Page 17

Netscape vs. Microsoft
Barrels of ink were spilled on the
hardscrabble competition in the
browser market between Netscape Communications Corp. and Microsoft. But by

3

pany opened another tactical front in the
summer by asking the U.S. Department of
Justice to investigate whether its Redmond,
Wash., rival had improperly paid OEMs and
Internet providers to use IE. Specifically,
Netscape wanted to
know whether Microsoft had violated its
1994 antitrust settlement with the government.
On the product
front, Netscape picked up the pace. After
rolling out the first iteration of its SuiteSpot
server applications bundle in March, the
Mountain View, Calif., company was ready
with five new server components by the
fall that were designed to make it easier
for users to do E-mail, file sharing and group
scheduling over intranets.
Network computer challenges the PC
In the end, all the jawboning by Sun
President Scott McNealy and Oracle
Corp. CEO Larry Ellison paid off when
their vision of a low-cost network computer became a reality in 1996.
Proponents told corporate users that
the NC would reduce the cost of ownership associated with corporate computing
from about $12,000 to about $2,000 per
user. What’s more, they added, the NC

4

would end corporate America’s dependence on the Microsoft-Intel Corp. duopoly, whose technologies run about 80
percent of the PCs in the world.
Would the NC constitute the first dramatic shift in corporate
computing in the last
decade and a half? That
remained a subject of
controversy. Microsoft
and Intel attempted to
blunt the appeal of the SUN’S MCNEALY.
NC in late October with
a specification for a so-called NetPC, a device that, predictably, would include microprocessors from Intel along with the
Windows operating system and allow users to
run current hardware
and software. The Wintel partners also attacked
the NC as a throwback
ORACLE’S ELLISON.
to the mainframe days
when dumb terminals sat on users’ desks.
Whatever the merits of each side’s approach, many IS managers burdened with
high support costs believed the thin client
was clearly a concept whose time had arrived.
See Top 10, Page 21
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worth of server sales it had during its most
recent fiscal year, which ended June 30.
The 4.0 upgrade offered easier administration, improved intranet support and
greater scalability. It also required less memory and ran as much as eight times faster
than the original version.
Still, it was not all peaches and cream.
Users dunned Microsoft for the poor and
sometimes nonexistent migration paths
from Windows 3.1
and Windows 95 to
NT Workstation. Microsoft also got hammered because of licensing restrictions
that allowed a maximum of 10 simultaneous connections to NT Workstation. Critics
said the policy was designed to encourage
users deploying NT Workstation as a Web
server to move to the more expensive Server version of the product.

the end of the year, the main event was
taking place on the server side, where the
real riches were to be mined. Netscape
was comfortably ahead in the Internet
browser market when it received a helpful prod from Bill Gates, who last December
said Microsoft planned to get “hard
core” about the Internet. In 1996, Microsoft began making good on that promise
as it moved toward integrating Internet
access with its operating system software.
Despite its relatively late start, Microsoft
wasted no time turning up the heat on
Netscape. The software colossus gave away
copies of Internet Explorer and then
sweetened the offer in August by extending free subscriptions for access to pay-toview Web sites through the end of 1996.
On top of everything,
Microsoft officials said
the company’s longerrange strategy involved merging IE
with Windows, thus
sticking a knife in Netscape by making browsers irrelevant. Like a couple of rival heavyweight
contenders, the two companies forced each
other to innovate.
Netscape did not buckle under the
pressure, however. Countering Microsoft
with its own free subscription offer, the com-
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Plagued by declining
a budget) to go with it.
sales of NetWare 3 and
Now, as 1996 draws to a
flat demand for Netclose, static Web pages are
Ware 4, Novell was stung
passé and Web-based aprepeatedly by disapplications—everything
pointing quarterly sales
from workflow to groupand earnings. At the
ware, sales force applicasame time, the compations to business-to-businy was unable to realize
ness collaboration tools
Frankenberg’s vision of
and Web-enabled legacy
a “smart” global network
systems—are hot. And pertied together with Nohaps for the first time, users
vell technology.
really like IT. No doubt
Users complained
it’s hard for CIOs to adFRANKENBERG (left) out, Marengi in as
about Novell’s inability
mit all that great stuff re- president at Novell.
to articulate a consistent
sulted from technology
they were so uncomfortable with 12 months product and marketing strategy, saying their
association with Novell had been marred
ago. That’s probably why they rarely do.
by too many broken promises. By late AuSoftware constellation realigns
gust, an impatient board of directors reThe best theme to sum up this year’s placed Frankenberg with Joseph Marengi
changes in the software market is as president and John Young as tempo“Shake, Rattle and Roll.”
rary chairman until a replacement was
In January, Novell Inc. brought down found. That search continues.
the final curtain on an ill-considered diWhen Novell first acquired WordPerfect
versification strategy as it sold its Word- and Quattro Pro, former CEO Ray NoorPerfect subsidiary to Corel Corp. As part da envisioned a megacompany that could
of the deal, Corel also got the Quattro Pro take on Microsoft. Now Corel has picked
spreadsheet. But even as Robert Franken- up that mantle, with charismatic Presiberg took steps to refocus Novell on its core dent Michael Cowpland publicly spoiling
networking business, he couldn’t save his for a fight with Microsoft and Lotus DeSee Top 10, Page 23
own job as CEO.
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ing sure employees were using the Web in
“appropriate” ways; meanwhile, the Web
tidal wave was crashing over their firewalls
Intranets take off
and into their private networks. It started
Depending on which research com- with the appearance of small enclaves of
pany you consult, the corporate in- internal Web servers, where users found
tranet market will be worth anywhere from things like departmental descriptions,
$10 billion to $20 billion by the year 2000. phone lists and address books. Suddenly,
To think: The advent of intranets started an employee in Timbuktu could actually
out as corporate IT’s dirty
get information about
little secret.
a project going on
Not long ago, you
halfway around the
couldn’t talk to a CIO
world without having to
about the Web without
make 20 phone calls
ending up in a tête-à-tête
first. The information
about security and
was static, but users disemployees surfing their
covered that Web
days away at www.
servers helped them do
penthouse.com. CIOs
their jobs better.
were thinking of the Web
Once they got a taste,
only as a tool for getting
users wanted more. So,
external information,
as users usually do, they
and IT execs weren’t eagot loud and woke IT
ger to announce that
up to the reality of Web
Web technology was betechnology: It helps
coming useful behind
people do their jobs.
the firewall—often with- BOEING’S INTRANET is available to some The next thing you
out their involvement. 40,000 employees.
know, someone’s tallyThe story is nearly the same at every com- ing up all the Web servers, the CIO steps
pany that has an intranet: IT execs bit in, a steering committee is formed and—
their nails trying to find ways to extend Web shazam!—the company has a corporate
access to users while simultaneously mak- intranet and a strategy (and maybe even
from Page 19
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Telecommunications reform
The bureaucrats in Washington finally got it right and passed a
sweeping telecommunications
reform bill into law in February.
In making their case, proponents said the legislation would
allow for across-the-board competition between the Baby Bells,
long-distance companies and
cable TV outfits.
In the long term, they hope
the bill will spur lower prices

7

and allow for more innovation. In the
short term, however, it simply triggered
a burst of industry consolidation as several major telcos felt the urge to merge.
Pacific Telesis and SBC Communications were the first Regional Bell Operating Companies to march to the altar,
announcing a $16.7 billion merger designed to create a company with 30 million phone lines and a presence in seven
of the 10 biggest cities in the United States.
That deal was subsequently topped
when British Telecommunications Ltd.
agreed to pay $20.9 billion for MCI
Communications Corp.
But the passage of the bill also included
a provision that ignited a storm of controversy. The so-called Communications Decency Act imposed penalties of up to
$250,000 and two years in jail on U.S. citizens who transmitted indecent material that
minors could access by computer. The ensuing argument
over the constitutionality of the
act provoked a debate about the
limits of free speech and the
role of the Internet. In June, a
panel of federal judges blocked
enforcement of the provision.
As the year closed, the Supreme
Court agreed to hear the case
in March 1997.

Clustering takes shape
The technology was not new. In fact,
Digital Equipment Corp. has been
doing server clustering on VMS systems
since the mid-1980s. But 1996 was the year
that clustering—defined as a group of machines sharing resources and operating in
a single system view—emerged as the real
deal. What with a burst of product rollouts
from major server vendors, and associated technologies such as Wolfpack and Cache
Coherent Nonuniform Memory Access, the industry finally supplied the
beef this year.
Why 1996? In the
past, software advances—as is most
often the case—had been dependent
upon hardware advances. But when Intel began shipping four-way Pentium
Pro motherbords and Tandem Computers Inc., Dolphin Software Systems Inc.
and others produced high-speed interconnect technology, the core building
blocks emerged for vendors looking to
turn out moderately priced clustering
solutions.
Microsoft tapped some of Digital’s clustering expertise for its Wolfpack APIs, proSee Top 10, Page 25
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velopment Corp. in the suite market. Indeed, Corel priced its Corel Office suite at
$395, compared with the $499 charged by
Microsoft to first-time buyers, and offered
the entire box of programs for $99 to anyone who used a competing word processor or spreadsheet. The company also announced a version of Corel Office based
on the Java programming language that it
would deliver over the Internet.
That kind of damn-the-torpedoes bravado will be needed. But as Corel contemplates
the prospect of a head-on battle with Microsoft, it might want to heed the Chinese
proverb about getting what you wish for.
At Borland International Inc., the bad
news was relentless: The resignations of
several high-level executives—including
CEO Gary Wetsel—combined with more
job cuts, and quarterly losses threatened
to tar Borland as the Sick Man of the software industry. But 1996 ended on a hopeful note when Borland installed veteran
turnaround expert Delbert Yocam as its
chief executive.
Meanwhile, Computer Associates International Inc., the industry’s incarnation
of Mel Brooks’ mythical empire “Engulf
and Devour,” continued to grow by acqui-

sition, the most notable pickup being the
purchase of Cheyenne Software Inc.
On the database front, Informix Software Inc. proved Oracle wrong by shipping
its Universal Server object-relational database on time. After Informix bought Illustra Information Technologies Inc., it
promised to combine Illustra’s object technology with its own relational database by
year’s end. Oracle’s Ellison, who said it
couldn’t be done, had to eat his words when
Informix met its self-imposed deadline in
December.
Another company stepping up to a challenge—this one posed by the Internet—
was Lotus, which successfully engineered
the transformation of Notes into a Web
development platform.
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Internetworking and the Internet
When Cisco Systems Inc. announced
in April plans to buy StrataCom Inc.
in a stock swap valued at about $4 billion,
it looked like the networking equipment
market was in line for another year of frenetic merger and acquisition activity. Compared with 1995, however, it turned out to
be a relative sleeper.
Yes, Cisco continued to gobble up smaller fry—Telebit Corp., Nashoba Networks
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was clearly onto a developing trend. In fact,
both platforms, each borrowing from the
other, are advancing at a frantic pace. PCs
are emerging as the you-do-it photo-finishGadgets take center stage
ing shop for a blitz of affordable digital camWhen 225,000 showgoers de- eras, which produce still images, full-motion
scended on Las Vegas in mid-No- video or both. And a new crop of wallet-size
vember to attend Comdex, the dominant PCs known as personal digital assistants have
topic was neither the Internet nor PCs. arrived en masse.
The jumbo trade show—always a good winIn the past, hot, new technology often
dow into what computer techmeant great expense with
nology took seed during the
little chance of commercial
preceding months—was inunviability. But like digital
dated with gadgets: Digital camcompression, price comeras, satellites, personal digipression is opening up new
tal assistants and even televisions
possibilities, speeding the
were omnipresent, testifying
acceptance of cutting-edge
that the PC is no longer the ultechnology.
timate expression of digital
A case in point: Digital
technology.
cameras can be had for a
No less a personage than Infew hundred or a few thoutel CEO Andy Grove predicted
sand dollars. And they are
that the PC and television were
not toys. The Hitachi
about to slug it out for the share
MPEG camera, for examof “eyeballs.” Consider, for exple, 50 percent bigger than
COMDEX SHOWGOERS got their
ample, the arrival of WebTV,
a pack of cigarettes, holds
fill of gadgets last month.
which presumes the masses want
20 minutes of video, 3,000
to browse the Internet and do E-mail with still images or 1,000 stills with 10 seconds
a TV remote and without the expense, of audio. *
features and hassle of a PC.
That’s not to say PCs and the Internet Contributions from John Dodge, Stephanie
have disappeared from Comdex. But Grove LaPolla and Erin Callaway

ing Task Force for possible standardization, is still nothing more than a specification.
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viding an easy way for OEMs to build cluster-ready NT machines. Microsoft went on
to play the field this year, uniting with Tandem, Hewlett-Packard Co. and NCR Corp.,
and soaking up their respective resources.
Each of these players has delivered its own
version of NT-based clusters, porting proprietary Unix scalable techniques to NT to
add high availability. And these companies
promise to provide customers with true NT
clusters next year.
But despite the ballyhoo surrounding Microsoft’s ability to mold NT into an operating system rich enough to take on the likes
of Unix, we’re still waiting for the company to deliver phase one of NT clusters—
simple failover.

Inc., Netsys Technologies Inc.—but with
the exception of 3Com Corp.’s $245 million purchase of OnStream Networks Inc.
in October, 1996 was a year in which the
key networking equipment makers seemed
content to digest earlier acquisitions.
On the technology front, Gigabit
Ethernet loomed on the horizon as the
next predominant transmission technology,
as everyone got
to talking about
how it would unseat ATM (asynchronous transfer mode). But
ATM proponents spent the year in peace
as Gigabit Ethernet remained a work in
progress.
Meanwhile, a number of companies
tried their hand at solving the bandwidth
issues raised by traffic jams on the Internet. Ipsilon Networks Inc. started the howto-make-network-layer-protocols-go-faster
ball rolling with its IP switching technology. The startup’s clever way to make IP
routing more efficient for longer data flows
was quickly followed by schemes from its
much larger rivals, notably Cisco. Cisco’s
tag switching scheme, which the behemoth is taking to the Internet Engineer-
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Cisco IOS 11.2
Cisco Systems Inc.

from Page 17

Microsoft Corp.

Corporate buyers held off on de4
ploying the Windows 95 operating
system this year, hoping that Windows NT
Workstation 4.0 would better suit their
desktop computing needs. For the most

5

Internet Explorer 3.0
Microsoft Corp.

Microsoft took its out-of-shape, second-rate Web browser, Internet Explorer 2.0, and turned it into a legitimate
contender, a pattern that is becoming

8

Apache Web Server
Multiple distributors

Café
Symantec Corp.

Among the first to offer a well-designed Java development system,
Symantec maintained a relentless pace
of upgrades to both its integrated environment and core Java compiler tech-

6
VERSION 4.0 of Windows NT leapfrogged Windows 95.

part, they were right. Version 4.0 of Windows NT delivers the stability of a true
32-bit multitasking operating system with
the ease of use of Windows 95. In addition, the hardware needed to run Windows NT to its full potential—a desktop
computer loaded with a Pentium Pro and
plenty of memory—is becoming increasingly affordable due to dropping memory prices.

CAFÉ IS one of the first viable Java systems.

How does a World Wide Web
server distinguish itself from
the growing crowd on the Internet? Apache did it by being fast,
stable, supportive of multiple operating systems and almost infinitely scalable through add-on
modules.
INTERNET EXPLORER 3.0 shaped up into a competitive browser.
Oh, and being free didn’t hurt, either. Apache can be Microsoft’s Internet M.O. Version 3.0 of
configured as a basic Web server, the Web browser supports not only Mior it can be given database con- crosoft’s own ActiveX, but also Java and
nectivity through modules. Apache JavaScript. IE 3.0 also goes well beyond
can even be turned into a pretty chief rival Netscape Communications
good proxy server. The server is used Corp.’s Navigator 3.0 with support for
by some of the busiest sites on the high-end (though not currently widely
Web, and, for a free product, sup- used) features such as cascading style
port is very easy to find. Not bad for sheets, HTML layout, digital signatures
a product whose name comes from and content ratings.
See Labs, Page 29
being called “a patchy server.”

7
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Windows NT Workstation 4.0

The new release of Cisco’s Internetwork Operating System quite literally expands the definition of what a router
is. IOS 11.2 enables Cisco routers to handle encrypted tunneling for virtual private
networks and address translation, and can
be managed from a Web browser. IOS is
also the first router implementation of
the RSVP Quality of Service protocol.

nology throughout the year. With fullstrength tools for both the Windows and
Macintosh platforms, and requiring far
less hardware than SunSoft Inc.’s multiplatform Java WorkShop, Café and the
forthcoming Visual Café offer a family of
attractive options for both the
merely curious programmer and
the serious enterprise developer.
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Multiple distributors

With symmetric multiprocessing sup9
port, identical versions available on Intel Corp., SPARC and Alpha processors (with
a PowerPC version on the way soon) and
an increasing number of applications, the
freely distributed Linux is no longer just a
political statement. Version 2.0 is a fullfledged operating system that is both powerful and versatile, earning it a place among
mainstream alternatives such as Windows
NT, Solaris and NetWare. It still takes some
extra effort to learn, but Linux is an exceptional choice for corporate intranets.
Ghost Professional
Innovative Software

Sometimes the most basic of pro10
grams can make a big impression.
Ghost is a good example. By creating image files of a PC or notebook hard-disk drive,
Ghost can save IS support staff literally hours
of time deploying standard software configurations on similar hardware. Manually
installing an operating system such as Microsoft Corp.’s Windows NT, for example,
can take up to an hour, while it takes as little as 20 minutes with Ghost. *

Internet fuels products along
road to riches, ruins in 1996
B
BY PETER COFFEE

oth the best and the worst of this
year’s technical developments revolved around Internet technologies.
Some big-name vendors, such as Lotus
Development Corp., were pleasantly surprised to discover that their technical assets became far more valuable as users
became more driven by goals of connecting
and communicating. Lotus Notes, for example, became a foundation for products
such as Domino.
It’s as if Lotus had invented the rubber-tired wheel before its time, when the
only roads were private driveways, while
everyone else clanked cross-country on
caterpillar treads. When the interstate
highways of the Internet were opened,
Lotus had the right technology ready to
roll.
At the same time, though, the Internet
and the World Wide Web proved to be a
surprisingly level playing field for new vendors and even for efforts not driven by

profit motives. The user-supported Linux operating system, for example, bore
out PC Week Labs’ past recommendations
by evolving faster than any commercial
competitor to meet new threats in the Internet’s wide open spaces.
While other operating
systems were more like
highways maintained
from afar by bureaucrats who didn’t personally suffer from the potholes along the way,
Linux was being used
(and continually rebuilt)
by people who needed to
get somewhere today—
people who didn’t mind
getting their tools out of
the trunk and fixing things themselves,
rather than just driving along and cursing their all-too-frequent flat tires and broken axles.
Some Internet itineraries proved more

rewarding for the passengers than the
drivers. Sun Microsystems Inc.’s Java language proved to be a road to riches for
development tool makers such as Symantec Corp., whose Café development
tools proliferated on the
strength of both their aggressive technology and
their widespread inclusion
in tutorial CD-ROMs.
However, Sun’s own efforts to package Java’s virtual machine in dedicated
hardware yielded initially
underwhelming versions of
the long-awaited network
computer. Debate grew
over the course of the year
as to whether oft-quoted
costs of corporate PC ownership and support were truly in the thousands of dollars, as claimed by NC proponents. Established PC vendors asserted that a useful
See Internet, Page 31
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Linux 2.0
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NT Workstation 4.0, which addresses most
of the objections to using NT on the desktop, and by the rapid proliferation of multiprocessor Pentium Pro servers using Intel logic for which NT Server is optimized.
Logic suppliers other than Intel didn’t
live up to our hopes, with X86 competitors finding both technical obstacles and
difficulty in winning high-volume commitments for their chips in the face of Intel’s relentless technical advancement, ample production capacity and aggressive
price reductions.
Don’t even talk to us
about non-X86 CPUs,
which suffered from IBM’s
effective abandonment of
an OS/2-compatible operating system for the PowerPC and from Apple’s failure to develop that RISC
family’s full potential. Only
upstart Be Inc. really shows
off what the PowerPC can
do, with its new and spartanly furnished BeOS—lately adopted by Mac cloner
Power Computing and a potential wild
card in 1997.
Digital Equipment Corp.’s Alpha processor continues to benefit from its risky embrace of NT, which forces it to compete

head-to-head with multichip Pentium Pro
machines, but at least keeps the Alpha in
the game, perhaps giving Digital time to
demonstrate the chip’s superior headroom for clock rates in the high hundreds
of megahertz.
The cutting edge at the end of the year
continues to be connectivity, both inside
and outside the individual user’s machine.
That edge cuts both ways: Microsoft’s Internet Explorer is headed toward full integration into the operating system shell, but
Microsoft’s Exchange 4.0
didn’t live up to hopes for
making messaging a transparent process. Network
switching becomes ever more
intelligent, led by vendors
such as Cisco Systems Inc.,
but remote access at high
bandwidths remains limited
by jerky progress toward
ISDN and wireless technologies.
Meanwhile, the Internet
continues to waver between
standards-driven market
growth and profit-driven proprietary enhancements to standards such as HTML.
This last is the fork in the road that IT buyers should consider most carefully as we
enter the new year. *
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NC would rival a PC’s hardware cost while
reducing users’ productivity.
The label of open system was thrown
about by advocates of both the Java and
the ActiveX technologies, each
camp claiming
broader multivendor support
and greater ease
of deployment at
lower administrative cost than
current architectures. But the jury
is still out on the true cost-effectiveness
of “thin clients.”
The openness of the Internet was not
an affirmative action plan for minority
platforms such as Macintosh and OS/2.
If anything, the Internet proved a showcase for the enhanced ease of connectivity and the improved, multithreaded multitasking of Microsoft Corp.’s Windows 95
and Windows NT 4.0, highlighting Microsoft’s narrowing of the technology gap
between Windows and its competitors.
Apple Computer Inc. had the ease of
use, but not the robust multitasking, and

seemed to be stuck at the truck stop as it
waited for its new Copland operating system to be ready to start hauling payloads.
IBM’s OS/2 was out front with internal strengths and external features meeting or beating both of Microsoft’s Win32
operating systems, but it suffered from
continued lack of attention to detail. In
particular, IBM built
up expectations for
integration of Java
in the Warp 4 “Merlin” update, only to
deliver an implementation of the
language far slower than Microsoft’s.
Further, IBM seems unlikely to meet
its 1996 target date for shipping its
promised VisualAge for Java development
system, while Microsoft’s Visual J++ is not
only an excellent Java environment but a
strategic integration of Java with Microsoft’s ActiveX component technology.
IBM and Apple still talk about OpenDoc
and System Object Model, but IBM’s latest
development tool (VisualAge for Basic) supports Microsoft’s OLE technology on Win32
as well as IBM’s APIs and platforms.
Application developers will be drawn toward Win32 by the release of Windows
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1996’s technical disappointments
Despite promises (or delusions) of grandeur,
10 products and technologies failed to live up to expectations

PC WEEK LABS

X86 competitors
Earlier this year both Advanced Micro
Devices Inc. and Cyrix Corp. were poised
to compete with Intel Corp. at the high end
of the performance spectrum. AMD ran
into stumbling blocks
with its K5 chip and
just now has caught
up with Intel at
the midrange
of the Pentium processor
X86 COMPETITORS failed to
market. Cyrix
dent Intel’s market share.
has delivered
processors that compete with Intel’s on
price and performance, but the company
is facing financial difficulties because of
its inability to win over big customers.

1

Exchange 4.0
Billed as a Notes killer, Exchange 4.0
failed to land even one punch. Whereas Lotus Development Corp. delivered the
Internet goods this year (see Domino),
Microsoft Corp. made a lot of promises it
couldn’t keep. Version 4.0 of Exchange
still lacked the promised native SMTP mes-
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to mixing complex data types. The longer
buyers have to wait, the harder it becomes
for IBM, Apple and Sun to displace a goodenough Microsoft technology—especially
because ActiveX will be portable to the
shrinking minority of Macintosh and Unix
systems by the time OpenDoc gets up to
speed on Win32.
Copland
At the August 1996 MacWorld Expo
in Boston, Apple announced to Macintosh developers and users that Copland—
the long-awaited next-generation Mac operating system—was dead, thus ensuring
Apple’s position as a niche player in a
Wintel world.
Apple has promised to deliver in January a significant update to Mac OS 7,
dubbed Harmony, that will bring greater
stability and multiprocessor support to
the Macintosh platform. However, it may
be a case of too little, too late. As Microsoft’s Windows 95 and Windows NT 4.0
gain substantial ground in the corporate world, Apple dithers on its plans and
has yet to deliver an operating system
road map to its long-suffering developers.
Technology leadership of the non-Wintel
world may pass to the axis
of Power Computing
Corp. and Be Inc., with
the former’s adoption of
the latter’s operating system. Does anyone else
see the parallel to IBM’s
loss of leadership to Microsoft/Compaq at the
end of the 1980s?

4

High-bandwidth
remote-access devices
The high hopes this
EXCHANGE 4.0 lacked many promised enhancements. Maybe next year ...
year for inexpensaging, increased use of Network News sive, high-bandwidth remote-access devices
Transfer Protocol-based conferencing and are still just that—high hopes. The variety
broad access to address books via the Light- of technical solutions to improve the antiweight Directory Access Protocol. These quated analog lines is progressing, but the
features are slated to be delivered some- infrastructure is creeping along at a snail’s
pace.
time in 1997.
ISDN is hardly more affordable now
OpenDoc
than it was last year, and it looks like it will
It’s been another year of “coming be years before Asymmetric Digital Subsoon” for OpenDoc, the overpromised scriber Line or cable modems will be wideand undeliverable alternative to Microsoft’s ly available.
ActiveX. While IBM, Apple Computer
HTML
Inc. and Sun Microsystems Inc. make breathIt used to be simple: HTML concerned
less announcements, independent software
itself purely with the structure of docdevelopers sort through stacks of Microsoft CDs bearing actual samples and tools; uments, not the formatting—content
software buyers build registries of ActiveX over form, in other words. But during the
components in the normal course of in- last few years, HTML has been pushed,
stalling new applications; and Macintosh pulled and stretched into a complex forISVs turn up their noses at OpenDoc’s lack- matting language that pleases no one—a
luster performance and its impediments jack-of-all-trades and master of none.

5
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Our hopes were raised earlier this year
with the release of the Cascading Style
Sheets specification, which finally separates form from content and provides all
the formatting doohickeys anyone would
want without further obfuscating HTML.
Microsoft provided limited support in Internet Explorer 3.0, and Netscape Communications Corp. is claiming it will provide at least some support in the next
version of Navigator (called Communi-

be more useful for some vertical applications, individuals are finding the technology as difficult to use as an ISDN line
is to get.
Packet radio network providers such as
RAM Mobile Data and Ardis are in the same
bind: They are trying to broaden their appeal beyond vertical uses to general corporate implementations.
Meanwhile, a new crop of wireless devices that integrate voice and paging is in
the works.

RISC platform
NEC Corp. and Microsoft have abandoned the MIPS Technologies Inc. processor
platform for running
Windows NT, leaving Digital Equipment Corp.’s
Alpha and Motorola
Inc.’s PowerPC as the
only RISC competitors to
Intel in the desktop PC
arena.
Despite having processors that run at faster
A DE FACTO standard stretched out of shape, HTML fell short of needs. clock speeds and deliver superior per forcator). However, both companies also mance, neither Digital nor Motorola has
are actively creating complex, proprietary seen mainstream applications ported to
alternatives to Style Sheets. Here we go their processors’ architectures. Digital is
battling this through FX32—technology
again ...
for running X86 code on the Alpha—but
OS/2 Warp and Warp Server
the company has yet to be evangelized it
IBM has consistently failed to capital- to the masses.
ize on the delays and technical fragWorkstations based on Digital’s Alpha
mentation that have characterized Micro- chip are too pricey compared with Intel
soft’s migration to the 32-bit platform. That competitors, and Motorola has seen its
window has closed with the shipment of hopes of gaining momentum slide along
Windows NT 4.0. OS/2, on desktops
with those of Apple.
and servers alike, has become
Network computers
a legacy platform of apNetwork computparently negligible interers were the mostest to ISVs—or even to IBM
hyped hardware of 1996, but
itself, judging from recent
they largely went from sizIBM presentations on new
zle to fizzle when corporatools for NT/AIX/Solaris
tions realized they were lit(with no OS/2 versions
tle more than dumb
planned).
terminals with a few extra caOS/2 began the year as
pabilities.
a strategic opportunity:
NCs: Dumb terminals in disguise?
The NCs’ saving grace
technically superior to Windows 95 on the desktop, but also a capa- may be that one of those extra capabilible and scalable solution for workgroup ties is support for Java. Few complete Java
and enterprise environments. It ended applications exist, and those that do are
the year as a program loader for a voice too slow for corporate use, but a plethodictation system, with proponents saying, ra of applications are expected in 1997.
“Wait till you see what’s coming in 1998!” However, NCs will never be as fast or as
Should we hold our breath until we turn flexible as PCs, limiting their use to vertical applications.
Blue?
In addition, the NCs’ biggest selling
Wireless data communications
point, low cost of ownership, is debatable:
Wireless data communications were NCs may be less expensive to operate over
more comic-book fantasy than real- time, but corporations will have to sink
ity in 1996. Two-way paging was far more big bucks into brand-new development
difficult to implement than envisioned, tools, unfamiliar applications and their
as SkyTel Corp. sadly discovered. And al- network infrastructure before seeing any
though Cellular Digital Packet Data may of those savings. *
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News Briefs

Riverton shows ‘How’
to build distributed apps
Riverton Software Corp. will
ship next month the “How”
development tool for building distributed applications.
The product lets developers describe the application’s

BREAKING STORIES: www.pcweek.com
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Reinforcing the Net’s worth
Novell updates server support for IntranetWare

RIVERTON’S “HOW” development tool.

business objects and produce
objects as PowerBuilder custom classes and data models
in Logic Work Inc.’s ERwin or
Powersoft Corp.’s S-Designor.
“How” supports PowerBuilder 5.0, but will support
Java, Visual Basic and C++ in
forthcoming versions.
The product costs $1,995.
Riverton, in Cambridge,
Mass., is at (617) 588-0500 or
at www.riverton.com.

StoryBoard gains
32-bit VB support
Vision Software has announced Vision StoryBoard
Professional Edition Release
4.5, a tool for creating and
maintaining project documentation and specifications
from within Visual Basic’s
design-time environment.
Shipping this month, Vision StoryBoard Pro includes
the ability to develop effective
presentations for design review over the Internet or corporate intranets.
Vision StoryBoard Professional Edition is priced at
$349, and supports both 16bit and 32-bit Visual Basic 4.0.
Vision, in Oakland, Calif.,
is at (510) 238-4100 or at
www.vision-soft.com.

Briefly Noted
PowerQuest Corp. has reported a
bug in the NTFS (NT File System) resize feature of PartitionMagic 3.0 that can render
a bootable NTFS partition unbootable. A fix will be available
this week at www.powerquest.
com/download/. N Basis International Ltd. has released Pro/5
Data Server for Windows NT, a
BASIC tool for creating client/
server applications for the
Windows NT platform. *

cording to Joe Uniejewski, vice
Security DCE technology got a president of marketing for the
boost last week with a pair of prod- company, which is located in
uct upgrades.
Marlboro, Mass.
Gradient Technologies Inc.
Integrating Java development
introduced at the Internet tools from Net Dynamics (formerly
World show in
New York Version
2.0 of its WebCrusader product
line, which makes
the security of Distributed Computing Environment
middleware accessible through
World Wide Webbased clients.
The Open Group
consortium, meanwhile, announced
at Internet World GRADIENT’S WEBCRUSADER 2.0 integrates Java tools.
general availability of DCE Re- Spider Technologies Inc.) into
lease 1.2.2, which includes new Gradient’s WebCrusader ensecurity features such as support ables developers to build Javafor public keys and Kerberos based business applications that
can leverage DCE security to auVersion 5.
Version 2.0 of Gradient’s Web- thenticate users and securely conCrusader gains Java-based ap- nect to back-end databases, said
plication development software, Uniejewski.
“The Java development tools
support for the Secure Sockets
Layer technology and new plat- are very helpful because they
form support for HP-UX, ac- enable us to build more robust
applications and deliver more
functionality to our desktops,”
said Joe Kerr, director of information management and technology for the State University of
crosoft Office applications], these macros run any
New York at Buffalo.
time you load a document or template.”
WebCrusader 2.0 is available
The upgrade of Norton Anti-Virus, available
from Gradient priced starting at
at www.symantec.com, detects and cleans Sofa. Al$75 for the WebCrusader Connect
though the product currently searches for unique
Client.
macro virus fingerprints, Symantec will be upSource code for the Open
grading it next year to include a more generic
Group’s DCE 1.2.2 is free for limdetection routine.
ited distribution and $100,000 for
This new routine will be able to identify virusfull distribution.
like signatures within macros and template files,
DCE 1.2.2 also features secualthough it will not be able to repair them unless
rity support for global user
they are positively identified.
groups, greater scalability and
Microsoft Corp. is also building virus-detection
better support for messaging
capabilities into Office, although these are limited.
and the Distributed File System,
The last maintenance release of Office 95 inaccording to officials from Open
cludes a built-in Word tool to scan macros for cerGroup, which is based in Camtain commands that are frequently used by virusbridge, Mass.
es. Excel 95 does not have such a built-in tool, but
Gradient can be contacted at
an add-in precautionary utility is available for down(800) 525-4343 or at www.
load on Microsoft’s Web site (www.microsoft.com).
gradient.com.
Symantec’s Peter Norton group, in Santa MonThe Open Group can be
ica, Calif., is at (310) 453-4600. *
reached at (800) 621-7300 or at
www.opengroup.org. *

coming proxy cache, security services and virtual private networking technologies that offer improved security, performance
and manageability of users’ Internet connections, company officials
said. The features are due next year.
Novell also announced a final
beta of Web Server
NOVELL’S INTERNET AND INTRANET ENHANCEMENTS Version 3.0 with Secure Sockets Layer
AVAILABLE NOW
support and an apEarly access release of proxy caching, security
plication to manage
services and virtual private networking
digital certificates.
technologies for IntranetWare
Novell will finalDEC. 30
ize a partnership
IntranetWare SDK for Java
this week with VeriQ1 1997
Sign Inc. to provide
Novell Web Server 3.0 (January)
digital certificates
“Kayak” small-business product
to IntranetWare
SPRING 1997
customers, officials
Java Virtual Machine and JIT compilers in
said. Novell next
IntranetWare II
year also will delivJava-class libraries for NDS
er enhancements
World in New York early access and to enable digital certificates to be
beta versions of Internet connec- stored in NDS (Novell Directory
tivity and Web Server enhance- Services).
ments for IntranetWare. It also inWeb Server 3.0 offers double the
troduced “Kayak,” an IntranetWare performance of the previous verplatform for small businesses.
sion and enables World Wide Web
In addition, Novell released an pages to be stored on file servers,
early access CD-ROM for In- officials said. Version 3.0, due in
See Novell, Page 46
tranetWare that previews forthBY LISA WIRTHMAN

Novell Inc. last week announced
sweeping plans to buttress its IntranetWare network operating system, including added Internet connectivity and server enhancements.
The Provo, Utah, networking
vendor announced at Internet

Gradient, Open Group enhance DCE security
BY LISA WIRTHMAN

Sofa catches Excel lying down
BY NORVIN LEACH

Symantec Corp. last week posted a fix for a newly discovered Excel macro virus called Sofa, the
second Excel virus to appear.
The virus, discovered at one of Symantec’s large
corporate customers, does not destroy data. It
replicates itself and changes the caption at the
top of the screen from Microsoft Excel to Microsofa Excel.
Although only one case of this virus has been
reported, its existence proves that Excel can be
as susceptible to viruses as Word.
“This is a new, unique, independent approach, not just a knockoff of the first virus,
Laroux,” said Alex Haddox, product manager for
the Symantec AntiVirus Research Center. “It proves
that Laroux wasn’t just a curiosity, and Excel is
vulnerable.”
“The trouble with macro viruses is that they’re
so easy to write,” Haddox added. “Anyone who
knows anything about Visual Basic can write one.
And then, with the Auto-open feature [in Mi-
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TESTING TOOLS

Has OpenDoc sprung a leak? NuMega, Marquis merge,
OBJECTS

Despite IBM’s new version, Mac developers are jumping ship

BY NORVIN LEACH
AND CLIFFORD COLBY,
MACWEEK STAFF

IBM last week shored up its end
of the OpenDoc technology,
only to find Apple Computer Inc.’s
end starting to sag.
IBM finally released a Win32
version of OpenDoc, which developers have been yearning after for several years. Yet the number of developers—at least on the
Apple side—has been rapidly diminishing.
A year ago, Apple officials said
300 companies would release OpenDoc components during 1996. Last
summer, Apple pared that number
to less than 100. Now, the company said it is shooting for a dozen
Macintosh releases by January’s
MacWorld Expo in San Francisco.
IBM’s OpenDoc 1.1 may win
back a few developers, since it
delivers on the long-promised support for Windows 95 and Windows
NT, as well as for the OS/2 and
AIX operating systems.
But many developers have already abandoned the OpenDoc
camp, discouraged and disillusioned by the consortium’s failure
to deliver on the glowing promises made back in 1993.
“If we made a mistake, it was
[that] interest peaked prior to the
technology being available,” said
Scott Hebner, IBM’s manager of
application development and object marketing, in Armonk, N.Y.
One Mac developer agreed that
OpenDoc may have gotten too

much attention too soon. “Last
May, with Mac OS 8 down the
tubes, the focus turned to OpenDoc, and the expectations for what
OpenDoc could do in a year may
have been too high,” the developer said.
The OpenDoc consortium

APPLE REEVALUATES OPEN DOC
Developers abandoning platform
Few container applications
Java getting developersÕ
attention
Windows version finally ships
IBM including container-creation
utilities
Apple building new containercreation tool

agreed that Windows support was
key, but in the summer of 1995,
Novell Inc. defaulted on its original commitment to build OpenDoc for Windows and dropped
out of the consortium. It left
IBM with a half-finished set of
code that took more than a year
to complete.
Another problem that OpenDoc faces is the lack of container
applications. Components are common among small companies,
but so far no major ISV has released
a container or enabled an existing application as a container.
Claris Corp, of Santa Clara,
Calif., initially said it would ship
an OpenDoc version of ClarisWorks by the end of the year; it
now says the software will not ship

Stingray issues update
of Objective Toolkit
BY TALILA BARON

Stingray Software Inc. this month
will upgrade its Objective Toolkit
Visual C++/Microsoft Foundation
Class extension class library.
New features in Objective Toolkit Version 1.2 include the Status
Bar, which supports a progress meter, pane coloring and multiple
fonts in pane bit maps, and justified text.
Also included is Gradient
Frame, which lets the developer
customize the frame of a window
to implement a Microsoft Corp.
Office look and feel, and the Editable Listbox, which provides a
control for editing and changing
the order of a list of selections.
A new tools menu will let developers add a Tools menu item

to the application, which is then
fully customizable by the end user.
The tools menu also accepts Visual C++-like macros.
In addition to the new classes,
Objective Toolkit 1.2 includes beta
releases of two new classes: customizable tool bars and a flexible
tree control.
Developers can expect five to
10 new classes per release, officials said.
Shipping later this month, the
$495 Objective Toolkit 1.2 supports
all current versions of Microsoft Visual C++ (1.5x, 4.x), including 16bit and 32-bit releases. The update
is free to Objective Toolkit subscribers. Stingray, in Chapel Hill,
N.C., can be reached at (800) 9244223 or at www.stingsoft.com. *

until next summer.
“I expected there would be containers by now, but they haven’t
materialized,” said an OpenDoc
developer. “It’s tough to make the
case for OpenDoc parts because
the containers aren’t there.”
Hebner said IBM’s OpenDoc 1.1
includes utilities that let developers turn existing applications into
OpenDoc containers and also let
Netscape Communications Corp.
browsers become containers.
But similar efforts, such as Apple’s CA Lib, have not impressed
developers. Claris used CA Lib in
its OpenDoc work but had to
rewrite 80 percent of it, Claris officials said. Apple, however, is working on another conversion utility, OpenDoc Internet Adapter,
which officials of the Cupertino,
Calif., company said is easier to
use than CA Lib.
Hebner insists the industry is only
at the beginning of the adoption
curve for component-based software, and OpenDoc is still viable.
“I don’t think anyone should be
panicking about the future of OpenDoc,” he said. “There is no overwhelming adoption of component software right now; it is not
just OpenDoc. The cycle for components and objects is just now
ramping up.” *

Novell

from Page 45

January, will be available for free.
Also in final beta is Kayak, a
version of IntranetWare aimed at
single-site companies with 25 users
or less, said officials. Due early next
year, Kayak features simple instal-

taking on the VB market
BY TALILA BARON

NUMEGAÕS MARQUIS BUYOUT

Testing tools vendor NuMega
Technologies Inc. acquired Marquis Computing Inc. last week,
edging its way into the Visual Basic market.
Although terms of the acquisition have not been disclosed,
NuMega officials said the merger will help the Nashua, N.H.,
company ramp up and provide
debugging software for Visual Basic. NuMega makes debugging
software for Windows 95, Windows 3.1 and MS-DOS.
“We wanted to extend our error detection capabilities by expanding beyond Delphi and C++
into new languages, such as Visual Basic,” said Tom Herring,
president and CEO of NuMega.
“Acquiring [Marquis] means we
get into the VB market much
sooner.”
Analysts said Marquis will fill
a hole in the NuMega line. It
makes VB/Code Review, which
examines a project for bugs in
OLE custom controls, Visual Basic, Windows and third-party tools;
and VB/Fail Safe, a Visual Basic
development tool with integrated debugging.
“Previously, [NuMega’s] tools

had been focused on the operating system level,” said Judith Hurwitz, president of The Hurwitz
Group, in Newton, Mass.
The two companies plan to integrate their debugging software
and will introduce a comprehensive suite for Microsoft Corp.’s
Visual Basic 5.0 in the first quarter of 1997, said NuMega officials.
Users said they welcome a richer array of Visual Basic testing tools.
“There are not a lot of VB testing tools on the market today, and
there are quirks in VB,” said
Mike Williams, a programmer at
Advanced ID Technologies Inc.,
in Milwaukee. “VB/Fail Safe works
to address those problems, which
means I don’t have to write a lot
of excess error code.”
NuMega is at (603) 889-2386
or at www.numega.com. *

lation, a new Novell Easy Administration Tool, migration utilities
and a single-site version of NDS.
Kayak also sports remote access,
Web Server 2.5 and Navigator 3.0.
Next year it will gain support for
Web Server 3.0 and will integrate
Java capabilities, officials said.

Novell last week also delivered
its new IntranetWare software
development kit for Java with an
implementation of the Java Virtual Machine, just-in-time compilers and Java tools.
Novell can be reached at (800)
638-9273 or at www.novell.com. *

Both companies will integrate
existing debugging software and
will introduce a comprehensive
suite for MicrosoftÕs Visual
Basic 5.0 in Q1 1997.
NuMega will begin marketing
MarquisÕ VB/Fail Safe and
VB/Code Review products in Q1
1997.

Tool vendors invade the Web with new technologies
Symantec Corp. and Bluestone Inc. last week were
among several vendors that announced new Internetbased tools technologies.
Symantec, of Santa Monica, Calif., announced Norton AntiVirus for Internet E-mail Gateway 1.0. The product provides anti-virus protection using Internet E-mail
based on SMTP.
Version 1.0 will ship in early February. Pricing for corporate customers will be structured on a per-node basis.
The announcement, along with ones from Bluestone,
Finjan Software Ltd., DataViews Corp. and OpenText Inc.,
was made last week at Internet World in New York.
Bluestone announced at the show its Sapphire/Web
3.0 development tool.
New features include integration with Java development tools such as Microsoft Corp.’s Visual J++
and Symantec’s Visual Café; Java wizards; dataenabled client frameworks that support Java, JavaScript, ActiveX and VBScript; and server-side en-

hancements, including Common Gateway Interface
or API support.
Scheduled for release in the first quarter of 1997,
Sapphire/Web 3.0 is priced at $2,995. It will be available through Bluestone, of Mount Laurel, N.J.
Also at the show:
• Finjan announced SurfinShield 2.0, a desktop-level
firewall that monitors Java applets.
• DataViews launched DV-Xpresso 2.0, a real-time
graphics package.
• OpenText shipped an upgrade to its LiveLink Intranet 7 groupware.
Symantec can be reached at (800) 441-6054 or at
www.symantec.com; Bluestone, at (609) 727-4600 or at
www.bluestone.com; Cleveland-based Finjan, at (216)
932-9775 or at www.finjan.com; DataViews, of Burlington, Mass., at (800) 732-3300 or at www.dvcorp.com;
and OpenText, in Waterloo, Ontario, at (800) 507-5777
or at www.opentext.com.
—Talila Baron
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Control of Programmers Isn’t a Game
Peter Coffee

Soft
Talk

I

f you write code for a living, relish the thought that you scare
your boss to death.
Here’s a case in point: last month’s
revelation that Maxis Inc.’s new game,
SimCopter, contains some surprising imagery that was planted by a gay-activist

employee. On various dates, including
Friday the 13th (and others of personal
significance to the programmer), the airborne viewer will see some unusual
things in the streets and buildings below.
This is a vivid example of what makes
programmers different from other hired

artisans. That difference is the cost and
complexity of knowing exactly what a
programmer has produced and how it
will behave under every circumstance.
We know that our bosses don’t understand our work. After all, the “Dilbert”
comic strip wouldn’t be so funny if it
didn’t build on a boulder-size grain of
truth. At one time, people tried to
bridge the gap between nerds and bosses
with programming languages that were
readable by nontechnical managers.
COBOL’s English-like verbosity doesn’t
make it any easier to write programs; if
anything, the reality is quite the reverse—
but it does make code much easier to
read. And even though I’ve ceased to be
religious about operating systems, I remain more than a little passionate about
my preference for languages (like Ada)
that don’t make the reader think like a
compiler.
But readable code isn’t enough in the
era of the Web, when the code that you
ship has only a temporary relationship
with the code that the user actually runs.
Web-time woes
What was once a leading-edge notion has
become the norm: Almost every product
that arrives here, lately, offers to get online at some point to register with the
vendor, or download updates or obtain
tech support. How many people in your
organization can send something down
the wire to your customers, with the urgency of “Web time” limiting your ability
to test it before it’s released?
I was trained to be paranoid on these
issues when I was an engineer at Exxon,
where ownership shares in giant oil fields
were determined by data-based duels before panels of statistics-trained arbitrators. I learned there that bits have value.
Years later, when Microsoft first came
by to demonstrate mail-enabled applications using Visual Basic, I asked them if I
could prevent my PC from sending messages without my permission. “You’re
only the second stop where someone has
asked that question,” came the reply.
Exxon, it turned out, was the other.
We’re talking here about a kind of testing that goes beyond compliance with a
well-defined set of rules. That’s hard, but
it’s a technical problem that is solved (to
various degrees) by technical means. For
example, it’s solved by the theorem
prover that’s executed by a Java Virtual
Machine to prevent such errors as overflowing a stack. (I discussed this in the
Nov. 4 issue of PC Week, Page 91, “Java’s
safer bet when navigating Internet.”)
I’m talking here about bounding the
behavior of programs, and therefore of
programmers, in ways that require more
psychology than technology. Your organization depends on this, and it definitely
isn’t a game. *

What do your developers do

R while you’re not watching? Tell
me at peter_coffee@zd.com.

Page 53: Kiwi juices up OpenNote line
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News Briefs

Ruggedized Fujitsu drive
stores 640M bytes
Fujitsu Computer Products of
America Inc. this month began shipping a 3.5-inch
ruggedized magneto-optical
storage drive.

FUJITSU’S ruggedized DynaMO drive.

The DynaMO family of
drives now includes a desktop
PC model with 640M bytes of
storage.
The drive’s write transfer
rate is as much as 33 percent
faster than previous MO
drives, said officials of the San
Jose, Calif., company.
The drive is currently available for $659. Fujitsu can be
reached at (800) 626-4686 or
at www.fcpa.com.

SPSS harnesses neural
network technology
SPSS Inc. last week announced the newest release
of its Neural Connect modeling software.
Neural Connection 2.0 lets
users run data sets through
various statistical models to
determine patterns that consistently produce a likely outcome.
Designed for marketing,
medical, financial and scientific research, the product includes new network capabilities, a new interface and a
more simplified users’ guide.
It has a set of 17 data management, modeling, forecasting and presentation tools.
It will be available in January at a suggested retail price
of $995.
SPSS can be reached at
(312) 329-2400 or at www.
spss.com.

Briefly Noted
Monorail Inc. has selected ServiceSoft
Corp.’s Web Advisor and Knowledge Builder products to deliver Internet self-service support for users of Monorail’s
sub-$1,000 PCs. N Corel Corp. will
use COAST Software Inc.’s World
Wide Web site management
technology in the upcoming
Corel WebMaster Suite,
scheduled for release by late
January 1997. *

BREAKING STORIES: www.pcweek.com
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Intel,
Motorola,
Doc management vendors
beat a path to the Web ARM chip in on CE
first beta version of iManage InterThe mass migration of document net, which supports a variety of
management companies to the browsers, including Netscape ComWorld Wide Web continued this munications Corp.’s Navigator 3.0
month with announcements from and Microsoft Corp.’s Internet Explayers such as NetRight Tech- plorer 3.0, and offers access to senologies Inc., Information Di- cure documents protected by enmensions Inc. and Intranet Solu- cryption and authentication services.
The software, due for general retions Inc.
All three vendors unveiled soft- lease in February, is based on a threeware that lets users with Web tiered Java architecture. The final
browsers access and modify docu- version also will offer check-in and
ments stored on corporate servers. check-out capabilities, said officials
NetRight will ship next week its of the Sunnyvale, Calif., company.
Pricing starts at
$15,000 for a server
that supports 100
users.
Another document management
software company,
Information Dimensions Inc., released earlier this
month its Basis Document Management software for
NT and Intranet Solution for the NT environment.
See Web, Page 54
NETRIGHT’S iManage Internet supports several browsers.

HANDHELDS

BY PAULA ROONEY

Microsoft’s new OS gaining ground

port Windows CE to their respective microprocessors, according to Microsoft officials in
Redmond, Wash.
For several months, Microsoft
and Intel have been working on
porting the operating system to
Intel’s Ultra Low Power Intel486
SX. That port is exWINDOWS CE PROCESSOR LINEUP
pected to be completed
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Philips Sem
processors as well, but offiBesides Intel, Windows CE de- cials said there is no timetable for
vice buyers will soon be able to completing the project.
choose between devices built
Meanwhile, Digital is developaround chips from Advanced ing an enhanced version of its
RISC Machines Ltd. and Motorola StrongARM SA-110 RISC procesInc.’s PowerPC processor.
sor for Windows CE. The enIn addition, Microsoft has re- hancements include more efficient
vealed it is working with ARM and memory management.
Limited volumes of the chip
its partners, Digital Equipment
See Windows CE, Page 54
Corp. and Cirrus Logic Inc., to

BY MARK MOORE

The Windows CE platform gained
steam last week as chip giant Intel
Corp. barged into the handheld
PC arena with news that it will
support Microsoft Corp.’s newest
operating system.

PeopleSoft partners rally to integration effort
BY JIM KERSTETTER

PeopleSoft Inc.’s business partners proved
they are more than eager to jump onto the
human resources application vendor’s client/
server bandwagon.
At an annual PeopleSoft user conference
in San Diego earlier this month, companies
ranging from Lotus Development Corp. to
NCR Corp. demonstrated their integration
with the Pleasanton, Calif., vendor’s suite of
client/server software.
Lotus, of Cambridge, Mass., along with development partner Innovative Business and
Training Solutions Inc., of Dayton, Ohio, announced the availability of seven human resources self-service applications tailored for
PeopleSoft users.
The applications in the Atrium Empowerment Series run on top of Lotus’ Domino World
Wide Web server and include Enroll, Career,
Profile, Policy, Survey, Time and Manager. Pricing starts at $1,000 per module.

The self-service applications, which can be
deployed to workers via the Web and intranets,
are a relatively new phenomenon that has yet
to be fully explored by administrators such as
David Grund, an IS manager at a West Coast
manufacturer. “We’ve got a lot of these selfservice apps to choose from. I’m not sure
how interested I am, though.”
SQA Inc., of Burlington, Mass., launched

SEVEN SELF-SERVICE applications for PeopleSoft users.

its SQA TestFoundation for PeopleSoft 6 during the San Diego event. The software provides customers with test methodologies,
scripts, utilities, instructions and testing software for the new PeopleSoft 6 suite of client/
server business applications.
NCR also chose the PeopleSoft user conference to announce its high-end redundancy software for PeopleSoft applications running on Unix servers. The software is designed
to guarantee a certain level of performance
in the PeopleSoft applications by means of
contracts with PeopleSoft users subscribing to
NCR’s consulting services.
Innovative Business and Training Solutions
can be reached at (216) 928-8845 or at www.
atrium-hr.com. SQA can be reached at (617)
229-3500 or at www.sqa.com. NCR, in Dayton,
Ohio, can be reached at (513) 445-4900 or
at www.ncr.com. PeopleSoft can be reached
at (510) 225-3000 or at www.peoplesoft.
com. *
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Search software aims
to be a good Web Citizen

Kiwi juices up its OpenNote
NOTEBOOKS

PC line to be ripened with 150MHz and 166MHz Pentiums

The hallmark of Kiwi’s Open- distributor in Amarillo, Texas.
In an effort to satiate power-hun- Note notebook family is its open “You can take the keyboard out
gry notebook users, Kiwi Computer system design that includes a and then loosen two clips to
BY MICHAEL MOELLER
cific topic or search site. As Inc. this week will add 150MHz 72-pin SIMM (single in-line get to the CPU. That, and the
Finding the right information users burrow through the dif- and 166MHz Pentium-based mem- memory module) that makes it fact that you can use standard
on the World Wide Web can of- ferent layers to find a specific Web bers to its OpenNote portable PC easy to upgrade memory and SIMMs right off the shelf, are its
ten seem as difficult as locating a site, Citizen 1 presents a form in family.
peripherals, offi- biggest advantages.” Many notewaterhole in the desert. The so- the right-hand frame that lets the
Kiwi’s OpenNote
books require proprietary memcials said.
lution to either challenge lies in users enter or change the search Model 680TX will
In addition, ory modules.
knowing where to look.
be the new top-ofThe new OpenNote machines
the OpenNote’s
parameters.
With that in mind, Citizen 1
CPU is designed also will feature Creative Labs
Once the request is submit- the-line model of
Software Corp. last week at In- ted, the query is sent via the In- Kiwi’s open archias a plug-in mod- Inc.’s Sound Blaster Pro 16-bit
ternet World debuted a client soft- ternet to the target Web site. A tecture line of noteule, so users can sound card and built-in speakers,
easily upgrade as well as support for the MPEGsearch of the Web book PCs, which is
2 compression standard.
the processor.
site is done via the designed for easy
The OpenNote 680TX also is
According
software’s back- upgradability of
to some users, equipped with two Type 2 PC
end database, and system compothe Kiwi Open- Card slots and one Type 3 slot, a
information is nents and peTHE NEW OPENNOTE line supports MPEG-2.
Note’s flexible nickel-metal hydride battery, a
brought back to ripherals.
The 680TX will be available design is one of its greatest full-size keyboard, and a touchthe user, stored in
pad pointing device.
a cache directory. later this month from resellers attributes.
Kiwi Computer can be reached
“It’s easy to work with,” said
The user is noti- at prices ranging from $3,599 to
fied that the re- $3,999, according to Kiwi offi- Lloyd Kruckeberg, president at (408) 492-9188 or at www.
of LEK Technologies Inc., a PC kiwicom.com. *
quest information cials in Santa Clara, Calif.
The 680TX will include either
has been retrieved, and the re- a 150MHz or a 166MHz Pentium
CITIZEN 1 lets users quickly find information on the Web. sults are presented processor, as well as an 11.3-inch
ware system de- signed to pro- in a standard Web browser for- TFT (thin-film-transistor) activevide a single window into mat.
matrix Super VGA display that can
hundreds of databases on the
Because many of the hundreds be upgraded to a 12.1-inch TFT
Web—speeding the process of of sites monitored by Citizen 1 screen.
locating information on the In- are updated or changed freIn addition, the notebook will BY PAULA ROONEY
Users with proper security acternet.
quently, Citizen 1 will send out offer 32M bytes of RAM, ex- For years, workflow vendors have cess can open active folders, check
“We have brought all the vari- updates to users of the software pandable to 64M bytes; a remov- been trying in vain to get corporate on the status of work and modify
ous databases together in one con- to add new links, new Web sites able 2.1G-byte hard drive; a six- America to adopt that technology. the flow.
The increasing acceptance of
sistent interface that is designed for and new databases that have speed CD ROM drive; and a
“We want to build an automatpeople who want to use the Web as come online.
3.5-inch removable floppy drive, client/server groupware plat- ed decision-making process ... and
forms, especially Lotus Develop- Keyflow will allow us to do this,”
a tool,” said Merrill Harris, founder
The health care version is due officials said.
and president of Citizen 1, based to be released in the first quarter
Options will include a lithi- ment Corp.’s Notes and Microsoft said Nikki Gomez, a beta tester and
in San Francisco.
of 1997, with pricing to be an- um ion battery pack, a second Corp.’s Exchange,
Citizen 1’s launch is the first nounced at that time.
hard drive that boosts storage seems to be making
step in its strategy of creating
Citizen 1 is at (415) 882-9404 to 4.2G bytes and a MiniDock that dream more
realistic.
customized information loca- or at www.citizen1.com. *
port replicator.
One vendor of
tion products for specific inSNAPSHOT
workflow software,
dustries. Next month, the comKeyfile Corp., next
pany will release a specific
ORGANIZER ADDS INTERNET CALENDAR CONNECTIVITY
week will introduce
version of its software aimed at
and begin shipping
the health care and pharmaa workflow program
ceutical industry.
for Exchange, called
“This could be a huge utility
Keyflow.
for us that could save a lot of
Keyflow features
time,” said one IS director for a
a graphical map- KEYFLOW IS ADAPTED to Microsoft’s messaging platform.
major pharmaceutical company.
ping tool that lets
“The Internet is a vast tool, but
users build workflow scripts for elec- information technology manager
so often it is underused since peotronic forms. From the Exchange for Standard and Poor’s, in New
ple don’t know where the inforCompose menu, users can define York, which is deploying Exchange
mation is.”
and participate in a workflow throughout the company’s global
The first version of Citizen 1,
process by selecting individuals network in 1997. “[Keyflow] is tightcurrently available free of charge,
from the Exchange address book ly integrated with Exchange’s
is a general-interest client that acts
and assigning them tasks accord- X.500-like directory services.”
as a front end to a vast array of
ing to their respective roles and redatabases. The client organizes inAny OLE object can be atlationship. The workflow plans are tached to the workflow, said
formation into a hierarchy based
then stored and distributed in an Keyfile officials.
on specific topics such as enterExchange public folder that runs
tainment, business, companies
Keyflow is priced at $3,470 for
Lotus Development Corp. has announced the release of Organizer 97
Web Calendar, a Web server application that allows users of the
over a WAN, a LAN, the Internet server software and a five-client
and other categories.
Organizer 97 personal information manager to access their Organizer
or an intranet. Microsoft is set to license.
Once a topic is selected, the
files over the Internet via standard browser software. The software is
ship its Internet/intranet release
hierarchy is broken down in a
Keyfile, in Nashua, N.H., can
available as a free download from Lotus’ Web site, www.lotus.com/
of Exchange, Version 5.0, in the be reached at (800) 453-9345 or
tree-like structure that expands
organizer. Lotus, of Cambridge, Mass., can be reached at (800) 343-5414.
first quarter of 1997.
as users drill down to find a speat www.keyfile.com. *
BY MARK MOORE

Exchange to receive
workflow program
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OS/2 users get SmartSuite at long last
BY JIM KERSTETTER

OS/2 users last week finally got their own
version of SmartSuite 96, just weeks before Windows 95 users are due to receive
SmartSuite 97.
Lotus Development Corp., in Cambridge,
Mass., blamed difficulties with Merlin, the

new version of OS/2, for delaying the final release of the OS/2 version of its office suite. The suite had to be revamped
because of changes in the operating system, Lotus officials said.
Although Lotus began demonstrating
the OS/2 version last spring, OS/2 users

were nonplussed by the delay—even though
SmartSuite 96 for OS/2 was originally scheduled to ship about 11 months ago. “It’s to
be expected. The OS/2 expertise isn’t as
available as people who work with Windows,” said a SmartSuite OS/2 user who
requested anonymity. “I’m not surprised.

Maybe they’ll do better in 1997.”
Word Pro and Freelance Graphics will
be the only applications in SmartSuite 96
to ship as native OS/2 applications. In addition, ScreenCam will not be included in
the $399 suite. The upgrade price is $149.
However, Lotus officials said more OS/2friendly SmartSuite applications are on their
way next year. ScreenCam and native OS/2
versions of 1-2-3, Organizer and Approach
will be included in the OS/2 version of SmartSuite 97, which is due in the first half of next
year, said officials of the IBM subsidiary.
Lotus can be reached at (617) 577-8500
or at www.lotus.com. *

Windows CE

from Page 51

will be available next fall, with full production expected in December 1997.
Cirrus Logic also plans to offer its ARMbased processor for use in Windows CE
devices next year.
Microsoft is working with Motorola, of
Schaumburg, Ill., to port Windows CE to
the PowerPC processor, however, no date
for completion has been announced.
Microsoft officials said the move to add
support for Intel-, ARM- and PowerPCbased processors is a way for hardware
OEMs to differentiate their Windows CEbased devices.
The new processors join a variety of existing Windows CE platform chips, including
Hitachi Ltd.’s SH-3, NEC Electronics Inc.’s
VR4101 and Philips Semiconductor’s
TwoChipPIC processors.
Intel is at (800) 548-4725 or at www.
intel.com. Digital is at (800) 344-4825 or at
www.digital.com/info/semiconductor. Cirrus Logic is at (510) 623-8300 or at www.
cirrus.com. Motorola is at (800) 427-2624 or
at www.mot.com. Microsoft is at (800) 4269400 or at www.microsoft.com. *

Web

from Page 51

The Basis Document Management
System for NT is priced starting at $22,000.
Basis Intranet Solution, which is available starting at $25,000 per year, lets
users publish documents directly to the
Web. The Dublin, Ohio, company also has
released Basis Version 8.0, with Very Large
Database support.
Intranet Solutions Inc., a document management company in Eden Prairie, Minn.,
also recently announced a Web-based product that gives browsers full text search capabilities and an enhanced interface.
Intra.doc 2.0, which is now shipping, automatically creates URL hyperlinks to make
data on the server Web-accessible, and to
allow designers to manage Web site content from a single control panel. Pricing
starts at $29,995.
Intranet Solutions can be reached at
(612) 903-2000 or at www.intranetsol.com.
NetRight can be reached at (312) 977-0664
or at www.netright.com. Information Dimensions is at (614) 761-7290 or at
www.idi.oclc.org. *
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News Briefs

Interse upgrades Web
site analysis tool
Interse Corp.’s new version of
its Market Focus tool gives
corporate users more advanced World Wide Web site
analysis.
Version 3.0 has a new Metadata module that integrates
Web site log files with other
demographic or historical

BREAKING STORIES: www.pcweek.com
E-MAIL

WorldTalk, Digital make JavaSoft starts
room for Net messaging a Server Family
saging integration and directory
synchronization software, has announced NetTalk, its first product
in the E-mail and directory arena,
due in the first quarter of 1997.
NetTalk features an Internet
Message Access Protocol 4 E-mail
engine that supports SMTP/POP3
(Post Office Protocol 3) services
and an X.500-based LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol)
directory. The E-mail server and
directory, which were introduced
at Internet World in New York
last week, run on Windows NT,
said officials of the
Santa Clara, Calif.,
company.
Targeted at small
and midsized companies, NetTalk
offers built-in connectors to Exchange, Notes and
cc:Mail, among
others, enabling
message switching
between systems,
officials said.
NETTALK CAN synchronize disparate E-mail systems.
See Talk, Page 58

BY PAULA ROONEY

MARKET FOCUS plots Web site visits.

data to build detailed reports
on the types of users visiting a
Web site, officials said.
Market Focus 3.0 supports
Oracle Corp.’s databases and
Microsoft Corp.’s SQL Server
and Access. It is available now,
ranging in price from $695 to
$7,195. Interse is at (408) 7320932 or at www.interse.com.

Open Market suite links
to C/S applications
Integrating electronic commerce capabilities into client/
server systems will be the focus for Open Market Inc.
when it ships OM-Transact 2.3
in the first quarter of 1997.
Introduced at Internet
World last week, OM-Transact
2.3, a back-office electronic
commerce software suite, features native API hooks to PeopleSoft, Baan, SAP and other
client/server applications for
order fulfillment and order
entry systems.
OM-Transact 2.3 last week
shipped on HP-UX. It is
priced at $250,000 for HPUX, Windows NT and Solaris.
Open Market, in Cambridge,
Mass., is at (617) 621-9500 or
at www.openmarket.com.

Briefly Noted
Cross Access Corp. will ship this
month the CrossAccess Data
Delivery System for the Fujitsu
Ltd. MSP mainframe CrossAccess Version 3.0. N Genuity Inc.
will license Versant Object Technology
Inc.’s Web Propagation Framework for its Genuity replication product. *
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Despite the explosion of the Internet, users and vendors believe corporate networks will continue to
blend proprietary E-mail solutions
with intranet messaging software.
In that vein, WorldTalk Corp.
and Digital Equipment Corp. have
announced IMAP4-based E-mail
servers that can snap into LANbased E-mail packages and the two
leading client/server solutions,
Lotus Development Corp.’s Notes
and Microsoft Corp.’s Exchange.
WorldTalk, which develops mes-

INTERNET

Software Servlets, applets target back end

BY MICHAEL MOELLER

In an effort to capitalize on the
momentum of client-side Java development, JavaSoft began telling
the server story for Java last week
at Internet World, introducing a
number of offerings, frameworks and tool kits.
Dubbed the Java Server Family,
the new technologies include the
Java NC Server, which supports
JavaOS and the HotJava Views
productivity environment; the Java
Web Server; and the Java Web Server Toolkit. The software enables developers to run Java server applications with optimized connections.
A developer at a large manufacturer in the Midwest likes the
idea behind the Java server technology, given that thin clients call
for robust cross-platform back ends.
“If I don’t have to worry about
the OS and can write in Java, which
is a little cleaner language, that
could be a real time-saver,” said
the developer.
The NC Server, due in mid-

NOW SERVING JAVA
Announcements at
Internet World

RJava Server Family
Java Web Server
Java Web Server Toolkit
Java NC Server
RJava Speech APIs
RJava Beans beta release
RJava Beans Development Toolkit
RJava Media Framework API
RPure Java branding
program

1997, is aimed at supporting the
JavaStation NC (network computer) device that was announced
in the fall. However, the server is
not limited to the JavaStation and
supports any NC that runs Java.
A key component of the Java
Web Server, now in beta and due
next month, is its support for the
Java Servlet APIs that connect Java
server applications to back-end
client/server or database appliSee Family, Page 58

Express Web Publisher lightens client load
software to view Express results,” Henry said. pected. But Henry has been testing Oracle ExOracle Corp., aiming to distribute decision Shell’s managers are judged by the perfor- press Server 6.0 with Express Analyzer 2.01
support data to as many users as possible, is mance of their business units, so it’s impor- and believes this combination provides better
preparing to release Express Web Publisher, tant for them to quickly get revenue and cost and more stable performance.
an add-in to the Express Analyzer query tool. data, he added.
The addition of Express Web Publisher
Express Web Publisher, due by February,
Shell Services currently uses Oracle Express makes the Express line more attractive for his
enables Express Analyzer users to publish Server 4.8 with Express Analyzer 2.0, a com- business users, he said. Henry’s group is curOracle Express multidimensional database bination that Henry says is heavy on the rently migrating desktops from Windows 3.1
query results to the World Wide Web, so that client and hasn’t worked as smoothly as ex- to Windows 95, so giving users access to Exother users can access the reports with a
press results with a browser would make
standard browser and export the results
life easier for the users and for IS.
to a spreadsheet, create tables or graphs,
Express Web Publisher puts the differand drill-down or pivot the data, said Orent query reports into folders whose acacle officials.
cess can be secured with passwords. FuThis thin-client approach appeals to
ture versions of Express Web Publisher will
business users who don’t want to deal with
let developers deploy over the Web approprietary client tools, said Steve Henry,
plications created with Express Objects,
OLAP (online analytical processing) conOracle’s tool set for developing OLAP
sultant at Shell Services Co., in Houston,
applications, officials said. Express Web
a subsidiary of Shell Oil Co.
Publisher will be bundled at no extra
“Many of our users move around a lot,
charge with Express Objects and Express
so it would be good not having to worry
Analyzer.
about whether the computer they’re curOracle, in Redwood Shores, Calif., is at
rently working with is loaded with the right EXPRESS WEB PUBLISHER moves OLAP query data to a Web server. (800) 672-2537 or at www.oracle.com. *
BY JUAN CARLOS PEREZ
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Approach nears IBM’s DB2 iXOS enhances its CD
DATABASES

Upgrade to have tighter integration with RDBMS, Internet

Approach 97 will enable users
Lotus Development Corp.’s forth- to turn forms and reports into
coming upgrade to Approach will HTML for publishing on the
contain features that make the World Wide Web and to save Apdesktop database a client to IBM’s proach applications as a file on
DB2 as well as a launch point to the Internet, officials said. Users
the Internet.
Due next month as a standA NEW APPROACH
alone product or as part of
SmartSuite 97, Approach 97
New features in Lotus Approach 97:
will have tighter integration
Handles BLOBs (binary large
with IBM’s relational DBMS
objects) such as pictures or
and will enable users to ausounds stored in DB/2 databases
tomatically convert DB2
Saves Approach applications
as files on the Internet
Query Management Facility
Passes SQL statements directly
queries and reports for Apto the back-end database
proach, officials said. Users
Provides single-click access
also can build applications
to the Internet
for handling binary large objects stored in DB2 databases.
also can access the Internet diApproach 97 also features pass- rectly from Approach.
through SQL, which lets users pass
These enhancements make Ed
SQL statements directly to the back- Becker feel confident about Loend database, officials at the Cam- tus’ commitment to the product.
bridge, Mass., IBM subsidiary said. Hunterdon County, N.J., where
Users also can create DB/2 trans- Becker is MIS director, has made
actions that can be controlled— a substantial investment in Apcommitted or rolled back—from proach, which is used by about
within an Approach application.
150 users in a variety of departBY JUAN CARLOS PEREZ

ments, such as health, personnel
and social services.
“We’re a small government
agency that has made a big investment in Approach, so it’s important for us to know that it
continues to be a viable product,” Becker said. “The beauty of Approach is that it’s very
easy for end users to work
with. We also like the way it
plays on the network. It’s very
sharable.”
Approach 97 will let users
write custom applications using LotusScript, features
more than 50 database templates and comes with wizards that help in the creation
of reports and forms, officials said.
Approach 97 will ship next
month as part of SmartSuite 97,
which runs on Windows 95 or Windows NT and has a suggested retail price of $399. A stand-alone
Approach 97 will have a suggested retail price of $109.
Lotus can be reached at (800)
426-7682 or at www.lotus.com. *

Harbinger Express ties Net, EDI
BY JIM KERSTETTER

Harbinger Corp., taking steps to
bring EDI and the Internet closer together, last week announced
a new World Wide Web site that
will allow companies to securely
exchange documents over the Internet.
The site, Harbinger Express,
coincides with the release of
Harbinger’s TrustedLink Guardian, which allows the transmission of electronic data interchange
documents over the Internet or
traditional VANs (value-added networks).
Express translates and transmits documents from the Internet to a VAN. Users with a Web
browser connect to the Harbinger site at harbx.net to view incoming EDI documents, which
are automatically translated into
HTML. The site uses several levels of passwords.
Businesses will pay a $495 setup fee and a $29.95 monthly fee
for as many as 15 transactions;
additional documents cost $1.50
per transaction, Harbinger officials in Atlanta said.
TrustedLink Guardian is shipping with the newest release of
TrustedLink Commerce for Windows 95 and TrustedLink Enterprise, Harbinger’s Unix-based EDI
software for large companies. The
Guardian software uses SMTP and

RSA Data Security Inc.’s encryp- dian for HP-UX is $6,995.
tion.
Harbinger can be reached at
Harbinger is undergoing inter- (800) 367-4272 or at www.
operability tests with Commerce- harbinger.com. *
Net to ensure that
TrustedLink Guardian is interoperable with other Internet EDI software.
Tr u s t e d L i n k
Commerce 2.1 is
now available for
Windows 3.11 and
Windows 95, and
is still in beta for NT
Workstation. Commerce 2.1 sells for
$2,045; with the
Guardian software,
it jumps to $2,345.
TrustedLink Guar- HARBINGER EXPRESS site is a secure link to EDI documents.

Talk

from Page 57

The X.500 LDAP directory will
provide native synchronization for
the E-mail directories, creating one
superset corporate directory that
can be accessed from proprietary
mail clients and POP3 clients and
browsers, officials added.
NetTalk also features X.500based security, optional S/MIME
(Secure Multipurpose Internet
Mail Extension) encryption, and
administration and monitoring

tools that perform message tracking for all systems linked to the
server, the officials said. NetTalk
is priced from $1,995 for 50 users,
with S/MIME client pricing at $49
per user.
Digital’s IMAP4 AltaVista Mail
Server 97 and related extensions
for LAN-based cc:Mail and Microsoft Mail are available now, at $495
per server for 250 users or $3,995
for unlimited users, officials said.
Analysts said these offerings will
be competitive against other, larger Internet E-mail vendors because

jukebox management
efficient. It doesn’t get in the way.”
iXOS Software Inc. released this
Users can drag and drop a file
month an enhanced version of onto a drive letter and it is transits CD jukebox management soft- parently written to the CD across
ware with updated operating the network, said officials.
system and device support; a new,
The newest version adds supsimplified GUI; and automated port for NT 4.0, AIX 4.1, HP-UX
installation procedures.
10 and Digital Unix 3.2. A pointiXOS Jukeman 2.1 ofand-click GUI simplifers concurrent read and
fies administration and
ON RECORD
write access to CD drives,
an automated installaJukeman 2.1’s CD-R
jukeboxes or towers
tion procedure enables
recorder support
within Windows NT and
an administrator to
has been extended
Unix environments. Preload the software in less
to systems from
senting the data in nathan 15 minutes.
Plasmon, HP,
tive NT and Network File
Jukeman 2.1 also inSony, Teac and
System file systems, the
cludes load balancing to
Matsushita.
storage devices appear
improve speed across
as a single drive letter.
multiple devices and an automat“We have one installation with ic cache that will cache the comover 500 CDs in either jukeboxes plete directory structure on the fly
or towers, but as far as the end without reconfiguring file systems.
user mapping to the drive, it’s like
Available now, a Jukeman lia big hard disk,” said Bill Peyton, cense is based on the number of
vice president of technology and CDs with unlimited user access.
applications for Intelligent Doc- Pricing ranges from $44 for a sinument Processing Inc., in Sud- gle CD to more than $20,000 for
bury, Mass., who is beta testing more than 1,500 CDs.
Version 2.1. “[Management softiXOS, of San Mateo, Calif.,
ware] can add overhead, but this can be reached at (410) 788[iXOS] stuff tends to be lean and 6395 or at www.jukeman.com. *
BY STEPHANIE LAPOLLA

Family

from Page 57

cations without requiring Common Gateway Interface scripts,
which can slow performance.
The Java Server Toolkit, which
lets developers create homegrown
Java servers, includes a basic Java
server framework, tools and sample Servlet applications. The
Toolkit also includes the Java
Servlet Engine, which lets Servlet
applications run on legacy systems.
The Java Server offerings were
part of a number of announcements made by JavaSoft at Internet
World, including the following:

they combine a standards-based
engine and directory with hooks
into current systems.
“What differentiates WorldTalk
is its Internet standard technology and integration with other systems,” said Shilpa Agarwal, an analyst with Giga Information Group,
in Cambridge, Mass.
WorldTalk can be reached at
(408) 567-1500 or at www.
worldtalk.com. Digital, of Maynard, Mass., is at (800) 344-4825
or at www.altavista.software.
digital.com. *

• The introduction of a new
set of speech APIs for Java and the
release of the Java Media Framework APIs. Speech API betas are
slated to ship by the end of this
year or early next year. Java Media APIs are a collection of Java
classes that add more advanced
three-dimensional, audio and
video capabilities to Java applets.
• The beta release of Java Beans,
an object technology that allows
OpenDoc parts, Java applets and
ActiveX controls to be integrated in a Java application. The beta
release is nearly three months
ahead of schedule, officials said.
To complement the beta release,
JavaSoft introduced a Java Beans
Development Toolkit.
• The launch of a new branding program to designate 100 percent cross-platform Java implementations. Called 100% Pure
Java, the campaign is aimed at helping corporate users determine if
a Java application was created using only Java APIs or if it is based
on a combination of Java and platform-specific APIs, which might
result in the application running
only on a single platform.
JavaSoft, based in Mountain
View, Calif., is at (408) 343-1400
or at www.javasoft.com. *
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Compaq reheats ProLiant with Hot Plug PCI
BY STEPHANIE LAPOLLA

Compaq Computer Corp. will unwrap
early next year a ProLiant server that will
incorporate Hot Plug PCI technology,
adding another layer of high availability.
Compaq is one of the steering members of the Hot Plug PCI workgroup, which

is working on a technology that will enable users to replace PCI cards without
bringing down a server. Other members
of the workgroup include Hewlett-Packard
Co. and IBM, which next year are likely to
roll out their own servers that are compliant with the technology, sources said.

Earlier this month, the committee submitted a first draft of the specification to
the PCI workgroup for review. A prototype
of the PCI card and development software
was shipped to independent hardware
vendors, including Adaptec Inc., Mylex
Corp., BusLogic Inc. and SysKonnect Inc.,

for implementation, said Compaq officials.
The spec will be finalized in March or
April of next year, after which Compaq
will roll out new ProLiant servers compatible with Hot Plug PCI, said officials.
Compaq will add a logic function in which
the PCI bus controller allows a hot-swap to
happen and a per-slot power regulator that
has the ability to power up and down an
individual slot. Compaq also will add an
electromechanical module to the system
that allows users to access cards without violating safety regulations or shutting down
other systems, said officials.
Compaq, of Houston, is at (800) 3451518 or at www.compaq.com. *

Object Design signs
12 vendors for data
extender program
BY JUAN CARLOS PEREZ

Object Design Inc., copying a model employed by the major relational database
companies for adding complex data type
support to their products, has signed up
12 vendors for a new partner program.
The Burlington, Mass., company
launched last week the Object Manager
Developer Program, which offers training,
support, licenses and
an SDK (software deKIT & KABOODLE
velopment kit) to
The SDK includes
third parties for deObject Forms, a
veloping extensions
sample Text Obto Object Design’s
ject Manager, a
ObjectStore objectsingle-user copy
oriented DBMS.
of ObjectStore
Verity Inc., Virage
and the ObjectInc. and DimenStore Inspector.
sionX Inc. will create Object Managers for text search, image and Virtual Reality Modeling
Language, respectively, for ObjectStore,
officials said.
Object Managers are software modules
that let ObjectStore manage complex data.
Object Design already provides Object Managers that support video, audio, text, image, HTML, time-series and spatial data,
officials said. The program’s purpose is to
offer users as many complex data extenders as possible, in the manner of Informix
Software Inc.’s DataBlades for Universal
Server, rolled out this month.
The third-party Object Managers will be
either resold by Object Design or sold directly by the partner company, officials said.
“This would let Object Design create an
ecosystem for its database, where by working with third-party vendors it creates a
broader market than it could create alone,”
said Steve McClure, an analyst at International Data Corp., in Framingham, Mass.
Participants in the Object Design program will get a four-day training course on
programming with ObjectStore, an Object
Manager SDK and ObjectStore development licenses with client libraries for C++,
ActiveX and Java, officials said.
Object Design can be reached at (617)
674-5000 or at www.odi.com. *
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MicroTempus adds Web
support to Tempus 2.2
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Vendors try to invigorate
tired cable modem market
Still, the growing number of
telecommuters coupled with the
high throughput is enough to
tempt some users to experiment.
“We’d use cable modems in a
second if they were competitive
in price with alternatives like
ISDN,” said Lance Gilbert,
president of Second Glance Software, in Bremerton, Wash. Oneway cable modems are not proficient at symmetrical tasks
such as videoconferencing, but
“the bottom line is bandwidth,”
said Gilbert.
Hayes’ ISA-based modem,
due in the first quarter, provides data rates of 5M bps
downstream with 28.8K-bps reULTRA cable modem costs less than $200. turn speeds, said officials of the
to drop the price of its LANCity Norcross, Ga., company. Product
Personal cable modem and at the trials begin this month.
In January, Bay will cut pricsame time add new features.
Although some corporations ing for the LANCity Personal twohave been experimenting with ca- way cable modem from $595 to
ble service in offices, initially the $495, or $395 in volume. Bay also
will release LANCity software Verdemand has not been massive.
“Businesses are used to a so- sion 3.0, which gains data link enphisticated level of support and cryption for secure transfer and
reliability, and the cable com- multicast distribution capabilipanies are going to have to build ties, said officials in Andover,
a rapport with the business com- Mass.
munity to attract them,” said
Hayes can be contacted at (770)
Vern Mackall, an analyst at In- 441-1617 or at www.hayes.com. Bay
ternational Data Corp., in New can be reached at (508) 682York.
1600 or at www.lancity.com. *
BY SCOTT BERINATO

Cable modem manufacturers are
dropping prices and adding features to their products in an attempt to woo corporate users.
Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc. demonstrated at the Western Cable Show, in Anaheim,
Calif., last week its sub-$200 Ultra Cable System. Bay Networks
Inc. is planning

Dueling 56K-bps
formats face off
COMMUNICATIONS Rockwell,USR pushown methods
BY SCOTT BERINATO

Although the two camps readying
56K-bps technologies are reassuring users of their technologies’
eventual interoperability, they actually appear to be jockeying to
win industry support for their specific formats.
Lucent Technologies Inc. and
Rockwell Semiconductor Systems,
which are collaborating on a 56Kbps protocol called K56Flex, earlier this month trumpeted a who’swho of backers for their month-old
initiative, including major systems
and remote access device makers

and service providers.
Meanwhile, competitor U.S. Robotics Inc. has been quickly racking up both PC maker and service
provider support for its own x2
technology.
“My feeling is that both the
Lucent-Rockwell camp and the
USR camp are anxious not to cooperate,” said one source at a
major modem manufacturer.
The first 56K-bps modems are
expected to ship in January, but
the lack of a real standard will hurt
consumers and slow the market,
See Formats, Page 64

TAKING SIDES: VENDORS CHOOSE 56K-BPS TECHNOLOGY CAMPS
U.S. Robotics
Inc.Õs x2

Rockwell Semiconductor Systems and
Lucent Technologies Inc.Õs K56Flex

Hitachi PC Corp.
Dell Computer Corp.
America Online Inc.
MCI Communications Corp.
Netcom Online
Communications Services Inc.
IBM Global Network
CompuServe Inc.

Compaq Computer Corp.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Toshiba America Information Systems Inc.
AST Research Inc.
Netcom Online Communications Services Inc.
PSINet Inc.
UUNet Technologies Inc.
CompuServe Inc.
3Com Corp.
Ascend Communications Inc.
Cisco Systems Inc.
Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc.

RadioLAN revamps Ethernet wireless adapter
BY STACY LAVILLA

RadioLAN Inc. is shipping a revamped version
of its wireless RadioLAN/10 family for small
and branch offices running Ethernet networks.
The company, which encountered interference problems with the product and halted its release a year ago, has revamped the
series with a new antenna design and application-specific integrated circuit, said
officials.
The RadioLAN/10 series, which wirelessly links as many as 32 users on an Ethernet
segment, includes a 5.8GHz radio transceiver unit, an ISA bus network interface card and
operating system software. The line supports
indoor distances of as much as 120 feet.
One of the key advantages to RadioLAN/10
over competing wireless products is cost. “The

MicroTempus Inc. this week
will release Version 2.2 of
Tempus Connectivity Solutions, its cross-platform data
management offering.
New in Version 2.2 is the
TCP Internet/Intranet File
Manager, a Java application
that securely delivers data files

products cost about the same as wired LAN
products,” said Michael Clair, chairman and
CEO at RadioLAN.
Due to budgetary and cabling restrictions,
the University of British Columbia, in Vancouver, decided that RadioLAN best
suited the older infrastructure of
one of the school’s campus libraries.
“In my case, installing RadioLAN was
substantially less [trouble] than putting
in a wired Ethernet network,” said Pete
Edgar, network analyst at the university.
The ISA bus network interface
card comes in
the $499 Wireless Interface
Node Model

101 with a single connection and the $799 Wireless Access Point Model 10A with a single wireless connection and a 10BaseT port. The
products are priced to compete with Proxim
Inc.’s PC Cards and Access Points.
The company also plans to roll out in April
a PCI bus network interface card, a PC Card
version for laptops and software that allows
users to roam within different segments.
The products are available through distributors, VARs
RADIOLAN ADAPTER provides and OEMs.
10M-bps throughput.
RadioLAN,
of Sunnyvale,
Calif., is at
(408) 5242600 or www.
radiolan.com. *

THE INTERNET/Intranet File Manager.

to a World Wide Web browser
from the corporate intranet.
Due in January, it also adds
support for HP-UX and IBM
AIX.
The host-based software
ranges from $75,000 to
$250,000.
MicroTempus also is working with Intermind Corp. to
integrate the Internet/Intranet File Manager with Intermind Communicator. The
joint integration project by
mid-1997 will yield a Web
client/server application that
delivers SNA and IP data to a
Java-based Web browser.
MicroTempus, of Montreal,
is at (514) 848-0803 or at
www.microtempus.com.

Bay Networks broadens
net management suite
Bay Networks Inc. recently enhanced its Optivity network
management suite to extend
the multilayer topology view
to Bay Networks’ Centillion
100 LAN switches.
Bay also enhanced Optivity
Enterprise and Optivity Campus management applications
to allow network operators to
steer switched traffic to a
monitored port for traffic
analysis via Bay’s StackProbe
or other remote monitoring
probes.
Optivity Campus also now
supports Windows NT. Optivity Enterprise now includes
World Wide Web-enabled network statistics and traffic status viewing.
All the new features will be
rolled out in Optivity applications by March. The applications will range from $3,495
to $5,995.
Bay, of Billerica, Mass., is at
(408) 988-2400 or at www.
baynetworks.com. *
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AT&T expands CDPD strategy
WIRELESS

Plan calls for interconnection agreement, handheld PC support

BY MARK MOORE

Microsoft Makes
Good on the Net

A

year ago, Microsoft had yet to ship a Web server
and its browser was lame, leading many to wonder if
the company could catch up with the Internet juggernaut. When Microsoft announced its embrace-and-extend strategy on Pearl Harbor Day last year, the big question
whether it could really execute on all its promises and deliver product. Now it’s a year later and the answer to the question is clear.
Love ’em or hate ’em, you have to give credit where credit is due.
In one year, Microsoft has delivered three significant revisions to
both its client and server software, making huge strides in functionality. The recent delivery of Internet Explorer 3.0 was important, of
course. But it’s the Active Server—which includes Internet Information Server 3.0, Active Server Pages and Microsoft Transaction Server—that is a key milestone for the company and its customers. Active Server Pages in particular provides a foundation on which
customized server applications for both intranets and the Internet
can be more easily created by a wider variety of developers, delivering on Microsoft’s promise to make applications easier to create.
Active Server Pages is a script interpreter and execution environment that supports both VBScript and
JavaScript. Using scripts, developers can
Microsoft has
manipulate ActiveX controls on the servto create custom applications. For exdelivered three er
ample, VBScript can be used to call the
significant reActive Data Object, which replaces the
cumbersome Internet Database
visions to client more
Connector. Where the Internet Database
Connector uses low-level scripts to give
and server
Web-based applications access to SQL
software.
databases, Active Server Pages uses higher-level script control of ActiveX components to provide the same functionality with more ease.
Developers can combine HTML code for forms and the scripts
those forms are designed to execute in .ASP files. And because Active Server Pages can compile scripts on the fly—instead of requiring scripts to be compiled in advance—Web applications can be
more easily altered at any time. Links to .ASP files can be made
from HTML pages, allowing Web developers to segregate graphically oriented HTML code (which can be created by designers)
from more complicated forms-based application code (which can
be created by more sophisticated developers).
And in environments where reliability is crucial, Transaction
Server provides transaction monitoring and object services (such as
state and thread management) that can be transparently invoked
through simple script commands. That will allow people who don’t
understand the complexities of TP monitoring to nonetheless reap
the benefits of TP monitoring in online applications.
There are still some holes in Microsoft’s strategy. Good development tools for debugging .ASP files and scripts are essential, for example. And the lack of directory services is still a major problem. If
you use ActiveX components in an application and then the location of those components changes, your application breaks—a
problem that can only be solved through a good directory. But with
Active Server, Microsoft has made significant progress in delivering
on the promises it made a year ago. *
Jamie Lewis is president of The Burton Group, a research

R company specializing in emerging network computing
technologies. He can be reached at jlewis@tbg.com.

AT&T Wireless Services Inc. is continuing its CDPD thrust with a twopronged strategy: intercarrier agreements and handheld device support.
The Kirkland, Wash., wireless
provider recently announced an
interconnection agreement with
Comcast Cellular Communications
Inc. and vowed support for handheld PCs running Microsoft Corp.’s
Windows CE operating system.
The agreement with Comcast
Cellular, of Wayne, Pa., is expected to link the companies’ Cellular
Digital Packet Data networks by the
first quarter of 1997. Comcast serves
a population of 8.2 million in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware.
The agreement allows Comcast and
AT&T customers to use their devices in either network.
Over the past year, AT&T Wireless has signed intercarrier agreements with Ameritech Corp., Bell
Atlantic Nynex Mobile, GTE Mobilnet and Southwestco Wireless.
Overall, CDPD networks with

all intercarrier agreements in place
now span more than 96 markets,
or approximately 45 percent of
the U.S. population, according to
AT&T Wireless officials.
AT&T’s CDPD support for
handheld PCs running Microsoft’s
Windows CE platform builds on a
demonstration at Comdex in Las

Vegas of wireless connectivity to
the Internet via AT&T’s CDPD service using a Compaq Computer
Corp. PC Companion equipped
with Motorola Inc.’s Personal Messenger 100C wireless modem.
AT&T’s Wireless Data Division is at (800) 552-3373 or at www.
airdata.com. *

A new MeetingPlace for Web conferences
BY STACY LAVILLA

Latitude Communications Inc. is
shipping new software that aims to
take the headaches out of setting
up meetings across the Internet.
MeetingPlace WebPublisher
software allows users to schedule
meetings, access meeting schedules or listen to recordings via any
World Wide Web browser, said
Stephen Pao, product manager at
the Santa Clara, Calif., company.
The software works with the company’s Meeting Place conference

Formats

from Page 62

said observers.
“This problem has to go away.
It’s a manufacturers fight that
alienates users, who are confused already,” said Vern Mackall,
an analyst at International Data
Corp., in New York. ”
PC makers would like to see both
camps produce an interoperable
standard. How soon that would
come is unclear. “We’ve not seen
a willingness on U.S. Robotics’ part
to cooperate,” said Cynthia
Schrock, director of communications product marketing at Compaq Computer Corp., in Houston.
U.S. Robotics has participated
in the International Telecommunications Union standard talks
with rival camps and is willing to

server, which sits at the customer
premises and enables users to schedule, manage and attend conference
calls from either a telephone or PC.
“Now it is faster to set up and
maintain conferences,” Pao said.
Prior to adding Web-based scheduling capabilities, companies were
required to install client software
on every conference participant’s
desktop, he said.
With MeetingPlace WebPublisher, companies also can record
conference meetings and provide

users access to meeting minutes
through any Web site using Progressive Networks Inc.’s RealAudio technology, Pao said.
The software runs on Windows
NT Version 3.51 or higher and
works with RealAudio 2.0 software.
MeetingPlace WebPublisher is
$4,995. The server software starts
at $39,995 for an eight-port system.
Both products are available directly from distributors and Latitude, which is at (800) 999-7440
or at www.latitude.com. *

work with its competitors to
smooth away any interoperability problems that crop up in the
56K-bps modem world, said company spokeswoman Karen Novak.
“Even if [the standard is] a compromise between U.S. Robotics
and our competitors, we’ll make
it easy for our customers to upgrade,” Novak said.
Many are skeptical about standards. “Even if they met their
schedules, it’s not like the next
day Netcom [Online Communications Services Inc.] or somebody
would flip a switch and suddenly
everybody’s POP [Post Office Protocol] would be x2 or Flex,” said
John Navas of The Navas Group,
in Dublin, Calif.
The way modem makers have
been acting “borders on misleading,” said Navas. “They are putting

expectations in users’ minds that
may not be fulfilled.”
But that doesn’t satisfy users.
“The ITU could mandate a standard that is not software upgradable—and for any company to say
that’s not possible is dangerous,”
said Karl Denninger, president of
MCSNet, an Internet service
provider based in Chicago.
“I would rather have a little less
speed and keep my options open
than to deal with this,” said Matt
Vega, of Sirote & Permutt PC, in
Birmingham, Ala. His firm uses
computers in both 56K camps.
“The best possible outcome is
for all the companies to sit and
figure out a standard before a 56Kmodem ships,” Denninger said.
“But that won’t happen. Users will
lose with 56K, and that’s the problem.” *
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CLIENT/SERVER

Getting one hospital
to swallow the IT pill
BY AILEEN CROWLEY

aulkner Hospital’s pathology department was at a crossroads:
It was on the cutting edge in terms of medical equipment
and facilities, but its use of innovative information technology was comparable to the age of bloodletting and leeches.
The state-of-the-art pathology lab, which supports more
than 100 doctors and clinics associated with the nationally known
Boston hospital, decided it was time to perform radical surgery
on its IT systems. The group turned to CoPath Client/Server,
a new anatomic pathology system from Collaborative Medical
Systems that leverages workflow capabilities to integrate the
process of diagnosing and disseminating the results of lab-based
tests throughout the hospital.
The pathology department’s overhaul was not part of a hospitalwide procedure to rejuvenate systems, however. It was an
internal effort that goes against the industry trend—a reluctance to invest in IT.
“The health care industry has traditionally been one of the slowest to take on new IT initiatives,” says Henry Morris, a research director at International Data Corp., in Framingham, Mass. Some
of the detractors are payroll costs, skyrocketing insurance claims
and expensive medical equipment, coupled with the recent costcutting measures of many health care sites, according to Morris.
This reluctance is starting to wane thanks to a variety of new
products such as CoPath C/S, which are catering to the specific needs of the medical community, he says. As a result, IT
spending in the health care and insurance industries is going
up. In 1996, IT spending in these sectors will total around
$12.8 billion, with growth expected to hit $20.2 billion by the
year 2001, according to figures just released by G2 Research
Inc., in Mountain View, Calif.
Faulkner’s pathology department is a perfect example of why
vendors see dollar signs when it comes to the health care industry. The department’s staff processes as many as 50
tissue samples daily. Prior to CoPath
C/S, the task of
viewing, diagnosing, processing and
disseminating results to the primary physician took
about three days.
FAULKNER HOSPITAL: Struggling with the IT curve.
“It was not so
much life-threatening as it was that there was no reason for the
wait,” says Richard Smith, the attending pathologist at Faulkner, in Boston. “We had the information. We just couldn’t get it
to the people who needed it fast enough.”
The bottleneck? A time-consuming process that involved pathologists reading handwritten reports, looking at slides, accessing
similar case history information from a mainframe-based legacy
system via a dumb terminal and then making changes on the
hard copy of the report. The changes were passed on to one of
See Hospital, Page 70
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Global Access
BY JEFF MOAD

A

corporate intranet would
seem to be a perfect fit
for a company like aircraft engine manufacturer Pratt & Whitney.
For one thing, the $6.2 billion
unit of United Technologies
Corp. has loads of information such as maintenance manuals that it
must update regularly
and route to engine
mechanics and others.
And those information consumers are
scattered all over the
world, in 100 airports
where P&W’s 6,500 engines are serviced and
maintained.
“What we’d really love to
do is be able to put all those
manuals and service bulletins
on a secure intranet, then give
access to our people and, eventually, our customers and suppliers,” says
Joe Muldoon, marketing manager in P&W’s East Hartford,
Conn., commercial engine
division. “No more printing
and distribution costs, no more
delays when information changes.”
Right now, however, companies
such as P&W have to put their more
ambitious global intranet deployments plans on standby. That’s because, at least for now, lining up reliable, secure Internet access around
the world is too complex and expensive. In countries where telecommunication deregulation hasn’t
spread, the cost of local bandwidth
and Internet access can be 10 times
greater than those costs in the United States. And the availability of products and services to support intranet
deployment, while booming in the
United States, has been much slower to develop in other countries.
As a result, companies often are
forced to contract for Internet access
on a country-by-country basis and to
manage a long list of access providers
whose service offerings—and prices—
vary widely. In fact, in some countries,
reliable, secure Internet access is virtually impossible to come by.

Connecting worldwide offices via intranet
has meant juggling dispersed Internet service providers.
But vendors are starting to attack the
problem with a variety
of new services.

NETWORKS

consultant and program
director with Meta
Group Inc., in Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

“You walk around in countries like
Bangladesh and the Philippines, and
you see severed telephone wires hanging off of posts,” says Diane Silver,
vice president for information strategy at American President Lines, an
Oakland, Calif., shipping company
that does business in roughly 500 global locations. “In some places, IP networking is just not available.” There,
companies such as APL and P&W have
been forced to provide intranet access
via dial-up IP connections or via consumer networks such as CompuServe.
That’s not going to be good enough,
however, as large global companies begin to move more substantial, critical
applications to their intranets. “As companies start to depend on their intranets more, they’re going to need
things like guaranteed service and security levels from their access providers,
and they’re going to need it on a
global basis,” says Jeffrey Mann, a

Global promises
Fortunately for IS
managers, several
large U.S.-based ISPs
(Internet service
providers) and telecom
providers are beginning
to attack the problem.
Companies such as MCI
Communications Corp./British
Telecom Ltd., Sprint Communications Corp., IBM, UUNet Technologies Inc. and PSINet Inc. have begun
expanding their IP networks
internationally and forging global partnerships
that, within the next year
or so, could help global intranet deployments get off
the ground. (See chart, Page 72.) In
addition to promising global one-stop
Internet access, many providers say
they’ll offer a range of intranet services, including fully outsourced deployment and hosted intranet-based
turnkey applications. In many cases,
these global services are just beginning
to take shape. So, for the time being,
the task for IS managers will be to correctly judge providers’ ability to deliver on their global promises.
Perhaps the most far-reaching plan
outlined so far comes from the soonto-be-merged MCI and BT. In November, the pair announced that Concert, their combined advanced
networking unit, would begin rolling
out intranet services that, beginning
early next year, will encompass fully
outsourced deployment and management of global intranets, including hosting common applications such
as E-mail, directory services, human
See Global, Page 72
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Surf’s up at Bay Networks
STRATEGIES

The company’s four-prong strategy harnesses users’ passion for its BayNet intranet

BY ERIN CALLAWAY

W

hen Maynard Webb first describes the fervor about the intranet at Bay Networks Inc., it
sounds as if the company’s intranet development is wildly ad hoc.
“I’ve never seen anything like it in my
career. Everyone wants to do this. It’s almost
hormonal,” says Webb, vice president and
CIO at the Santa Clara, Calif., network products company. Already accustomed to using electronic bulletin boards to swap information, users at Bay were more than
ready to start using the intranet when it
was launched in the first quarter of 1995.
But in fact, the development of Bay
Networks’ intranet is anything but out of
control. Webb considers the intranet a core
piece of his IT strategy. So he is developing intranet applications and expanding
Bay’s intranet, called BayNet, using a carefully thought-out approach that focuses on
four key areas: look and feel, publishing
and information delivery, intranet applications, and an extended intranet (sometimes called an “extranet”).
That doesn’t mean Webb’s standing in
the way of anyone’s creativity. An equally important part of the CIO’s strategy is making
intranet development easy by making a set
of standard World Wide Web development
tools, including PageMill and SiteMill from
Adobe Systems Inc., readily available.
Webb’s intranet strategy begins with standards. Specifically, Webb, Jorge Taborga,
Bay’s director of IS strategic systems, and
an intranet steering committee have
propagated a standard look and feel across
all of BayNet’s internal Web pages. The homogeneous look, which includes such fea-

basics: 20 Web servers, including

Sun Microsystems Inc. SPARCstations and Windows NT servers. Two
servers are currently being used to
deliver intranet applications and
E-commerce. Security is provided
through a Sun firewall. For server
software, the company is using Netscape Communications Corp.’s Navigator 3.0 products and plans to consider the upcoming standards-based
server components from Microsoft
Corp., code-named Normandy.
what’s next: Next-generation intranet applications are being developed using NetDynamics from NetDynamics Inc. (formerly Spider
Technologies), and Microsoft’s
FrontPage is being evaluated.
other key tools: Arbor Software
Corp.’s Essbase Web Gateway for
Web-enabled online analytical processing and Digital Equipment
Corp.’s AltaVista Forum for Webbased chatting and collaboration.

tures as common headers and banners, is
designed to make it easier for everyone,
particularly remote employees, to find what
they need quickly.
Enforcing standards is an ongoing effort
in which Webb has sought to guide BayNet’s
growth by “putting some bounds around”

introduction process, from concept to final
release, will be Web-based.
“This area deals with internal efficiency,”
says Taborga. Bay Networks’ current new
product process, for example, is based on
a series of best practices from different groups
but is not as streamlined as it could be. The
Web application will change that
by allowing the various departments involved in a new product rollout to combine their best
practices.
In addition, this month the
sales management staff will begin using the intranet to access a data warehouse containing important financial and
sales information. Essbase Web
Gateway, a product from Arbor
Software Corp., in Sunnyvale,
Calif., is being used to provide
Web access to the databases.
Once analysts access the database, they can drill down into
the data using Essbase, Arbor’s decision-support tool.

VARIOUS WEB FORUMS provide focus for eager BayNet users.

employees’ intranet development. For example, IT uses a combination of homegrown
and off-the-shelf tools to monitor the traffic on intranet sites. When people begin relying heavily on a page, as some sales people did earlier this year with an engineering
page they were using to troubleshoot a Bay
product, that page is then moved onto a corporate Web server where it can be centrally managed and maintained. That way, Webb
can guarantee 24-hour availability and support for important Web applications.
In the early days of intranet implementation, “many organizations don’t bother
with standardizing because they want people to be creative. But when you move into
applications, you have to really think about
what you want to accomplish on the intranet,”
says Mellanie Hills, president of Knowledgies Inc., an intranet and groupware consultancy in Plano, Texas. Since developing
actual intranet applications is likely to be the
next step after static publishing, it’s a good
idea to start establishing standards early.
Hills also recommends companies consider standardizing on Web development
tools to help prevent the IT support
group from becoming overwhelmed trying to support too many different tools.
Intranet product development
The second piece of Bay Networks’ intranet
strategy, also an ongoing effort, deals with
delivery of static information on internal
Web pages. The third component, currently
the major thrust of Bay Networks’ intranet
plan, is to develop Web applications specifically to improve existing business processes.
A new Web application is being piloted,
for example, that will track vital information about new product development such
as details about release cycles and project
status. Eventually the entire new product

Bringing outsiders in
The biggest challenge for BayNet lies in the
fourth and final piece of Webb’s intranet
approach: extending the intranet to Bay Networks’ suppliers. Although extranets are popular and useful, they aren’t easy to create.
“It can be far more complicated to work
with [your suppliers] than with your internal employees,” says Knowledgies’ Mills.
Ironically, standards can make building extranets difficult. While it may be relatively
easy to enforce internal intranet standards,
companies have less control over the Web
tools their suppliers use or the look and
feel of their intranet pages.
With hopes of starting to deploy some

Hospital

from Page 67

the secretaries, who input them, then faxed,
mailed or called with the results.
With CoPath C/S’ built-in workflow capabilities, this process is no longer manual. “The new system will allow doctors to
see what step of the process [the specimen]
is at and when they will be getting the final results,” says Clare Coughlan, systems
manager in the pathology department of
Faulkner.
The new system replaces CoPath M, a
MUMPS (Massachusetts General Hospital
Utility Multi-Programming System) pathology application that also was developed by
CoMed and installed at Faulkner in 1989.
The Faulkner CoPath C/S system is configured for Windows NT on a Digital Prioris HX Pentium server, running a Sybase
System 11 database and accessed via the
pathology department’s new Ethernet LAN.
Thanks to the system, turnaround time
has been reduced to two days. Pathologists

Bay Networks Inc.
headquarters: Santa Clara, Calif.
number of employees: 4,311
name of intranet: BayNet
intranet goals: Bay uses packaged IT

solutions such as SAP R/3 heavily in
the rest of IT; the goal is to do the
same with the intranet as more packaged solutions become available.
how it happened: Bay was already using electronic bulletin boards to allow
employees to communicate with each
other; building an intranet seemed a
natural next step.
best intranet site: One BayNet site
provides Bay employees with a set of
Web site development tools. Providing
the tools encourages employees to
help build the intranet but at the same
time helps ensure the intranet is developed using enterprisewide standards.
intranet traffic: BayWeb gets between 300 and 400 hits per day.
business-to-business applications over the
extended intranet early next year, Taborga is focusing now on finding out just how
engaged with the Internet and its own intranet each supplier is. As long as the supplier has the basic ability to connect to
BayNet with browsers, he feels the benefits of using the extended intranet will help
fuel the coordination needed to make the
extranet a success.
Says Taborga: “The end result is twofold—
better service to the customer because we
are quicker and increased efficiency with
the suppliers because they will know more
about our requirements. It will be a winwin for everyone.” *

Senior Writer Erin Callaway can be reached at
erin_callaway@zd.com.
now can input their results directly into the
Pentium systems, eliminating the need for
a secretary to input the data at a later time.
With the pathology department now
comfortably ensconced in technology, the
next step is to integrate CoPath C/S with
the hospital’s enterprise Meditech HL7compatible system from Medical Information Technology Inc., of Westwood, Mass.
HL7 is a health care industry standard for
transmitting text-based information among
computer systems; the new client/server
version of CoPath was built with hooks to
allow for a smooth migration.
The integration will allow doctors across
the hospital to tap into CoPath C/S to
view the status of their patients’ test results.
The final time-saving measure, automatic
faxing, due in early 1997, could conceivably cut turnaround time to one day.
So as outdated medical practices get put
to rest, so are outdated IT practices. *

Deputy Editor Aileen Crowley can be reached
at aileen_crowley@zd.com.
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Succor for the Pain of Purchasing

S

hopping is supposed to be fun. Accounting, however, is not. Especially
when you need to process, route and track more than 1,500 purchase
requisitions per month, with only one buyer to manage them all.
Starwave Corp., of Bellevue, Wash. (www.starwave.com), best known for its
ESPNet SportZone and Mr. Showbiz Web sites, had just this problem. To com-

pound matters, frequent reorganizations
changed the people who were supposed
to approve requisitions, so it could take

Christine Comaford

Mission
Critical

months to get a simple purchase approved
and completed.
Accounting decided the process should
be automated, giving everyone the option
of creating a purchase requisition. Accounting took the idea to MIS, which sug-

Global

from Page 67

resources and distanced learning.
Ultimately, Concert also will sell secure Internet access in 800 cities in
50 countries and bundled, preintegrated intranet platforms from
Microsoft Corp., including Commercial Internet System and Exchange Server. So far, Concert is offering Internet services only between
the United States and Europe.
And the company has yet to outline pricing for its intranet offerings.
Other large telecom companies—some with the help of international partners—are introducing similar global intranet
programs. Sprint, for example, has
announced it and partners France
Telecom and Deutsche Telekom
will begin next year rolling out intranet services and global access
through 800 access points around
the world. AT&T Corp., so far pursuing a go-it-alone strategy, in September announced availability in
Asia and Britain of its Managed Internet Service, which provides
management and operation of
leased-line connections to the Internet, service-level monitoring,
management of customer premise
equipment and other services
important to IS managers building intranets. AT&T is expected
to expand availability of both Managed Internet Service and its Intranet Connect Service, which offers high-security through
nonpublic IP networking.
ISP solutions
Large telecom providers aren’t alone
in promising global intranet access

gested using a Web browser as the front end.
MIS also suggested that since a Web front
end had appeal to the accounting software
vendor’s customer base, it might be interested in building it. Sure enough, the vendor, PowerCerv (www.powercerv.com), of
Tampa, Fla., agreed to do the work.
Aptly named, PowerCerv’s Adaptlications are highly customizable. Thus, Starwave could easily add its business rules to
the system as well as modify the user interface. Starwave purchased the Adaptlication for Financials, including modules
for accounts receivable, accounts payable,
general ledger, purchasing, fixed assets, order processing and project accounting.
Each module is priced at $18,500.
Starwave extended the system to provide

and services. Large U.S. ISPs such
as UUNet, of Fairfax, Va., PSINet,
of Herndon, Va., and BBN Planet
Corp., of Cambridge, Mass., also are

the approver, if it has been sitting in the
approver’s in-box for too long or if the purchased product is being shipped. Once the
browser-based purchase requisition using requisition is approved, the appropriate
PowerBuilder and its Powersoft Internet data is routed to the PowerCerv purchasdeveloper tool kit (no extra cost), along ing module, and a purchase order is cut
with PowerCerv’s PowerBuilder Internet and mailed to the vendor.
I love this case study beextension and Web Foundacause it offers many lessons
tion Class Library, which is free.
Encourage IT
that we often overlook. First,
In addition, Starwave is using
work hard to provide an open
PowerCerv’s FlowBuilder for
to enhance
communication line between
workflow routing. This produser ideas, not users and IT to ensure that
uct costs $15,000 per server
projects are discussed—this
and $1,200 per developer; Starmentally shut
facilitates brainstorming. Secwave has one server and dedown and see
ond, encourage IT to enveloper license. The back
hance or extend user ideas,
end is SQL Server running
them as extra
not to mentally shut down
on Windows NT.
work.
and see them as extra work.
Design of the browser-based
Finally, establish strong venfront end took one month. Development and interfacing to the installed dor relationships and never hesitate to ask
accounting software took about two months. them to extend a product for your needs!
Shopping and accounting can both be
The system is in alpha release now, with
fun when you use software to do the dirty
the final system slated to roll in January.
And Starwave didn’t stop there. It uses work. *
automatically generated E-mail messages
(Microsoft Exchange) to tell the user Christine Comaford can be reached at cc@
whether the requisition was delivered to christine.com or at www.christine.com.

digging deep to deploy international
access points and to partner with international companies. BBN, for example, recently signed a deal to link

WIRING THE WORLD
A sampling of global services:
MCI Communications Corp./British
Telecom: Currently offers Concert
InternetPlus, an Internet backbone service that so far links the United States
and Europe. Announced plans with
Microsoft Corp. to expand access to
the IP network worldwide and to roll out
two classes of global intranet products
and services. One offering, due in the
first quarter of 1997, combines managed Internet access plus integrated,
tested products, including Microsoft
Commercial Internet System, Internet
Explorer 3.0 and BackOffice. The second offering, available in the first half of
next year, features outsourcing intranet
development and operations.
UUNet Technologies Inc.: Has announced
Global Transit Service, an Internet
backbone network connecting select
cities in Asia, Europe and North
America. UUNet is marketing the service both to large corporations building global intranets and to local ISPs.
Currently available in London; Paris;
Amsterdam, the Netherlands;
Frankfurt, Germany; Milan, Italy;
Monaco; Tokyo; Hong Kong;
Singapore; Sydney,
Australia; as well as the
United States.
PSINet Inc.: Offering PSI
Intranet, private IP
access and managed services for
corporations. The
service is currently available only in
the United States,
Japan, Canada and
the U.K. PSI, however,
plans a broader rollout, beginning with Europe by mid-1997.
AT&T Corp.: Expanding availability of
its WorldNet Managed Internet Service
beyond the United States. The service,

which includes management of customer-premises equipment and
usage reports, is currently available
in Asia. It will become available in the
U.K. in the first quarter of 1997.
IBM: Currently provides Internet
access from 830 access points in 48
countries via its IBM Global Network.
The company also recently
announced Managed Data Network
Services, a collection of intranet consulting and deployment services that
includes global technical support and
will include hosted applications.
Service-level guarantees also are
planned.
BBN Planet Corp./Scitor Corp.: BBN is
expanding internationally via an agreement inked in March with Londonbased VAN provider Scitor. So far, the
pair is providing Internet access and
local support services in 14 countries
and plans to expand that to as many
as 200. Also in the works are hosting
and security services for
intranets internationally.
Sprint Corp.: As part of a partnership with France Telecom
and Deutsche Telekom AG called
Global One, Sprint is reportedly
building a global intranet service
offering that will include 800 access
points around the world.
Source:
PC Week
reporting

its network with that of Scitor Corp.,
of London, which extends to more
than 220 countries. The two will
begin to build into their networks
support for features such as bandwidth on demand and central firewall management.
Similarly, UUNet has been expanding its international points
of presence through acquisition.
Most recently, the company spent
$12 million to buy Eunet Deutschland and its 36 POPs (points of
presence) in Germany. So far,
UUNet has assembled 516 POPs
outside the United States and soon
will begin to roll out intranet services such as guaranteed service
levels on top of its network.
Even some vendors not currently operating as Internet access
providers are getting into the international act. IBM, for example,
plans to leverage its IBM Global Network, which already extends to 850
cities around the world. The company plans to offer three types of
intranet services—consulting, architecture and deployment—on top
of that network, with local access
from telcos such as Bell Canada.
And at least one industry-specific organization, the Paris-based
SITA (Société Internationale de
Telecomunications Aeronautiques), plans to turn its international IP network into a platform
for aerospace companies to deploy global intranets. P&W is
among those that have decided
to cast their international intranet
lot with what SITA calls Aeronet,
an IP network that was launched
last April and today has a presence
in 225 countries.
So how should IS managers go

about beginning to evaluate the
strengths and weaknesses of potential global intranet access and
service providers? Start by looking
at the global support staff and infrastructure that vendors can marshal, says Mike Smith, lead analyst for networking services at
Datapro Information Services, in
Delran, N.J. “It’s not just a matter
of rolling out circuits internationally. Vendors must have tech
support people in place who can
fix problems and guide users.”
Vendors such as IBM with large
support staffs deployed globally
and MCI/BT with its SHL Systemhouse consulting arm may have
a head start here, says Smith. Others such as BBN admit that the lack
of international support staff is limiting the speed with which they can
roll out global intranet services.
Potential customers also should
look at how feasible it will be for
intranet vendors to fulfill promises of guaranteed service levels, says
Smith. As IS managers put more
important applications on the Net,
they want to be able to give priority to critical packets. Vendors
able to control Net traffic from
end to end will have the easiest
time providing such priority guarantees, says Smith.
The bad news is that today no
single vendor seems positioned to
be best of class in all categories.
But the good news is that, beginning early next year, IS managers
will start getting some help when
it comes to rolling their intranets
out globally. *

Senior Editor Jeff Moad can be reached
at jeff_moad@zd.com
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SHARPEN THOSE I-NET SKILLS
If one of your New Year’s resolutions is to bone up on your Internet skills, here
are some courses starting in January to consider:
@ I • N E T

Taming out-of-control intranets
Mercury Interactive Corp.’s Astra Site
Manager World Wide Web management
tool may be just the ticket for harried
I-Net Webmasters. Astra allows
Webmasters to
view and manage
internal and external Web sites
and solve problems such as broken links and
congested paths.
It also has the ability to track usage and
test links. Other features include “fastscan” Web site mapping, a visual Web display and “dynamic scan,” a map of dynamically generated pages. You can
download the beta version of Astra at
www.merc-int.com. The product is shipping this month, priced at $495.

Intranet-enabled T&E reports
Portable Software Corp. plans to enhance
its current travel and entertainment expense management
software to utilize corporate intranets. An
intranet-enabled version of its XMS (Xpense Management Solution) software can be installed on corporate Web servers. The software utilizes

P C W E E K

familiar Web browsers to create, manage
and approve expense reports while centralizing administration of overall T&E expense management.
Companies also can use the solution
to administer policies and processes, regardless of the location or operating system of the business traveler. Coupled
with industry-standard Web browsers
such as Netscape Communications
Corp.’s Navigator and Microsoft Corp.’s
Internet Explorer, the intranet T&E solution will expand support of XMS to multiple operating system environments, including Macintosh, OS/2 and multiple
varieties of Unix. It is expected to be
available for testing by the second quarter of 1997. For more information, contact Portable Software, in Redmond,
Wash., at (800) 478-7411 or at www.
xpense.com.

Someone’s watching
WebStalker-Pro, a security product from
Haystack Labs Inc., in Austin, Texas, is
now available for the Unix and NT platforms. The product monitors Web
servers seven days a week, 24
hours a day to detect hacker attacks and is designed to provide
additional protection to an Internet firewall. WebStalker-Pro is available for $4,995. Visit www.haystack.com
for more information.

N A V I G A T O R

THE LITTLE APP THAT COULD
Check out these sites to find some downloadable Java applets that might make
a good addition to your Web site:
N North Park Studios: North Park Studios, in Pennsauken, N.J., is the creator of the AnimButton, an applet that
animates buttons and makes them
clickable. You can download AnimButton for free. www.
npark.com/

B R I E F S

N Café del Sol: This Sun Microsystems
Inc. site serves up almost a dozen utility applets. The source code for the
applets is not available, but you are
free to download the compiled classes and use the applets on your Web page. Utility applets on this site include
an animator, a button applet, a clock
applet, a random text applet, a typewriter applet, an automatic tour guide
applet, plus a few more.

Jan. 7-10 Building an intranet: A Hands-On Workshop Learn how to use the
intranet as a common interface to your IT systems. The course also will teach
you how to develop and manage an intranet Web site, use tools
to simplify intranet maintenance, expand your intranet services
by adding client-side processing, and implement on-the-fly
database publishing. At the St. Moritz on the Park, New York.
To register, call (800) 843-8733 or point to www.learningtree.com.
Jan. 7-10 Developing a Web Site Attend this course to learn how
to install, configure and maintain an Internet or intranet Web
server and develop Web pages using HTML. Students also will
learn how to write and use Common Gateway Interface scripts,
incorporate information from databases onto their Web sites, add multimedia
effects such as sound and graphics to a Web page, and support secure transactions over the Web. At the Clarion Hotel BayView, San Diego. To register, call
(800) 843-8733 or point to www.learningtree.com.
Jan. 7-10 Internet and Systems Security: Attacks and Countermeasures This
course aims to enable you to analyze the risks the Internet poses to your systems
and implement an appropriate and workable security policy to
help protect vulnerable information assets from intrusion, damage or theft. Instructors will use live demonstrations and case
studies to show you how to thwart potential attacks. At the Ramada Plaza Pentagon, Alexandria, Va. To register, call (800) 843-8733 or point to
www.learningtree.com.
Jan. 13-14 The Intranet Reality This course is designed to teach you the essential

elements of intranet architecture and help you understand emerging Internet
and client/server technologies so you can learn how to use the Internet to fulfill
your client/server needs. Among other topics, the course covers intranet server
suites from Netscape Communications Corp., Microsoft Corp. and other vendors,
application development methods, and critical intranet applications (including
groupware, document management and research publishing). At the Wave Technologies Training Center, Minneapolis. To register, call (800) 828-2050, send Email to info@wavetech.com or point to www.wavetech.com.
—Erin Callaway

this Java applet created it for Webmasters who want to conserve space
on their sites. Specifically, the applet
allows you to “pile” images and step
through them one at a time. The transition from one image to another is
random and can
happen in a
number of ways:
in a column shift,
fade, rotation, tear, smash or unroll.
There’s a demo of the applet on the
site so you can see how it works for
yourself. www.db.erau.edu/java/billboard/

www.xm.com/café

N Orbital Technologies
Ltd.: This British company has developed
a number of applets. You can’t
download them,
but the site is
worth a visit to see some of the
ways you can put Java to work. The
applets on Orbital’s site include a
database applet, an interactive map
and editor, a survey applet, a loan calculator, a Web site hit counter, and
others. www.orbital.co.uk/java.html

N ColorJive: You use this Java
applet (the current version is
1.3 Beta) right on the ColorJive Web site. It’s there to help
you choose the right blend of
colors for your own Web page.
Use it, for example, to find out if
the color text you are selecting will
actually go with the background you
plan to use on your site. www.goodnet.
com/~haless/ColorJive.html

N The Dynamic Billboard: The author of

N The JARS (Java Applet Rating Service):
Surf by the JARS site to find lists of
some of the best Java applets this
group has come across. New applets
are supposed to be rated monthly, although the last Top 100 applets list is
dated September 1996. When source
code for the applet is available, they
are judged on their presentation, programming correctness, usefulness
and originality. When no source code
is available, they are judged only on
presentation, usefulness and originality. www.jars.com/100.htm

W E B

S I T E

O F

T H E

W E E K

Owner: HomePage for the
Holidays, East Moline, Ill.
Description: A site developed for the children
of employees of 4CS
Solutions Inc., a hightech company that develops World Wide Web
sites. The site was created to encourage parent-child interaction at
the holidays and features a customized story letting children type in their name, what they want for Christmas,
where they live and the weather there. Other features include a selection of Christmas music, how to make holiday crafts and a place to write
letters to Santa. (Children get a personalized E-mail response.)
Developer: Phil Cunningham, 4CS vice president
Web tools: Adobe Photoshop for graphics; 3-D Studio from AutoDesk Inc.;
Cakewalk Pro, a music production program from Twelve Tone Systems
Inc.; and the Hot Dog HTML editor from Sausage Software Inc.
Site traffic: 65,000 visits daily
Turnaround time: One month in development before going live in November
Staffing: Three part-time people
Funding: 4CS and advertisement from Toys R Us
www.merry-christmas.com
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Rob O’Regan

Deck the Halls
With IT Holly

T

is the season to be Java or some such thing. We’re
caught up in the spirit of the holidays just like
(most) everyone else. To demonstrate that it’s better to give than to receive, we’ve come up with a Christmas list (already E-mailed to the North Pole) for some of
the industry’s haves and have-nots.
CIOs: These bedraggled Bob Cratchits of IT need a couple of
things, the most important being job security. That goes hand in
hand with an un-Scrooge-like CEO who understands the importance of technology in keeping a business competitive. If Santa
can’t deliver those, we would suggest one of the many résumécreation applications on the market.
IT managers: These poor folks just need a workable budget
for upgrading ancient equipment. And a little help from vendors to lower the cost of maintaining those computers would
keep these souls from being worked to the bone. Top it off with
this stocking stuffer: a sound strategy and the proper tools for
securing increasingly vulnerable networks from unauthorized
access. There’s nothing worse than a hacker gaining access via
a chimney.
Database administrators:
Start with a reason to migrate ancient data stores to object architectures, along with some real object-relational ornaments to
replace all the vendor hype. Better tools for mining and analyzing
data, and some transaction middleware to tie corporate databases
together across an intranet, also are bound to make your favorite DBA a happy camper on Christmas morning.
Webmasters: This underappreciated but increasingly important group could use some material gain—in the form of a big
raise.
Programmers: What every propeller-head needs for the late
1990s: a series of prepaid Java training classes and some legitimate cross-platform APIs for creating distributed applications.
They’ll be happier than a 10-year-old with a train set.
End users: Enough common sense to fill a very large stocking,
especially when downloading files or applets from the Internet.
Bill Gates, Larry Ellison, Scott McNealy and Marc
Andreessen: A long weekend together at La Costa Health Spa,
sharing mudbaths and working out all the world’s problems.
Andy Grove: For the head of the world’s largest chip maker,
we request enough paranoia to get him through another year.
Lou Gerstner: For the man who has almost everything, now
that his company is on the rebound: More stock options!
Robert Frankenberg, Gary Wetsel, David Mahoney,
Ian Diery, Gaston Bastiaens and all the other deposed
CEOs: Sorry, guys, you didn’t get the job done this year. A
lump of coal for your stockings.
Masayoshi Son (CEO of Softbank, which owns Ziff-Davis,
which publishes PC Week): We wish Son-san continued success in
his multitude of ventures, so all his well-deserving and hard-working employees can receive large holiday bonuses (hint, hint). *

There’s nothing
worse than a
hacker gaining
access via
a chimney.

Executive Editor Rob O’Regan is a member of PC Week’s editorial board,
which in no way, shape or form endorses his gratuitous shot at Ziff-Davis’
owner.

LETTERS

Java for
Everyone
Nefarious plot or reality?
This is in response to John Dodge’s Nov. 25 column,
“A Nefarious Plot or Business Reality?”
If I’m going to write Java code, it’s going to be platform-independent regardless of what Microsoft wishes. They are really going way too far on this one. I
hope it bites them back.
Ellis Zsoldos
Via Internet

I vote that we band together as
an industry against Microsoft. If
Java, after all its hype, support
and excitement, fails to provide
the truly open platform that we
all need (and need badly) for
our business software, then will
anything ever accomplish it?
This may be the last fight
against total industry fragmentation. If Java degrades into just
another platform-specific compiled language, then it’s over.
Carl Sandland
Via Internet

I would definitely go with Microsoft’s approach.
What Microsoft is doing is turning Java into a real programming
language that has full access to
the system software. This means
it’s an attempt to turn this applet
development language into one
that competes with C and C++
for shrink-wrap application vendors.
Jason Thomas
Via Internet

Microsoft Java—never! I could never support a plan
such as Microsoft’s implementation of Java. When
Microsoft, not I, decides what’s best for me, it’s time
to look for other solutions.
Scott Clausen
Edgewood, Wash.

I thought for sure Microsoft would see the value in
at least one area where they could play with the rest
of us ... I guess not.
Dan McGinn-Combs
Atlanta

DROP US A LINE.
PC Week welcomes your comments. Please send them
to Letters to the Editor, 10 Presidents Landing, Medford,
MA 02155 or fax to (617) 393-3795. You can also reach us
at our Internet address: PCW-L2ES@zd.com. All letters
should include name, address, company, title and telephone number. We reserve the right to edit letters for
clarity and space.

Much as I admire the aspirations of the Java consortium to break up Microsoft hegemony and create a more open technical community, I believe
the goal is unrealistic. The pace of change on
the Net itself will leave Microsoft in control of
the game.
Jeffrey Harker, System Analysis and Design
Via Internet

I think John Dodge’s column is missing the real
angle in the Microsoft Java story: Microsoft’s target isn’t cross-platform Internet apps as much as
it is C++. Java is potentially a development language
with all of the power for creating professional
apps that C++ has, but without the debugging nightmares.
For anything other than lowlevel systems work, Java’s abstraction from messy pointer
arithmetic is a huge advantage.
But without full support for the
Win32 API, it’s not suited for
creating serious Windows applications.
On the other hand, Internet
developers must be cross-platform. If you are developing a
stock ticker, you don’t care
whether the end user has a Windows machine, a SPARCstation,
a set-top box or a Newton with
a wireless modem. You just want
it to work. The Java Development Kit APIs are perfect for
this, and I think this type of application will start to become
more popular, especially if nonWintel devices proliferate.
In this sense, both Javas
can “win” because they don’t
quite compete. Everybody wins
in this scenario, because JavaSoft’s Java allows developers to
create cross-platform apps that
couldn’t have existed two years
ago, and MS Java allows developers to create more stable
Windows applications more
easily. Developers can use MASM
or C/C++ if they need to write device drivers or
low-level file handling, but mainstream developers get a language almost as easy to use as Visual
Basic, but with better structure and much more
power.
Andy Norris
Via Internet

Dangerous sensationalism
Your Nov. 25 Page 1 story “Microsoft Splitting
Java” is not only dangerously sensationalistic, it
is also inaccurate in its conclusion. Microsoft is
committed to full compatibility with the Java programming language and virtual machine. JavaSoft is committed to working with Microsoft and
all of its licensees to deliver complete and compatible Java.
Alan Baratz, president, JavaSoft Inc.
Brad Silverberg, senior vice president, Microsoft Corp.

EDITORIAL

EDITORIAL

Some readers responding to a recent John
Dodge column favor Microsoft’s adherence
to Java’s cross-platform goals, but others adamantly disagree.
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UP PERISCOPE

C

redit AMD with not giving up easily. The K5, AMD’s Pentium competitor, was a flop in the United States—too little, too late. The K6,
however, is a completely different story. Although we won’t see full
commercial volume for several months, AMD had early samples of the K6
running at Comdex. And boy, did it run! In side-by-side comparisons, it
equaled and even bested equivalent Intel machines on our Winstone benchmark.
What’s more, the K6 is equipped from day
one with MMX, the extended instruction set that will accelerate three-dimensional graphics and
signal processing.
MMX is licensed
from Intel, not reverse-engineered.
Even better, the K6
shows none of the
Pentium Pro’s lackadaisical behavior
running 16-bit code.
The K6, a Pentium Pro competitor,
is still a Pentium
pinout, which is a significant economy
to system builders. It works with current
system control chip sets, including VIA
and Intel’s ubiquitous Triton II. Although
Intel has yet to formally announce the
P55C, its MMX-equipped Pentium, it
hopes to move the desktop segment of

Bill
Machrone

the market to the Pentium Pro with MMX,
code-named Klamath, while the server
market continues with the current Pentium Pro line and its progeny.
But early whispers from system vendors
evaluating Klamath show cautious concern
about its performance. Reading between
the lines, I’d infer that the current version
is a dog. Intel had to move the cache chip
off the Pentium Pro substrate to make room
for the MMX instructions and lower the
price. The resulting performance hit reportedly makes Klamath slower than the
P55C. I can’t imagine that Intel or its customers will tolerate that situation for long.
Thanks to its acquisition of NexGen
earlier this year, AMD had a fresh, fast,
compact design for the K6 integer unit,
the heart of the chip. After all is said and
done, the K6 chip will be smaller than the
K5, which directly influences power consumption. Although AMD hasn’t officially
released power figures, it’s clear to me
that the K6 will be the only way to get Pentium Pro-level performance into a note-

book computer. Even though the vast majority of notebook users have no need of
MMX, K6-packing notebooks will be the
status symbol on seat trays and conference tables in the latter half of 1997.
If this sounds like a double load of bad
news for Intel, think again. AMD, despite
its magnificent, state-of-the-art fabrication
plant in Austin, Texas, can’t possibly produce enough chips to account for more
than about 15 percent of the market. AMD
will consider itself lucky to get that much,
but every chip that AMD sells is another
vote for MMX, which strengthens Intel’s
position and creates more pressure to replace non-MMX machines.
AMD still has a rough road ahead. Intel can bring a lot of pressure to bear on
system builders. As AMD CEO Jerry
Sanders said when I spoke to him recently, “AMD’s customers are a bunch of
courageous people who have not yet demonstrated their courage.” The Intel
Inside campaign has done its job:
Whether you’re the asker or the approver,
you’re going to have to swallow hard and
keep your eyes fixed on the cost-benefit
analysis. *

Bill Machrone is vice president of technology
for Ziff-Davis Publishing Co. He can be reached
at bill_machrone@zd.com.
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BERST MODE

Minding Java’s Business (Part Two)

A

s you know, I’ve been on a jihad to get Sun and its JavaSoft subsidiary
to do the right thing by Java. I’ve collected your suggestions and taken them to key execs. Last week, I brought you up to date on the “political” issues—on pressuring Sun to turn Java over to a standards body and on
setting up a feedback mechanism for PC Week readers. I promised
I’d come back to talk about Sun’s response
to your technical requests.
Database access. “Most of us out here
need better database access,” wrote one
reader. “It seems like nerds with big imaginations are driving the scene, leaving
bread-and-butter
data access on the
back burner.” When
I posed this issue to
Bud Tribble, Sun’s
chief architect of Java
systems, he asked
that we give the nerds
a little more time to
keep the database
promises they’ve already made.
The Java Database
Connectivity spec will give access to SQL
databases for two-tier client/server applications. Three-tier client/server will
be served by the object request broker
now in beta testing for CORBA 2, with
delivery expected by the middle of 1997.

Jesse
Berst

Secure access to files, printers
and other local resources. Many of
you wanted a way for Java apps to do something with local resources, especially local storage and local printing. This capability didn’t make it into the just-released
Version 1.1 of the Java Development Kit.
However, JavaSoft Chief Technology Officer Jim Mitchell claims the spec is “very
far along. We’re addressing the issues of
giving restricted access to parts of the naming space. After an app comes over,
you’ll be able to give it access to temporary file areas, files, printers, scanners
[and] other objects in the environment.
Ultimately, it will depend on encryption
and public authentication.”
Localization. Better localization (internationalization) capabilities were high
on your wish list. JDK 1.1 should address
most of your concerns.
“Fifty percent of our sales are outside
the United States,” says Tribble, “so you can
imagine that we’re focused on international
support.”

Testing. I got dozens of letters pointing out the frustrating differences between current implementations of Java
and the Java Virtual Machine. You’ll be
glad to know that the Sun teams agree
with you.
“Our promise is ‘write once, run anywhere,’ ” says Mitchell. “If we don’t have
consistency between implementations,
the game’s over.” As a result, JavaSoft
has spent a lot of time building up its compliance tests. The first version had about
1,000 functions. By the first part of next
year, that will have grown to 5,000.
Equally important, in my mind, is the
newly announced “100% Pure Java”
logo effort. This branding campaign
should have several valuable side effects.
In the first place, it will let consumers
shop with confidence, because they’ll
have a logo that guarantees compatibility with the applications they want to run.
And secondly, it will give developers a
clear target for their products, so they
don’t have to build multiple versions for
multiple “flavors” of Java. *

Jesse Berst is editorial director of ZD Net Anchor Desk, a free E-mail and Web news service at www.anchordesk.com. He doesn’t have
a future as your advocate unless you keep sending your comments to jesse@jesseberst.com.
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There’s an AMD Chip in Your Future

Page 100 Netscape’s newest server sounds good
96 The latest pair of
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Web “push” products
will pull in users.

SIZING UP
NETFRAME’S
INTRANET SERVER

104 With Office 97,
Microsoft gets
its act together.
REVIEW

PDAs come out
of the shadows
with improved links
BY HERB BETHONEY
AND MICHAEL CATON

ost in the hype surrounding Windows CE-based handheld PCs, PDA
upgrades from Apple Computer Inc.,
Psion Inc. and Sharp Electronics
Corp. offer significant advances over
previous releases.
Like the latest
round of handheld PCs, these
personal digital assistants
offer better
integration THE $599 PSION 3c.
with PCs for basic PIM, word processing and spreadsheet applications, and
improve upon their previous releases’
ability to communicate with the outside world.
PC Week Labs examined a pre-production model of Apple’s MessagePad
2000, scheduled to ship in the first
quarter of next year for less than $1,000,
See PDAs, Page 92
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NetMeeting gets visual
BETA SIGHT

H.323 standard-compliant videoconferencing capabilities bolster Version 2.0

BY MATT KRAMER

ith the addition of video communications, Microsoft Corp.’s NetMeeting Version 2.0 is shaping up
to be a much more comprehensive
collaboration tool.
NetMeeting 2.0 Beta 2, which is available for download from the company’s
World Wide Web site this week, adds video
to current audio and data conferencing
tools. Microsoft also has tweaked the user
interface and made it easier to deal with
missed calls. Microsoft plans to ship NetMeeting 2.0 in the first quarter of next year.
NetMeeting 2.0 Beta 2’s video support is
based on the H.323 standard for audio and
videoconferencing. H.323 audio was offered
in the previous NetMeeting beta, released in
October.
H.323, which is oriented toward low-bandwidth connections over analog telephone
lines, is being implemented by a large
number of vendors. One product that NetMeeting will be able to work with immediately is Intel Corp.’s Internet Video Phone,
an H.323-compliant videoconferencing
application released this week.
In PC Week Labs’ tests, the quality of the

W

ample, video was displayed in separate windows (one for the remote video coming
from the other meeting participant and
one monitoring window of the video we
were transmitting), while all of the other
NetMeeting functions (chat, file transfer,
whiteboard and controlling application sharing) took place in
another screen. Cutting down
on the number of independent
windows would make for a simpler, better integrated interface.
With Beta 2 Microsoft has expanded NetMeeting’s reach beyond Windows 95 to include
Windows NT 4.0 as a client. NT
users, however, will not be
able to share applications with
other NetMeeting users because NT requires new APIs that
won’t be available until the first
THE ADDITION OF VIDEOCONFERENCING in NetMeeting 2.0 allowed
quarter of 1997.
PC Week Labs to capture video and use it in shared documents.
Beta 2 addresses some houseconferences require specialized third-par- keeping details in NetMeeting. While prety bridge hardware.
vious versions of NetMeeting had no way to
NetMeeting 2.0’s interface has not been record unsuccessful calls, the new call log
finalized, and the screen display in the beta in Beta 2 recorded unsuccessful communiSee NetMeeting, Page 108
we tested could be a bit confusing. For exNetMeeting video was far below that of ISDNbased videoconferencing systems, but it was
usable for seeing the faces of other conference participants during PC Week Labs’ tests.
Video calls can be placed between two
NetMeeting users. Multiparticipant video-

New HTML extensions promise richer pages
L
BY TIMOTHY DYCK

iving in permanent fast-forward, developers at Microsoft Corp. and Netscape Communications Corp.
are delivering new World Wide Web technologies
that will make pages richer and more interactive than previously possible.
Two page layout initiatives, CSS1 (Cascading Style
Sheet Level 1) and layout extensions to CSS1, finally
allow Web pages to include formatTECH VIEW ting information for common typographical elements such as font selection, margins, leading and layering.
Related work in the form of Microsoft’s Active HTML
and Netscape’s JavaScript Style Sheets promises to add
scripting capabilities to Web page elements, allowing
page contents and formatting to change dynamically based
on user actions.
Though still in early stages, these initiatives will completely change the look and feel of leading Web sites in
the coming year.
Get some style
Frustrated page designers chafing at HTML’s lack of
formatting information will find their concerns addressed with the CSS1 specification. Endorsed by the
W3 Consortium (the Web standards body), CSS1 pro-

vides hundreds of settings that control how text is formatted on Web pages.
In addition to extensive page layout settings, CSS1 allows page designers to extend the definitions of built-in
HTML styles like H1 or P (for headings and paragraphs)
to include formatting information or create new named

styles such as P.bodycopy or P.bigheading that make it
easy to change the format of large HTML documents in
one step.
Using Cascading Style Sheets, Web designers can replace all formatting information in their Web pages with
named character and paragraph styles, placing the actual specification for these styles in a separate file. A few changes to a style sheet
definition can completely change the
appearance of a document (see screen).
A style sheet can be shared among
all documents on a Web page, making
it possible for the first time for a Web
site to have a consistent style and presentation without laboriously hand-coding each HTML page.
Referencing an external style sheet
is just one way style sheets can be implemented. Named-style tags also can
be mixed with traditional formatting
tags, allowing for a gradual transition
to the new style, and, even better, traditional tags can be redefined to have
new meanings.
Easy to specify but difficult to imSee HTML, Page 108
WEB PAGE CONTENT can be easily displayed different ways using Cascading Style Sheets.
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PDAs

from Page 89

and the $599 Psion 3c and the $399 Sharp
Electronics Zaurus ZR-3000, which both
shipped last month.
The MessagePad and 3c have been updated to offer easy-to-use E-mail and Internet connectivity, while the ZR-3000 has targeted better integration of its word processing
and spreadsheet applications with desktop
PCs, and at a low price. The lowest price for
a Windows CE handheld PC is $499.
The ZR-3000 is not as well-focused as the
MessagePage and 3c on the ability to allow
users to communicate with the outside world.
It has a mail package for CompuServe only,
while the MessagePad and 3c also support

NEWTON’S BACKUP UTILITY makes it easy
to back up MessagePad data.

Internet and E-mail packages
such as cc:Mail.
None of the three are intended as a replacement
for a notebook computer, but
as adjuncts, with the MessagePad and
Psion platforms leveraging their great success as vertical systems for corporations that
need to gather information from and disseminate it to mobile workers. The MessagePad and Psion platforms achieve this
through programming languages that al-

low users and corporate developers to create their own applications.
Size does matter
The MessagePad weighs a hefty 1.4 pounds
and, at 8.3 by 4.7 by 1.1 inches, is big,
about a quarter-inch larger all around than
the previous release. Furthermore, the MessagePad is considerably bigger and heavier than any of the handheld PCs we’ve
tested, which weigh about 0.8 pounds and
measure roughly 6.9 by 3.75 by 1.0 inches.
(For a review of the first Windows CE-based
handheld PCs, see PC Week, Nov. 18,
Page 170.)
In contrast, both the Psion and Sharp
PDAs are small and light. The Psion unit
weighs about 10 ounces and measures 6.5
by 3.3 by 1.0 inches, and the
Sharp machine weighs 11
ounces and measures 6.3 by 3.5
by 1.0 inches, making both
easier fits for a pocket than
any handheld PC.
The MessagePad does derive some benefit
from its larger form
factor: It offers a larger, backlit 16-level grayscale screen, measuring
480 by 320 pixels, and
has two Type II PC Card
slots. In contrast, the Psion
machine offers a 480-by-160pixel backlit LCD screen and
no PC Card slots. Likewise, the
Sharp model lacks PC Card slots
and it has a 320-by-240-pixel display with
no backlight.
In comparison, the screen resolution on
handheld PCs is 480 by 240 pixels, and some
screens, including the Compaq Computer
Corp. PC Companion’s, are backlit. The key-

Apps help Newton PDA users
show good form on the road
Personal digital assistants are especially valuable for mobile workers who must gather field
data and fill out forms while on the road. Gaia
Software Inc., with its Gaia Forms and Personal Media applications, and HealthCare Communications Inc., with its PowerForms, take
different approaches to help support mobile
users of Newton operating system PDAs.
PC Week Labs found PowerForms very
easy to use and more flexible than Gaia
Forms for creating custom forms, although
it lacks Gaia Forms’ ability to add wireless
communications to a form.
Gaia Forms is most effective when in the
hands of Gaia Software developers, who use
it, along with Personal Media, to create custom forms. The company adapts paper
forms and develops new forms for a Newton
PDA after analyzing the information-gathering
needs of a corporation. In addition, corporations can license Gaia Forms to develop custom solutions on their own.
Both these general-purpose information
management applications, which shipped this
summer, offer more versatility and flexibility

than vertical applications.
We examined several real-world forms applications that Gaia has developed for corporations and found them well-designed and
easy to use. For example, the Blue Cross
Group Coverage application form let us
quickly fill out a form requesting Blue Cross
coverage for a corporation. After all the
fields were filled in, we simply selected the
Send command and could either fax the application or send it via a wireless E-mail system such as WyndMail.
A run-time version of Gaia Forms or Personal Media costs $59.
PowerForms, priced at $119, lets users
develop their own forms on a Newton PDA
or on a Macintosh or Windows-based PC. It
let us quickly and easily create forms on a
desktop system and then download those
forms to a Newton MessagePad. We found
the forms-creation tools intuitive. By simply
clicking on the table tool, we created a table
in a form that calculated the sum of the
table’s columns and also created a grand total field.
—H.B.

board on the Sharp machine does not have
a standard layout, as on the Psion unit or
handheld PCs, with the Enter key displaced by the Tab key to a spot next to the
space bar.
We found the MessagePad’s Internet communication capabilities
outstanding. Using the included NetHopper 2.0
World Wide Web browser
from AllPen Software Inc.,
we could easily browse the
Internet, albeit in text
mode only. The forthcoming NetHopper 3.0, to
be included with the
shipping version of
the MessagePad next
year, will support the
unit’s 16-level gray
scale, and users will
be able to see Web
site images as well
as text.
The MessagePad’s
slightly larger
screen size gives it an edge
over handheld PCs for Web browsing, which can be done with the Windows CE version of Internet Explorer that
is bundled with handheld PCs.
Apple also has made improvements to
performance and handwriting recognition
by using a 160MHz StrongARM microprocessor co-developed by Digital Equipment Corp. and Advanced RISC Machines.
And recognizing that tiny keyboards are
not the most efficient way to enter data,
Apple will bundle its trim, full-size external Newton keyboard with the MessagePad.
Apple has changed a few Newton operating system features that will position the
Newton platform for future growth. For example, the Button Bar is no longer silkscreened on the display. The MessagePad
now uses a user-configurable icon bar for
accessing all of the icons in the Extras drawer.
The MessagePad is the first Newton PDA
to incorporate a microphone that can be
used to record sound on a flash memory
card. According to Apple, one 4M-byte flash
card will hold as much as 1 hour of recorded audio.
The Psion 3c also is an improvement
over the previous model, 3a, with its improved backlit screen, updated internal
software and redesigned case finish. Psion’s
3c, unlike Apple’s MessagePad, has foregone handwriting recognition. The Sharp
unit does not offer handwriting recognition either, but it does have an electronic
ink application, Digital-Ink Note Taking,
for penning notes and drawing diagrams.
The 3c comes with a stable of productivity applications that we found intuitive
to use and very capable. Agenda is a personal information application that is compatible with Lotus Development Corp.’s
Organizer 2.1 and Microsoft Corp.’s Schedule+. Via the optional PsiWin 1.1 connectivity kit, priced at $99, we were easily able
to download calendar information from
Lotus Organizer into Agenda.
The 3c’s word processor is compatible

with Microsoft Word and Corel Corp.’s
WordPerfect applications, and we were able
to upload all of our Psion Word application files into WordPerfect with no trouble. Likewise, the spreadsheet applica-

SHARP’S ZAURUS ZR-3000 maps data to
ZR-3000 applications.

tion, Sheet, allowed us to easily upload spreadsheets we had developed
on the 3c into Microsoft Excel, Lotus 1-2-3 and Borland International
Inc.’s Quattro Pro spreadsheet applications on a desktop PC.
The application set on Sharp’s PDA is comparable to that of the 3c. While it doesn’t offer support for the breadth of applications,
all the application support comes with the
unit in the Application Partner software for
Windows 95 and Windows NT 4.0. Its personal information manager supports Schedule+, Act and Goldmine, while its spreadsheet and word processing applications
support Microsoft Excel and Word formats.
The Sharp PDA also supports importing
data in standard file formats, such as Comma Separated Value, and text, using a simple field-mapping function in the Application Partner software running on the PC.
Unfortunately, neither the Psion nor the
Sharp machine offers the PC Card expansion capabilities of the MessagePad or handheld PCs. Each relies on its own proprietary peripheral card format for modem
and memory expansion.
Psion has announced a $49.99 Internet
mail and browsing package similar to those
on handheld PCs. Due to ship this month,
the package will allow 3c users to browse
the Internet and send Internet-based
E-mail.
All three products now support the IrDA
standard for infrared communications and
maintain infrared communication compatibility with previous-generation products. They also have integrated serial ports
with proprietary connectors, but the MessagePad’s Newton Interconnect port provides audio in and out, LocalTalk, power
and autodocking support.
Apple, of Cupertino, Calif., can be
reached at (408) 996-1010 or at www.
apple.com. Psion, of Concord, Mass., is at
(508) 371-0310 or at www.psion.com. Sharp
Electronics, of Mahwah, N.J., is at (800)
237-4277 or at www.sharp-usa.com. *

Senior Analyst Herb Bethoney can be reached
at herb_bethoney@zd.com. Senior Analyst
Michael Caton is at michael_caton@zd.com.
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The World Wide Web information ‘push’ is on
BY JIM RAPOZA
AND EAMONN SULLIVAN

dentifying, attracting and keeping track
of customers is often a daunting task,
especially those customers coming primarily through the World Wide Web.
Revnet Systems Inc.’s GroupMaster and
BackWeb Technologies’ BackWeb, the latest products to use the Web to “push” data
to users, provide user-friendly ways to
keep in touch.

I

BackWeb offers means for sophisticated presentations,
while GroupMaster takes a simpler and less expensive approach

REVIEW

Cast product. However, data (even simple
HTML pages) must be designed, or at least
packaged together, using BackWeb’s authoring language.
The BackWeb client currently is available
only on Windows 95, but clients for Windows NT 4.0, Windows 3.1 and Macintosh
are planned in the near future,
according to BackWeb officials.
GroupMaster, on the other
hand, is similar to Intermind
Communicator: It distributes
pointers to Web-based data, and
thus requires no special auUSING BACKWEB, we
thoring tools beyond those used
created separate
to produce Web sites.
information channels
GroupMaster is priced by
on our server.
“group”—$295 for the first
group and $200 for each subsequent group. The free client,
called Groupie, is written in Java,
but is currently available only
Like Intermind Inc.’s Intermind Com- for Windows 95 and Windows NT. Unix
municator (reviewed by PC Week Labs in and Macintosh versions of the client are
the Dec. 2 issue, Page 83) and PointCast coming soon, company officials said.
Inc.’s PointCast, GroupMaster and BackBack end of BackWeb
Web automatically deliver data to users over
the Web without having to entice those The BackWeb server package consists of
users to return to a Web site on a regular three components: the server, a remote adbasis. Both products shipped last month. ministration console and an authoring tool.
Although these kinds of products have Installing the SunSoft Inc. Solaris-based
been labeled “push” products—meaning server was a very simple task, and, because
data is sent to users directly—that’s actual- most administration is done remotely, Unix
ly a misnomer. Like Intermind and Point- experience is not a must to manage the
Cast, GroupMaster and BackWeb use a free BackWeb server. A beta version of a Winclient that periodically and automatically re- dows NT edition is expected soon.
trieves data (“pulling” information, in other words) from a server and alerts the user
CORPORATE BUYERS’ ADVISORY
when it finds new or updated information.
The similarity between GroupMaster and
BackWeb ends there, however, because the
S T R E N G T H S
&
products take widely differing approaches
to the same problem.
BackWeb
BackWeb is more sophisticated—and it
BackWeb Technologies
is priced accordingly—but it also is more
San Jose, Calif. (408) 437-0200
complicated to use. GroupMaster is simwww.backweb.com
pler to set up and use, but its presentation
options are limited.
Produces sophisticated broadcasts
Organizations looking for just a simple
that equal or surpass those of Pointway to notify interested users of changes on
Cast; client runs unobtrusively from the
a Web site would be better off with GroupWindows 95 System Tray, gradually downMaster. Large organizations looking to creloading data from the BackWeb servers;
Sun Solaris-based server can be manate more ambitious, PointCast-like inforaged remotely, alleviating the need for
mation broadcasts should evaluate BackWeb.
Unix experience.

Pricey differences
The BackWeb server ranges from $10,500
for small sites to $100,000 for very large sites.
BackWeb also charges monthly fees based
on the number of messages—$1,200 per
month for 175,000 messages, for example.
For that price, organizations can deliver more complex data—such as animated
screen savers— than is possible using GroupMaster. This will enable organizations to
produce data broadcasts that equal or exceed those found in the popular Point-

More expensive than competing packages; even simple HTML pages must be designed using BackWeb’s authoring language; client supports only Windows 95.

Using the BackWeb Console, which runs
on Windows 95 or Windows NT, we could
administer our server from any system on
the Internet. With the Console, we could
create separate information channels on
our server and add content to be distributed to subscribers.
We also could view reports on how subscribers were using the data that was sent
to them. What data subscribers
receive is based on information
gathered when they register and
on options set by the user in
the client.
The final component in the
server package is the BALI Editor, which helps developers create graphical screens that contain the information sent
to subscribers. These REVNET SYSTEMS’
screens are written in the GROUPMASTER
BackWeb Authoring Lan- server is adminguage. Using this tool, we istered entirely
created screens that con- through a Web
tained animation, simple browser.
icons, links to Web pages
or simple news flashes.
Probably the most attractive part of BackWeb is its excellent client. With it, users can
easily subscribe to many different providers
and have the client, which runs unobtrusively
from the Windows 95 System Tray, gradually download data from the BackWeb servers.
In the client we could manage every individual channel, setting priorities and selecting how information would be displayed.

W E A K N E S S E S

GroupMaster
Revnet Systems Inc.
Huntsville, Ala. (205) 721-1420
www.groupmaster.com

Requires no special authoring tools beyond those used to produce Web sites; can
create multiple manager accounts; can
send a series of documents, in order, to
each group member, no matter when that
member joined the group; administration
can be conducted entirely through a Web
browser.
Information presentation options
are limited; client supports only Windows
95 and NT.

THE BOTTOM LINE

Revnet’s GroupMaster provides solid “push” features at a low price and will be sufficient for organizations looking only for a simple way to notify interested users of
changes on a Web site. Large organizations looking to create more ambitious information broadcasts should evaluate BackWeb Technologies’ BackWeb.

BackWeb shows information in screen
savers, wallpaper, audio alerts and graphical pop-up screens called InfoFlashes.
Group information
The GroupMaster server runs as a strippeddown Web server on Windows NT and is
administered entirely through a Web browser (see screen, below).
GroupMaster’s equivalent of BackWeb’s
channels are groups, which would typically be set up around interest groups. One
GroupMaster server can serve several

groups, and each group can draw its data
from any number of Web servers.
One of GroupMaster’s most notable features is its ability to create several manager accounts. Different managers could be
assigned to each group, which simplifies
management of a large number of groups.
Another notable feature was the ability
to send a series of documents, in order, to
each group member, no matter when that
member joined the group.
For example, we could specify that one
part of a 10-part advertisement campaign
be sent to each member of a group every
day. A member joining the group on Monday would receive the first document on
Tuesday, the second on Wednesday and so
on. A member joining on Wednesday would
get the first document on Thursday, the
second on Friday and so on.
This procedure sounds simple enough,
but it would be hard to accomplish in any
of the other push products.
Groupie, the GroupMaster client software, resembles an E-mail client. Groups
that the user has joined are listed on the
left and messages received from those
groups are listed on the right.
Using the client, we could provide the
group manager with varying amounts of
personal user information—from nothing
whatsoever (in which case the member
would only be distinguished by a unique
ID number at the server) to complete personal and demographic information. *

Technical Analyst Jim Rapoza can be reached
at jim_rapoza@zd.com. Managing Technical
Director, East Coast, Eamonn Sullivan can be
reached at eamonn_sullivan@zd.com.
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Media Server hears a Net need
BETA SIGHT

Netscape software integrates audio with HTML pages and Java applets for high-quality, real-time Web sound

NetShow, to be included with Microsoft’s
etscape Communications Corp.’s Me- Internet Information Server 3.0 when it ships
dia Server 1.0 lets businesses provide early next year, will only be available on Winhigh-quality, real-time or taped audio dows NT Server 4.0.
presentations and broadcasts over the
Also competing with Media Server is ProInternet.
gressive Networks Inc.’s RealAudio Server
Expected to ship this month, the $995 Me- 3.0. This product shares many of the features
dia Server uses new technologies,
of Media Server, including supincluding the Real-Time Streamport for RTSP. While Media ServTRY IT OUT
ing Protocol, to broadcast audio
er offers better integration
Demos of Media
that sounds good at low modem
with Netscape servers and prodServer audio are at
connections and very good under
ucts, the RealAudio Server runs
www.home.
network connections.
on more platforms and the Renetscape.com/
Though audio is not a major
alAudio Player is so heavily used
comprod/
concern for most corporate World
by Web surfers that it can pracannounce/media/
Wide Web sites and intranets, Metically be considered a standard.
demos.html.
PC Week Labs tested the
dia Server makes it possible for
companies to create tutorials, demos and Windows NT beta of Media Server 1.0,
training Web pages that have audio inte- which also runs on several Unix platgrated with HTML pages, Java applets and forms. The initial learning curve of the server was fairly tough, but once we had overother Web-based programs.
With the real-time audio capabilities, come this obstacle, the product was fairly
company officials can broadcast breaking easy to administer and maintain. It uses the
announcements or press conferences to same browser-based administration interface as other Netscape servers, which makes
employees and clients.
Many of the same capabilities of Media it easy to remotely administer and familiar
Server, such as multicasting, are available to those who already use Netscape servers.
in Microsoft Corp.’s NetShow. Also, while
The main audio format used by Media
Media Server only handles audio files, Net- Server is LiveAudio, but the server also supShow also can broadcast video. However, ports WAV files and the RealAudio format.
BY JIM RAPOZA

N

NetShow leverages IIS
for Internet broadcasting
ActiveX controls. However, although
NetShow offers features not found in
Netscape Communications Corp.’s Media Server, such as support for video,
NetShow’s handling of audio is less flexible and of lower quality.
IIS 3.0’s NetShow component is
composed of two
main features, NetShow On-Demand
and NetShow Live.
On-Demand handles broadcasting of
static multimedia
files and also includes a special player for Windows 95
users.
The NetShow
Live component,
as the name implies, handles the
broadcasting of
MULTIPLE AUDIO FEEDS are easily managed using the NetShow Live
real-time audio
Administrator that will be included in Microsoft’s IIS 3.0.
events, such as conthe Internet.
certs or speeches, using IP multicastSetting up NetShow was fairly sim- ing technology.
Microsoft, located in Redmond, Wash.,
ple in PC Week Labs’ tests, and clients
using Internet Explorer 3.0 could use can be contacted at (800) 426-9400 or
the media players that are embedded at www.microsoft.com. *

BY JIM RAPOZA

N

etShow, a component of Microsoft Corp.’s forthcoming
Internet Information Server
Version 3.0, lets users of Windows NT
Server 4.0 use IP multicasting to broadcast audio, video and other media over

In our initial test with Media Server, we used
a standard WAV file. We used the converter
program that comes with the server to convert the WAV file to the LiveAudio format.
The converter also created a file ending
in the LAM extension that provided pointer information to Media Server and to the

Web page and select the audio file. They
would then see a VCR-like button bar
from which they could play the audio file.
To do a live broadcast, the system on which
Media Server is located must have full sound
capabilities. This first step in doing a live
broadcast was to manually configure a LAM
file that pointed at Media Server’s live feeds. We then could
configure the feeds so that users
would receive high-quality audio
based on their connection rate.
We also could choose multicasting, which allows the server to use a single stream to multiple connections, thus lowering
the load on the server. However, since multicasting does not
USING MEDIA STUDIO,
always work through firewalls
businesses can send audio
and is not fully functional across
broadcasts live over the Net.
the Internet, we also could
choose unicast, where the
audio file. It also is possible to use the con- server would create a separate stream for
verter to create multiple versions optimized each connection.
for different download rates. Optional broadSince Media Server codes and compresses
cast settings ranged from a mono broadcast audio on the fly, live broadcasts are very CPUat 8K bps to a stereo broadcast at 24K bps.
intensive. Media Server comes with a proxy
The LAM file can be embedded in an server that will handle the broadcast, so a
HTML page or can be directly accessed dedicated machine can take care of the aufrom the Web server. To get our Web serv- dio encoding and also can get around the
er to work with Media Server, we had to problems of broadcasting through a firewall.
Netscape, of Mountain View, Calif., is at
first set the server’s MIME (Multipurpose
Internet Mail Extension) types to include (800) 638-7483 or at home.netscape.com. *
the LiveAudio file type.
Clients who had installed the Netscape Technical Analyst Jim Rapoza can be reached
Media Player Plug-in could then access our at jim_rapoza@zd.com.

IETF guards Web transmissions
Sending multimedia content over the World
Wide Web is more time-critical than sending
most other types of Internet traffic. If multimedia packets are not delivered in the right
sequence at the right time, the quality of the
communications suffers greatly.
While the Internet TCP protocol sets parameters for breaking down messages and
files into packets for efficient transmission,
it was established before the Internet was
used to deliver multimedia content, and so it
doesn’t make any provisions for the special
needs of multimedia.
Until the arrival of the Internet Engineering Task Force’s RSVP (Resource Reservation Protocol), currently in development and
designed to guarantee smooth multimedia
transmissions on the Internet, users will be
able to turn to other multimedia protocols in
the works from the IETF.
The first, RTP (Real-Time Transport Protocol), was submitted for review next month
but already has been implemented by several vendors. It will be useful for applications
such as streaming media presentations of
audio and video and Internet-based telephony applications.

RTP provides packet sequencing information and handles audio and video separately,
so that a mixture of audio-only and audio/
video receivers can be handled on the same
conference.
But RTP does not provide mechanisms
to ensure timely delivery of content. Congestion in the network may still result in
packets being delivered out of sequence,
and RTP sequence numbers may help receivers to reconstruct the proper order of
packets.
A companion protocol, RTCP (Real-Time
Transport Control Protocol), alerts users to
RTP transmission problems. RTCP gives
feedback from receivers to the sender on
how well the multimedia content is being received. It also may allow applications to adjust transmission parameters to react to indications of network congestion.
Guaranteeing that multimedia content is
delivered in the proper order will be the job
of RSVP, which will allow a receiver to request
a specific amount of bandwidth for a particular data stream and to receive a reply indicating whether the request has been granted.
—Matt Kramer
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Microsoft’s Office 97 suite: Together at last
T
BY HERB BETHONEY

he tightly integrated office applications and uniform interface in Microsoft Corp.’s Office 97 give users
what the company should have provided more than a year ago, when it shipped
Office 95 on the heels of Windows 95.
Other highlights of the substantial revamp of Office 95 are
REVIEW greater programmability,
better Internet connectivity and an improved help system. This combination of
improvements makes the suite a PC Week
Labs Analyst’s Choice.
The $599 Professional Edition of Office
97 that PC Week Labs tested started shipping this month to companies that subscribe to Microsoft’s Select program and
will be available to the public next month.
Running on Windows 95 and Windows NT,
the suite is a must upgrade for sites already using Office and a serious contender
for corporations looking for their first office application suite.
Outlook 97, the newest application in
the suite, is not only a substantial hub
around which the rest of the suite revolves, but it is also an effective substitute
for Windows 95’s Exchange E-mail client.
To help developers build more custom
applications, Microsoft has improved the
object models in all of Office 97’s applications, giving developers access to more
than 500 objects. Visual Basic for Applications is also available suitewide.
Another important suitewide improvement is Office Art, a module that replaces
Office 95’s limited drawing capabilities.
Features such as adjustable auto-shapes and
three-dimensional text effects rival those
found in stand-alone graphics packages.
Office 97 does away with the need for the
Microsoft Internet Assistants that provide
access to the World Wide Web from Office
95, instead tightly integrating those capabilities throughout the suite. The Access
97 database, Excel 97 spreadsheet, PowerPoint 97 presentation graphics program
and Word 97 word processor all share the
same Web tool bar, making it easier for users
to navigate the Internet via a Web browser,
or between documents via hyperlinks.

formation about, recently used files.
In addition to being better integrated via
Outlook 97, Office 97’s individual applications have undergone improvements. For
those really big spreadsheets, Excel 97 has
increased its cell capacity to more than 65,000
rows and more than 32,000 characters per
cell. Excel 97’s new cell validation feature
is especially useful for setting criteria to determine whether data entered in a cell is in
the proper format. For example, using cell
validation, we could set a cell to accept
only text instead of numbers.
Excel 97 also lets users construct spreadsheet formulas using natural language, making
those formulas easier for subsequent users to understand and
edit. For example, instead of creating a formula like A1-A2=A3,
we could type Gross SalesCosts=Net Sales.
Excel 97’s ability to merge
several copies of shared workbooks into a single workbook
is also useful. In addition, Excel 97 lets users save shared data
at user-defined intervals.
THE CONSISTENT INTERFACE for Office 97’s applications helps users
We found Excel 97’s multiquickly familiarize themselves with common tool-bar commands.
ple undo feature a welcome adA nice outlook
dition, especially when constructing comOutlook 97 provides a tightly integrated plicated spreadsheets with a great deal of
desktop for the rest of the Office 97 appli- formatting.
cation suite. We found Outlook 97 indisExcel 97 joins Borland International
pensable for organizing most routine com- Inc.’s Quattro Pro and Lotus’ 1-2-3 in alputing activities by integrating E-mail, lowing users to enter a URL in a spreadscheduling, contacts and to-do tasks in one sheet cell. We could easily link a spreadeasy-to-use application.
sheet to a Web page this way.
Outlook 97 is a full MAPI (Messaging
API) client, so it works with all E-mail sys- Summarizing Word’s improvements
tems that support MAPI, including CE Soft- Word 97 has an AutoSummarize capabiliware Inc.’s QuickMail, Lotus Development ty that is especially useful for finding docCorp.’s cc:Mail, and Microsoft’s Ex- uments quickly. In addition, the feature can
change and Mail. In PC Week Labs’ tests, be used to create abstracts of documents.
AutoSummarize gave us flexibility in
Outlook 97 made it easy to use a Microsoft
Mail server to send and receive E-mail from setting an abstract’s options. We could specwithin the application using Word 97’s ify that document summaries be a percentage of the original document’s length
WordMail formatting.
Outlook 97’s Journal is a time line of or have a certain number of words or sendocuments and communications that an tences.
Word 97’s new document versioning feaOffice 97 user makes during the course of
a day; it provides ready access to, and in- ture is a great help in keeping track of preHowever, Access 97’s new file format for
databases will require users to convert current Access databases to Access 97 format
to modify them—a definite drawback.
Office 97, like competing packages, also
consumes a considerable amount of hard
drive space. For instance, a typical installation of the Professional Edition requires 121M
bytes, and a full installation takes 191M bytes.
In addition to a $499 Standard Edition,
also scheduled to ship next month, Microsoft plans to ship in March a $499 Small Business Edition and a $799 Developer Edition.

OFFICE 97 CARRIES TIGHTER INTEGRATION ACROSS THE SUITE
Across the suite:
Outlook 97
integrated desktop
Office Assistant
Office Art
Hyperlinking
CommandBars,
for application
customization
VBA across all
applications
Integrated Web
access
ActiveX Controls
Network Install
Wizard

Outlook 97:
MAPI client for
E-mail
Personal
calendar
and group
scheduling
Task manager
Contact
manager
AutoJournal, for
tracking userÕs
Office 97
activities
Freeform
notes

Excel 97:
Natural-language
formulas
Formula
AutoCorrect
URLs in formulas
Multiple undo
Internet Viewer
Merge
Workbooks

Access 97:
Publish to the
Web
Database
replication
Programmable
tool bars
Removable
source
code

Word 97:
AutoSummarize, for
document contents
AutoComplete, for
text suggestions
AutoHyperlinks
Document
versioning
In-Place Comments
Present It, for
creating
presentations from
Word documents

PowerPoint 97:
Slide Finder
Spell It
AutoClipArt
Action buttons
Voice narration
Comments
collection

CORPORATE BUYERS’ ADVISORY

S T R E N G T H S
&
W E A K N E S S E S

Office 97, Professional Edition
Microsoft Corp.
Redmond, Wash. (800) 426-9400
www.microsoft.com

Tight application integration; Internet capability throughout suite; better
programmability across the suite; integrated help system; very good drawing
tools accessible from every application.
Requires large amount of hard drive
space; new database file format; no replication of databases with Microsoft’s SQL
Server.
THE BOTTOM LINE

Sites that are already using Microsoft’s
Office suite will find much to like in the
company’s Office 97, Professional Edition and should upgrade. Corporations
looking for an application suite should
give Office 97 strong consideration, unless they have heavy workgroup needs,
in which case they may want to wait to
evaluate Lotus’ SmartSuite 97, scheduled to ship next month. Corel’s Corel
Office Professional is a third possibility
that is already shipping, delivers a big
bang for the buck, and is particularly attractive for small businesses—mainly
on the strength of its premier application, WordPerfect 7.

vious versions of a Word document in one
file. We could save versions of a document
manually or via the Versions command, and
we could set Word 97 to save a new version
each time we saved the document. Word 97
keeps track of each version by the date and
time it was saved, so that users can easily
compare one version with another.
Users who want to create presentation
graphics will find PowerPoint 97’s Slide Finder a welcome feature. Slide Finder allows
users to quickly peruse PowerPoint slide presentations without opening them. Users can
then extract slides to reuse in new presentations, thus saving time. PowerPoint 97’s
charting tools are also more versatile than
PowerPoint 95’s. For example, PowerPoint
97 includes doughnut and bubble charts.
Slightly limited access
Access 97 lets remote users easily update
and synchronize their data via the new Replicate command, but unfortunately Access
97 doesn’t replicate data with its big brother, Microsoft SQL Server. Although Access
97 lets users open older Access databases,
no changes can be made to them until
they are converted to the newer format. *

Senior Analyst Herb Bethoney can be contacted at herb_bethoney@zd.com.
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WinHelp Office 4
takes on HTML help
The suite’s core module, RoboHelp
ith WinHelp Office 4, Blue Sky (available separately for $499), has long
Software Corp. extends its online been a superb example of building a comhelp authoring suite into HTML- plex product by bolting new functions onto
based domains, including
established tools such as MicroMicrosoft Corp.’s HTML LAB NOTE soft Word. Not every developer apHelp, Netscape Communications Corp.’s preciates the resulting overhead of word
NetHelp and structured World Wide Web- processing functions, compared with the
site authoring.
lean and mean environment of more proDevelopers and online content creators grammer-oriented tools, but many techwill find last month’s update an ambitious nical writers and other content creators will
attempt to encompass several vendors’ appreciate the head start that comes from
emerging technologies. The product is gen- such familiar surroundings.
Word’s well-known
menus and tool bars are
the last familiar thing
that developers will see,
however, as they explore
the new capabilities of
the $649 WinHelp Office 4 suite. HTMLbased help standards are
so new that Blue Sky has
provided an AutoUpdate feature that prods
users to download the
latest versions of applicable specifications
and tools.
Reviewing such a
HTML HELP and other HTML-based formats become deployment
product
is correspondoptions for online content creators with Blue Sky’s WinHelp Office 4.
ingly difficult. Any giverally effective in bridging the gaps between en problem observed in PC Week Labs’
those evolving standards, which are com- tests might have been the fault of either
pared against each other and against the Blue Sky or Microsoft and may well have
See WinHelp, Page 111
current WinHelp in the story below.
BY PETER COFFEE

W

HTML-based online help is in flux
With World Wide Web pages becoming a
“live” channel for product information and
technical support, it only makes sense to extend the Web’s HTML technology down to
the desktop to become the foundation for
local online help as well.
Microsoft Corp. appears willing to move
away from using its Rich Text Format for
help files toward a new approach called
HTML Help. Despite its name, this technology relies on ActiveX controls. So this isn’t an
embrace of open systems—it’s just another
wedge in the cracks of the Internet’s platform-neutral standards.
Netscape Communications Corp. is promoting NetHelp, an HTML-based approach
with a more proprietary-sounding name, but
an architecture that’s at least as open: one
based on Java applets and extendible
through Navigator plug-ins.
Neither of these approaches is ready to
sweep away all traces of what has come before. The WinHelp facility in Microsoft’s Windows operating systems is widely installed,
unlike the HTML Help engine expected in
forthcoming Windows updates (which Blue

Sky Software Corp. estimates will be several
megabytes in size). WinHelp is a stable platform, while HTML Help and NetHelp are still
evolving. That evolution involves the World
Wide Web Consortium and the proposed
SiteMap specification for providing structured access to Web sites made up of interrelated pages.
And on that stable platform of WinHelp,
vendors are already building active-content and Web-access enhancements that
enable ActiveX controls and live Internet
links within help systems. The HTML-based
approaches offer more distant benefits in
the use of Java applets, future HTML enhancements and broad multiplatform support.
Developers will do well to explore available tools for enhancing WinHelp content
while also getting quickly up to speed on
HTML authoring in general, and on the common strengths and individual differences of
Microsoft’s and Netscape’s proposals for
making HTML the common starting point for
all forms of online information.
—P.C.

NetMeeting

from Page 89

cations so that we could return the calls.
Links to E-mail also let us leave an E-mail
message when we were unable to connect
to another NetMeeting user.
Directory services
do the walking
Beta 2 also marks the debut of enhanced
directory services used for distributing NetMeeting addresses, enabling NetMeeting
users to find out who is online and available for a conference.
To accomplish this, NetMeeting users
register their user names and network addresses with a ULS (User Location Service)
directory server that helps users make
connections among NetMeeting users.
The ULS solves the problem of dynamically changing IP addresses, such as frequently occurs with many consumer-oriented Internet service providers that share
a pool of IP addresses among a group of
users who get an IP address for the duration of their connection. ULS captures the
current IP address and passes it to other NetMeeting users, who use it to make a direct
connection with other NetMeeting users.
Microsoft has proposed its ULS technology as an extension to the LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) standard.

HTML

The ULS technology also has been released
as a shipping product, called the Microsoft
Locator Server, running as a service under
Microsoft’s forthcoming Commercial Internet System.
Locator information can be accessed
either via a Web browser or an LDAP
client. This allows organizations to set up
their own Locator servers or use LDAP
to search several public services , such as
Four11, Switchboard and Bigfoot, all of
which have implemented ULS-based directories.
Finding the right location
Setting up the Locator Server was a simple
task of installing it on a system containing
the Normandy server. Since it can be accessed via the Web, the server provides plenty of customization options via HTML commands. The Locator server also comes with
extensive management tools, including
links to the NT Performance Monitor and
monitoring via SNMP-based network management tools.
Using the Locator server from our NetMeeting client, we could look for a user
name in the directory to connect to that
user without having to enter his or her
TCP/IP address. *

Senior Analyst Matt Kramer can be reached at
matt_kramer@zd.com.

scape introduced JSSS (JavaScript Style
Sheets), a blending of CSS1 and JavaScript
concepts that allows JavaScript applets
plement, CSS1 is only supported by one embedded in an HTML document to dymajor browser, Microsoft’s Internet Ex- namically change CSS tags. Thus, a docuplorer 3.0 (and only partially at that), and ment could use different margins or text
very few authoring tools generate CSS-for- type sizes, depending on the configuration
mat style sheets.
of a user’s system.
Microsoft has responded with a simiInternet Explorer 3.0 also leads the effort to address the other major page for- lar initiative it has called Trident, HTML
matting gap, element layout and posi- Object Model or, most recently, Active
tioning. The HTML Layout Control HTML. Active HTML does much the
included with IE 3.0 allows designers to same thing as JSSS but adds a few extra
features such as a new data bindexactly position page elements
object for client-side datasuch as frames and images, to
DYNAMIC HTML ing
base access.
layer and overlap page elements
JSSS and active
Both JSSS and Active HTML
(instead of only tiling them),
HTML promise
can do much more than manipand to set object transparency.
to make HTML
ulate CSS; they promise to make
The W3 Consortium is deenhancements
any HTML elements (such as text,
veloping a layout markup landynamically
frame sets or table definitions) dyguage (Microsoft’s implemenmodifiable.
namically modifiable based on
tation is based on the current
W3 draft standard) and will likely merge user input. Significantly, this processing
both CSS and layout tags into a CSS Level happens at the client side and thus requires
no lengthy server processing and page re2 specification due next year.
Netscape Navigator doesn’t currently generation.
Technologies such as JSSS and Active
support any style sheet or layout formatting commands but promises that both will HTML extend the reach of Web scripting
be found in Navigator 4.0, due in the first languages and will allow Web developers
half of 1997. Netscape also has stated that to stop using hard-to-develop plug-ins or
Navigator’s implementation will comply ActiveX controls just to perform simple
with the W3 Consortium specifications and user interface manipulation.
Both these technologies are still months
thus be compatible with Internet Exploraway from general availability, and there
er 3.0 and 4.0.
is hope that the W3 Consortium will be
Smart pages
able to merge JSSS and Active HTML
Although CSS and CSS layout extensions into a single standard before either is fispecify exactly how pages should look, these nalized. *
formatting instructions are hard-coded into
Senior Technical Analyst Timothy Dyck can
server-based HTML files.
At its recent developers conference, Net- be reached at timothy_dyck@zd.com.
from Page 89
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Well worth the price, Partition Magic helps
easily create 32-bit file allocation table partitions

LAB NOTE

BY MICHAEL CATON

E

arly versions of PowerQuest Corp.’s
Partition Magic gave power users and
developers the ability to easily create
and manage multiple partitions on a single drive. Now, Partition Magic 3.0 is just
as successful at offering these capabilities
for the influx of new desktop systems
equipped with FAT32.
The 32-bit file allocation table nets more
capacity from hard drives. Along with additional features in Partition Magic, it helps
expand the product’s focus for users who
need more hard disk space.
Shipping since the end of last month for
an estimated price of $69.95, the utility
continues to be easier to use than the Fdisk
utility in DOS, which is commonly used to
create partitions. In fact, it is so much easi-

er to use than Fdisk, and can save so much
time when setting up multiple partitions
with multiple operating systems on a single
drive, that it is well worth the price.
Partition Magic is still a DOS program,
but it now works from Windows 95, giving
users an easy way to manipulate partitions
from within the operating system (see related story, below).
In addition to FAT32, Partition Magic
3.0 comes with features such as support
for NTFS (NT File System) partitions and
the inclusion of IBM’s Boot Manager, which,
in PC Week Labs’ tests, allowed us to pick
a partition to boot from at system startup,
without running Partition Magic. There’s
a hitch, however, with the NTFS support—a bug that prevents resizing NTFS
partitions. According to company officials,

System Commander easily runs
multiple OSes on a single PC
use Fdisk utility in DOS or on friendlier
third-party applications such as PowerQuest Corp.’s Partition Magic (see review, above).
While other products, such as Boot
Manager in Partition Manager, let users
boot multiple operating systems from
a single PC, the more feature-rich System Commander is the only product we
know of that is specifically dedicated to
this task.
Once the partitions were set up and
the operating systems were loaded, System Commander made it very easy to
switch between them by
loading a numbered
menu when the PC started up. From here we could
choose to load any of the
operating systems on the
PC. An optional screen
saver could be run when
the menu was left up without selecting an operating
system.
The new editor in SysACCESS TO DIFFERENT operating systems on a PC can be
tem Commander let us
limited by a user with System Commander 3.0.
edit system files such as AUWe found the most useful addition TOEXEC.BAT or SYSTEM.INI without
to be an editor that lets users change loading the operating system. This is essystem files before the operating sys- pecially helpful for fixing problems
tem boots up. (For a review of a previ- that might prevent the operating sysous release, see PC Week, May 29, 1995, tem from booting up.
Page 74.)
V Communications, of San Jose, Calif.,
As for earlier versions, users must can be reached at (800) 648-8266 or at
first create separate partitions on their www.v-com.com. *
hard disk for each operating system.
System Commander can’t do this, so Technical Analyst Jim Rapoza can be reached
users must rely on either the hard-to- at jim_rapoza@zd.com.
BY JIM RAPOZA

ystem Commander helps application
developers and IS managers support several operating systems by letting them easily run all the systems on
one PC. In the utility’s most recent release, 3.0, PC Week
LAB NOTE Labs found several
small useful changes, but no major ones.
The $99.95 tool, released by V Communications Inc. in the fall, runs from
a PC’s Master Boot Record, allowing
the tool to execute before operating
systems are loaded.

S

the bug should be fixed this week.
Partition Magic also comes with DriveMapper, a tool for managing drive letters,
and MicroHelp Corp.’s Applications Mover,
for moving applications.
A FAT transition
For corporate sites, the transition to FAT32,
with its inability to support dual-boot setups and incompatibilities
with some disk utilities,
is likely to be slow. For
users not ready to make
that move, Partition Magic allows them to easily
change the FAT32 partition included in new
systems to a 16-bit FAT
partition.
Partition Magic 3.0
supports the same features as earlier versions,
including the ability to
resize and create new partitions and resize current
partitions. It also has
the ability to copy partitions, easing the
process of upgrading to a larger hard disk
drive.
Partition Magic can create FAT32 partitions on disk drives smaller than 512M bytes,
which Windows 95 OEM Service Release
2 does not support.
For developers and power users, Boot
Manager is a useful addition, but by requiring a 7M-byte partition to operate, it
does incur a small penalty.

WinHelp

For users who change operating systems
or bootable partitions infrequently, Partition Magic also includes a command line
partition manager, PQ Boot. While the interface is not as easy to use as Boot Manager, using PQ Boot is a means of booting
a FAT32 partition if another FAT or
FAT32 partition is present.
Partition Magic 1.0 or 2.0 users can up-

PARTITION INFORMATION is
easy to view and manage
with option buttons.
grade for $29.95. Five-, 10- and 20-user licenses are available for $230, $460 and
$915, respectively. PowerQuest also has a
professional license that can be used on
an unlimited number of machines, one machine at a time, for $695.
PowerQuest, in Orem, Utah, is at (800)
379-2566 or at www.powerquest.com. *

Senior Analyst Michael Caton can be contacted at michael_caton@zd.com.

for debugging and enhancing help files.
Help-to-Word turns a Help file into a printable manual; WinHelp BugHunter detects
been addressed by the time this review is and reports on broken or inaccurate links
being read.
in context-sensitive help systems.
In the time we spent testing the prodAnother productivity challenge when creuct, however, we were impressed by the ease ating context-sensitive help is the design of
of working (even on a preliminary basis) “What’s This?” help cues to assist users in
with the suite’s single-source technology learning their way around complex dialog
for producing Windows Help, HTML Help, boxes. WinHelp Office 4 includes a Help
printed documentation or a
Composer editor that accelerates
structured product-support Web
creation of these pop-up cues,
RIGHT ON TRACK the
site from a single source file.
generating
topic identifiers for
Blue Sky’s tools
each user interface control in the
for building HTMLSaving steps
dialog box and linking these to
based help let
In particular, Version 4 improves
the corresponding help text and
developers keep
over previous releases with the
graphics.
track of vendors’
new Dynamic WYSIWYG mode
Despite our overall satisfacstill-evolving
that lets the content creator
tion with WinHelp Office 4, PC
standards in this
see the final appearance of a
Week Labs is going to defer the
new area.
help screen without a separate
selection of an Analyst’s Choice
step. The new Documentation Wizard trans- in this area, since the HTML help scene
formed online material into manuals by is still coming into focus. But developers
automating the production of both a and online content creators who want to
table of contents and an index. Other ex- be the first to see what’s coming will find
tensions let us jump into help file source WinHelp Office a good surveyor’s tool.
code directly from a live help screen,
Blue Sky, in La Jolla, Calif., can be reached
slashing the time required to deal with prob- at (800) 459-2356 or at www.blue-sky.
lems noted during content development. com. *
Beyond the RoboHelp editor, WinHelp
Office 4 includes Blue Sky’s usual lengthy Advanced Technologies Analyst Peter Coffee
list of useful and well-engineered utilities can be contacted at peter_coffee@zd.com.
from Page 108
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Compaq’s first router leverages IOS
NETWORKING

Mutates Cisco OS into easy-to-configure Netelligent 8500

BY MICHAEL SURKAN

Compaq Computer Corp. plays
it safe with its first foray into the
router arena, building on the foundation of established
hardware and software.
Compaq’s Netelligent 8500 is housed in
a 486 PC box, with standard components that allow great expansion flexibility at a highly competitive price point. The 8500’s
routing software is based on
Cisco Systems Inc.’s IOS (Internetwork Operating System), providing a higher degree of reliability and compatibility than most
other first-time entrants to the
routing market. In addition,
Compaq’s hybrid IOS is much
easier to use than the Cisco system.
However, the 8500 lacks many

IOS features, including packet filtering and encrypted tunneling
for virtual private networks. Multiprotocol routing for packet types
other than IP and IPX
also is conspicuously absent from theNetelligent
8500 feature set.
Indeed, the 8500 is a barebones
router, but it is sound, expandable and affordable. As more addons become available and the IOS
port becomes more feature-rich,
the Netelligent will be hard to
pass up.
With an estimated street price
of $3,499 with 10BaseT Ethernet
connectivity and two T-1 WAN
serial ports, the recently released Netelligent 8500 is expensive for low-end, branch-office routing needs.
However, a mere $159 adds a

Fast Ethernet card to one of the
three PCI expansion slots, and
RAM can be boosted with standard 72-pin single in-line memory modules. This kind of modular upgrade is much more
expensive in traditional routers
and isn’t even possible at the
low end.
Ironically, however, the very
network professionals who find
Cisco routing software attractive
will likely steer clear of the Netelligent 8500 because Compaq
has eschewed Cisco IOS’ beloved
(yet obtuse) command-line interface.
This may turn off die-hard IOS
fans, but it made the 8500 much
easier for us to configure. We
found our way around the plainEnglish command line of a console, or Telnet session, in the Netel-

Compaq LAN plan stirs doubts
corporations with networking infrastructures
Compaq Computer Corp. plans to turn up the that are already in place.
Houston-based Telecheck International Inc.
heat in its recently ramped-up networking business, but some users and analysts said the has, for the moment, passed on Compaq’s netHouston company would be better off tending working line.
“Corporations with networking equipment will
its home fires.
The world’s No. 1 PC maker in October re- stay with the brand that they originally implealigned its networking division under the new mented,” said Brett Wyer, manager of systems supCommunications Products Group and hired Alan port at Telecheck. “Small companies without dedLutz as the division’s senior vice presicated network IS staff may want to
ident and general manager.
go with Compaq because they can get
In a recent interview, Lutz remained
one-stop shopping.”
Wyer added that Compaq’s move
confident in Compaq’s ability to tackto branch into other areas is worrile the networking industry, but was
some in that customer needs are ofevasive as to what course the compaten left unfulfilled during a comny would take.
Lutz suggested that the networking
pany’s pursuit of more ground.
division, which had initially focused on
“They’ll have to thinly spread their
small to medium-size businesses, is
technical resources, like help desk,
poised to branch out into the enteretc.,” Wyer said.
The State Controller’s Office in
prise, remote access and telecommu- LUTZ: “Acquisitions” await.
Sacramento, Calif., is also a Compaq server shop
nications arena.
Although short on details, Lutz said Com- but will retain its wait-and-see attitude toward the
paq’s strategy involves “acquisitions and al- vendor’s networking equipment.
liances where necessary.”
“I would be cautious in throwing all my eggs into
Compaq will need more than optimism and al- one basket with Compaq,” said Dennis Valentine,
liances to succeed in the enterprise networking system administrator at the Controller’s Office.
business, according to users and industry observers. “However, if the reports are good, I’d go with them.”
“The enterprise game is very complex, because
While Compaq’s plan to enter the remote access
there is an uphill installed base to deal with,” said and telecommunications space may seem like a logTrudy Barker, an analyst at Dataquest Inc., in San ical extension of its enterprise computing business,
Jose, Calif. That installed base includes customers one analyst said Compaq would be better off aimof networking heavyweights Cisco Systems Inc., ing its networking efforts at the workgroup level
3Com Corp., Cabletron Systems Inc. and Bay first and saving the enterprise for later.
Networks Inc.
“It sounds like Compaq is being pretty ambiCurrent Compaq users are not yet convinced tious,” said Skip MacAskill, an analyst at Gartner
of the company’s networking capabilities, despite Group Inc., in Stamford, Conn. “Do they have
its acquisitions of seasoned networking vendors enough staff resources and manpower to attack a
such as Thomas-Conrad Corp. and NetWorth Inc. number of these markets simultaneously? On the
Part of the battle that Compaq faces is against networking side, I’m not convinced of that.” *
BY STACY LAVILLA

USING THE NETELLIGENT 8500 router, which uses a hybrid of Cisco’s IOS, we could
configure ports by simply clicking on images in Windows management software.

ligent 8500 router much more
Luckily, the Netelligent 8500
intuitively than we can with Cis- supports basic SNMP Manageco’s IOS.
ment Information Base protocols,
The bundled Windows-based so it can at least be monitored
NMS (Netelligent Management from generic management packSoftware) further simplified the ages such as Hewlett-Packard Co.’s
process with convenient setup wiz- Open View.
The hardware design of the
ards. NMS even provided a
BOOTP server feature that auto- 8500 is elegantly simple, with two
matically assigned an IP address easy-to-handle thumb screws that
to our 8500 router. By simply right- unhinge the bus for easy exclicking on the T-1 serial port in pansion. At the front of the
a screen image of the 8500, we unit are two PCMCIA card slots
could call up a setup wizard that designed for the flash memory
walked us through the configu- cards that hold the system images. One flash ROM card ships
ration.
Aside from the usual options with the unit, and a second
card can be purchased
for IP addresses and
for use as a backup.
net masks, the 8500
FIRST TRY
The use of PCMCIA
allowed us to choose
The Compaq
Flash ROM cards also
Cisco’s proprietary
router provides
helps make the NetelIGRP (Interior Gatehigher reliability
ligent 8500 well-suited
way Routing Protocol)
and compatibility
for wide deployment.
as well as the Routing
than most other
entrants to the
Administrators can
Information Protocol;
routing market.
change router configadvanced options
urations, or even enmake it possible to set
a host of routing options such as tire internal code versions, at a
central site. The preconfighop counts and metrics.
Very few other routers support ured PCMCIA cards can be easIGRP, and this feature alone could ily shipped to remote sites, where
prove essential in Cisco-oriented they can be installed even by
novices.
network environments.
Unfortunately, all expansion
The setup wizards grew a bit
tedious after a while, however, and parts must be purchased through
we would have welcomed the abil- Compaq; even though any stanity to modify only specific para- dard PCI card can fit into the 8500,
meters rather than walking very few are supported by the hythrough the entire setup routine brid IOS.
Current 8500 upgrade opeach time.
The inclusion of built-in HTML tions are somewhat limited. Bamanagement software in the 8500 sic add-ons such as a Primary Rate
also would be a nice addition. This Interface (for high-bandwidth
would allow the routers to be ISDN access) and ATM, for exgraphically managed from any ma- ample, are missing.
Compaq, of Houston, can be
chine on the network, even if it
were not a PC running Windows. reached at (800) 345-1518 or at
Proprietary management tools www.compaq.com. *
such as Compaq’s NMS become
dead weight in the heterogeneous Senior Analyst Michael Surkan can
networking environments in most be reached at michael_surkan
@zd.com.
companies.
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DATABASES

SQL Station bundle includes Coder, Debugger and Analyzer

SQL objects, the officials said.
look at the database and to manPlatinum Technology Inc. has takSQL Station Plan Analyzer Ver- age objects like stored procedures
en the edge off SQL code editing sion 2.3, a tool for creating and and database links,” said Williams,
with SQL Station, a new bundle testing SQL optimization plans, who has been beta testing Coder.
of three current tools.
has an enhanced SQL monitor- “It shows you relationships that
The Oakbrook Terrace, Ill., ing facility and an improved GUI. are more difficult to define
“These products are a lot more when you’re writing queries at the
company has released SQL Station for Oracle Corp.
command line.”
databases, which inWilliams uses Vercludes new versions of
sion 2.1 of Plan AnaCoder, Debugger and
lyzer to optimize and
Plan Analyzer that now
fine-tune queries and
run as 32-bit applications
the Debugger 1.2 for
on Windows 95 and Winidentifying problems
dows NT.
in the code.
Platinum plans to ship
Carl Jarrett, dataversions of SQL Stabase administrator at
tion, which costs $2,995
BDM Technologies
per seat, for Microsoft
Inc., in McLean, Va.,
Corp.’s SQL Server and
has been using PlatSybase Inc.’s SQL Servinum’s Coder for two
er in the first half of 1997, SQL STATION CODER has a new 32-bit Windows 95 interface.
years and said the new
intuitive than comparable Ora- version has an improved catalog
according to officials.
SQL Station Coder 2.0, a tool cle products,” said Chuck Wil- browser and a better SQL editor
for editing server-side code, in- liams, Oracle developer at BT Of- that lets him better format the
cludes new version-control fea- fice Products International Inc., product and do syntax hightures, more sophisticated report which is located in Arlington, lighting.
capabilities and a catalog brows- Texas. “You can just jump right
“It’s almost a different proder equipped with a search engine, in and use them without read- uct from the original,” Jarrett said.
ing a lot of documentation, which “It lets me see the relationships
officials said.
SQL Station Debugger 2.0, de- is something I can’t do with Or- between objects, which is imsigned for debugging server-side acle tools.”
portant for a [database adminis“It provides a good way to trator].” *
code, has been more tightly integrated with SQL Station Coder,
supports triggers and database synonyms, and has wizards for generating Procedure Language/
BY JUAN CARLOS PEREZ

“Nobody said it was easy and withTandem Computers Inc., Veritas out risk, but it is an important part
Software Corp. and Encore Com- of data warehousing and data
puter Corp. are helping pour the mining,” said Mike Kahn, CEO of
foundation for building an en- The Clipper Group Inc., in Wellesterprise computing environment ley, Mass. “Data warehouses depend
around heterogeneous
on large downloads of
server clusters.
TIE THAT BINDS data being moved from
Tandem and Veritas
one source to where the
ServerNet, Tanlast week agreed to
data mining capability is
dem’s high-speed
have Veritas provide a
executed.”
interconnect,
Windows NT version of
Encore will ship next
acts as the link
its File System and Clusmonth the Infinity R/T
between the
ter Volume Manager
500 system, a clusterservers and the
high availability softready cabinet that can
storage unit.
ware to Tandem for
share data between
integration with its ServerNet in- Windows NT, Unix and OpenVMS
terconnect technology.
systems using Encore’s ReflecBy the third quarter of next year, tive Memory technology.
Tandem, of Cupertino, Calif., will
Reflective Memory offers a way
sell the Veritas software as part of for separate machines working
a ServerNet network clustering so- off of different processors to act
lution that will enable Windows as one server by replicating and
NT and Unix servers to share disk sharing memory. A Memory Chanresources from an external stor- nel interconnect transfers data
age subsystem.
from one node to another at 100M
As many as eight symmetric mul- bytes per second, said officials in
tiprocessing servers can be in- Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
The Infinity R/T 500 accomcluded in the cluster, officials said.
The ability to share data re- modates five PCI-based nodes
sources between dissimilar systems based on Intel Corp. or Alpha chips
is the first step toward heteroge- and running NT, Unix or Openneous clusters. The next step is to VMS in one cabinet, said offiget databases and applications to cials. Pricing ranges from $15,000
run across the servers, analysts said. to $60,000. *
BY STEPHANIE LAPOLLA

Deloitte & Touche signs Baan deals
BY JIM KERSTETTER

Deloitte & Touche Consulting
Group/International Consulting
Solutions, one of the last major
SAP AG-only implementation
partners, last week announced
plans to start a consulting practice for SAP rival The Baan Co.
Deloitte & Touche/ICS already
has about 20 Baan implementers
on board and plans to hire another 180 by the end of next
year, said Alfred Grunwald, CEO
of ICS, in Chadds Ford, Pa.
ICS’ SAP practice, with nearly
2,000 implementers, still towers
over the Baan work, however, and
will for years to come, according
to Grunwald.
“This decision is not a decision against SAP,” he said. “It indicates that Baan is successful and
that we consider Baan a good solution.”
SAP and Baan were the two
contract finalists in more than
half of the enterprise manufacturing application projects that
ICS has worked on in the past

year, Grunwald said.
Baan, which has U.S. headquarters in Menlo Park, Calif., is
third behind SAP and Oracle
Corp. in International Data
Corp.’s most recent market share
numbers for manufacturing soft-

Framingham, Mass.
“[Baan] has traditionally had
a large services component,”
Morris said. “But as they grow, it
is going to be more important
for them to have partners who
can do this.”
ICS will release its
FastTrack
implemenBAAN BRAWN
tation methodology
Deloitte & Touche/ICS’ Baan
Service Line
for Baan by the first
Service personnel:
quarter of next year,
20 hired now
and the first ICS/Baan
200 by the end of next year
sites should be announced in the comTraining:
ing months, according
Baan training at ICS Global
Academies starting in
to Grunwald.
February
The FastTrack methodology will outline a
Partners:
Baan implementation
ICS will work with Baan
approach that includes
partners such as OneWave
and AutoTester
scoping and planning,
redesign, configuraware, taken for 1995. But the ICS tion, testing and delivery.
Officials at both companies
announcement is a hint that
Orgware, Baan’s rapid implemen- are banking on the compatibiltation and configuration software, ity of Baan’s Orgware and ICS’
is being well-received, said Hen- IndustryPrints development temry Morris, an analyst at IDC, in plates. *

XcelleNet bolsters
Notes remote links
BY PAULA ROONEY

Lotus Development Corp.’s
Notes 4.0 field replication offers improved dial-up performance for remote users, but
XcelleNet Inc. will take that performance a step further.
XcelleNet has announced
that RemoteWare Essentials for
Lotus Notes promises to reduce
replication connection times
by as much as 80 percent.
The Atlanta-based company shipped a similar Notes agent
in October, but the new version,
which is due this month, includes new system management
features to further improve dialup performance, according to
officials.
The $75 software enables
forced replication sessions and
scheduled outbound replication sessions, allowing administrators to define which databases should be replicated,
officials said. In addition, administrators can schedule repli-

cation sessions without requiring user intervention, a feature
that should come in handy with
the emergence of wireless devices.
The software also features
check-point restart in the case
of connection problems and
support for selective replication formulas, according to officials. With selective replication, administrators can elect
to use formulas the user can’t
change.
One beta tester, who is also
a RemoteWare user, said the
Notes utility is a valuable addon. “It does Notes replication
faster than Notes 4.0, and our
users can do it within an XcelleNet connection,” said Steve
Hage, senior data network manager for Coulter Corp., based
in Miami.
“They can do replication and
XcelleNet activities in one call,
eliminating the need for a second phone call,” said Hage. *

NEWS

Vendors promote sharing Platinum polishes tools
in heterogeneous clusters
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Agogo chip raises Platform for PCI cards
BY SCOTT BERINATO

As PC and add-in card makers continue to
migrate their older ISA designs to plug into
the faster PCI bus, many vendors have hit
a snag: PCI allows only one device to reside on a card.
A new chip from Platform Technolo-

gies Inc. promises to remove this hurdle,
which so far has prevented vendors from
designing PCI-based versions for their multifunction ISA cards. Such cards typically
combine a variety of devices, sometimes
teaming a data/fax modem with sound
card capabilities, for instance, or combin-

ing a Super VGA graphics controller with
a video capture device.
Platform Technologies’ Agogo-XP audio accelerator chip, the 1-year-old company’s first product, will be released this
week. The chip integrates a multimedia
PCI bridge that, when built into a PCI card,

allows three additional bus masters and
six slave devices to reside on a board that
occupies a single PCI slot. Among the PCI
controllers that can connect with the Agogo
chip are digital video disk, videoconferencing, three-dimensional graphics, Universal Serial Bus, FireWire, ISDN and V.34
modems, officials at the Milpitas, Calif.,
company said.
“The IS manager is a standard configuration person. A board with this chip alleviates problems with various configurations
within an office,” said Bert McComas, principal with InQuest Market Research, in
Phoenix.
The Agogo-XP chip will ship to OEMs
in volume during the first quarter of
next year. Users can expect to pay less
than $100 for a multifunction board
with the Agogo-XP chip, officials at Platform said. *

Compaq moves
Armada to 1100
low-end fleet
BY MARK MOORE

Compaq Computer Corp. last week
introduced two new low-end notebook
PCs to its Armada 1100 fleet.
The Armada 1130 and 1130T notebooks are shipping now for $1,899
and $2,299, respectively, through
PC resellers. Both systems are
equipped with Intel Corp.’s 120MHz
Pentium processors.
The Armada 1130T features a
10.4-inch thin-film-transistor color display, while the Armada 1130 includes
a 10.4-inch dual-scan Super VGA color LCD. Both machines’ color displays
offer an 800-by-600-pixel resolution,
as well as 32-bit PCI Local Bus Video
and 1M byte of video RAM, according to Compaq officials in Houston.
The Armada 1130 and 1130T also
include 16M bytes of Extended Data
Out RAM—which can be upgraded to
48M bytes—and 1.08G-byte hard
disk drives.
In addition, both machines sport a
nickel-metal hydride battery that provides up to 3 hours of battery life, and
they each include two Type 2 and one
Type 3 PC Card, a full-size keyboard,
and a track ball pointing device.
The Armada 1130 and 1130T are
available with optional port replicators, monitor stands and external fast
battery chargers, officials said.
For some users, both high-end and
low-end notebooks have their merits.
“We typically don’t go to the low-end
type of laptops. ... But if your company
is doing a lot of field sales work and you
want a smaller footprint and a better
price point, then [value systems] are the
better way to go,” said Mark Dieckmann,
systems adviser for Anadarko Petroleum Corp., in Houston. *
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VeriSign

SNAPSHOT

WEBLICATOR 1.0 BETA SET TO LAUNCH; UPGRADE IN WORKS

Lotus Development Corp. will begin beta testing Weblicator 1.0 next
week, but the company already has a blueprint for the next version of
the Notes replication engine and object store client. The next version
will let users work on calendars offline and replicate appointments
and meeting invitations over the Internet to calendaring software on
other HTTP servers. Weblicator’s E-mail features also will be upgraded
to support rich text format and letterheads. Weblicator 1.0 for Windows 95 and Windows NT can be downloaded at www.lotus.com/beta.
notes.net.

Rogers out, Cyrix not down
CPUS

Co-founder’s departure seen as necessary step toward turnaround

around the Richardson, Texas,
The resignation of President and company’s 6x86 processor, never
CEO Jerry Rogers last week is con- gained momentum, costing Cyrix
sidered just the first of many steps millions of dollars in an advertisCyrix Corp. must take to secure a ing campaign that never yielded
spot as a contender in the proces- significant sales. The company has
sor game.
posted two consecutive quarterly
Because Rogers—who co-found- losses totaling $23.3 million.
ed Cyrix in 1988—had
The systems
become what many congroup, which at its
sidered an albatross, his
peak numbered beresignation should yield
tween 20 and 30
positive results, accordpeople, is now down
ing to former employees
to only a handful,
and outside observers.
sources said.
Rogers will continue to
“There is nothhold a seat on the board
ing left. They’re out
of directors.
of the [PC systems]
“The first step to rebusiness,” said one
covery is cutting the SWENT: Evaluating systems. former manager
cancer out,” said David Wu, an who declined to be identified.
analyst at First Chicago Corp., in
Company executives declined
New York. “That’s been done, and to drive a nail in the systems group’s
now the question is how fast they’ll coffin but acknowledged difficulrecover.”
ties. “We started the systems unit
Cyrix’s next step will be to dis- to showcase the technology and
mantle its 9-month-old desktop have a platform for getting sysPC systems group, sources said. tems out for review,” said Jay Swent,
The systems business, charged with senior vice president of finance
selling corporate desktops built and administration and interim
BY LISA DICARLO

Domino

chairman of Cyrix’s Office of the
President. “In that, we’ve been
successful, [but] we’re evaluating
whether to go forward.”
Some analysts believe a more
marketing-driven CEO who can
sell Cyrix’s well-regarded chips
could help it turn the corner.
“They still have a very good design team, and they should choose
a niche strategy and not compete with Intel [Corp.] head-tohead,” said First Chicago’s Wu.
Cyrix appears to be doing that
with its integrated Gx86 processor.
The Pentium-class chip, due early
in 1997, packs PCI and memory
controller, graphics and audio into
a chip for sub-$1,000 PCs—a market in which Intel is not involved.
The processor is being evaluated by such heavyweights as
Packard Bell/NEC, and Compaq Computer Corp. has reportedly signed on to use the chip in
systems next year, several sources
said. Because of its high level of
integration and low cost, the
chip is also well-suited to forthcoming network computers. *

from Page 1

vides offline Web browsing and
agents that notify users when Web
sites change.
Unfortunately, Domino also has
a now-familiar characteristic of major Notes releases—bugs. In about
36 hours of heavy testing conducted by PC Week Labs on the shipping version, the client crashed four
times and the server crashed once.
We recommend waiting for Lotus’ first bug-fix releases before
starting any large-scale deployment.
The most useful new feature
for those planning on using Domino for Web-based applications is
Domino.Action, a Notes application that steps administrators
through the creation of common Web applications.
Using it, we were able to generate a site that had discussion
areas, a user-registration system,
user surveys, a feedback form and
several document libraries (such
as a Jobs posting section and a Frequently Asked Questions section)
in about 30 minutes.
With traditional Web development methods, such as using C or
Perl to create Common Gateway Interface-based applications, it would
have taken us hours to develop only
one of these applications.
Domino.Action stepped us

DOMINO 4.5 makes creating basic Web applications a simple three-step process.

through the whole process (see
screen, above), letting us customize each section before generating the applications. We
then worked with those applications—such as adding job descriptions—through Notes.
Another extraordinarily useful
feature is built-in SSL (Secure
Sockets Layer) 2.0 support. The
Domino SSL Administrator application guided us through the
process of creating a security key,
getting it signed and installing it
on our server.
The SSL Administrator also
let us become our own certification authority—which is useful for
sites that want to encrypt the traf-

fic traveling over internal networks
but that don’t need to prove their
identity over the Internet.
By signing our own keys, we were
running an encrypted site in minutes, rather than going through the
sometimes lengthy process of getting our keys signed by a public certification authority such as VeriSign.
Other applications allow companies to become their own certification authority, but this is the
easiest one we’ve seen to use.
PC Week Labs will take a more
in-depth look at Domino 4.5 in an
upcoming issue.
Lotus, of Cambridge, Mass., can
be reached at (800) 343-5414 or
at www.lotus.com. *

NEWS

AT&T is exploring how VeriSign’s digital certificate technology could be used with its Easy“This is going to be huge, be- Commerce systems for deploying
cause we are going to be able to enterprise-scale commerce efforts
look at digital certificates as a sin- or with embedding them into a
gle way for providing access to ap- universal credit card.
plications, to accounts and to his“Digital certificates are really a
torical data,” said Richard Greener, way for giving a digital identificaIS director for a large financial tion and a digital identity to users,”
said Neal Douglas,
a general partner at
IT INDUSTRY BACKS VERISIGN
AT&T Ventures, a
division of AT&T, in
Partners and investors planning to use VeriSign
Digital Certificates
Menlo Park, Calif.
Other deals could
Vendor
Product
impact companies
AT&T
WorldNet Internet access,
and consumers.
EasyCommerce Services,
Universal Credit Card
Gemplus, for exService
ample, plans to inMerrill Lynch Authenticated access to online
tegrate VeriSign’s
brokerage accounts
digital certificate
Gemplus
Smart cards
into its smart cards
Intuit
Authenticated access to online
(see story, Page 1),
financial services
creating a strong
Comcast
@Home and QVS home
shopping services
security model,
Microsoft
Authenticated access to
sources said. Gemapplications and services
plus officials, in
Marseilles, France,
institution in New York. “They re- were unavailable for comment.
move the need for a user to enter
“Putting digital certificates in
in a half-dozen passwords.”
smart cards simply ups the ante in
Cisco’s investment in VeriSign is terms of security,” said Karen Eptied to a bigger announcement, ex- per, an analyst at Forrester Repected within the next month, to search Inc., in Cambridge, Mass.
provide companies with a total packOn the consumer side, Merrill
age for working together over the Lynch and Intuit Inc. are working
Internet, sources close to the San to use digital certificate technoloJose, Calif., networking vendor said. gies with their online financial sysCisco’s security framework tems, while Comcast Corp. is
will integrate VeriSign’s digital cer- looking at using the technology for
tificate technology with current authenticating and adding nonand new products. At the an- repudiation capabilities for online
nouncement, Cisco will outline brokerage and home shopping sysplans for certificate-issuing tech- tems over the Internet, sources said.
nologies and digital certificate inMerrill Lynch, Intuit and Comtegration, sources said. Cisco of- cast officials were unavailable for
ficials declined to comment.
comment. *
from Page 1
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Vendors shift to DSL for speed
to 1.5M bps from central sites to sub3Com Corp., Pulse Communications scribers and up to 640K-bps speeds
Inc. and Cayman Systems Inc. plan to from subscribers to central sites.
ship by the second quarter of next year
“There is a move to get to DSL
DSL-based products for both central [digital subscriber line] technoloand remote sites.
gies—and pronto,” said
DOWNSTREAM Virginia Brooks, an analyst
3Com and Pulse will enCayman is readyter into an agreement this
at Aberdeen Group, in
ing a rate adapweek to develop asynchroBoston. “Now vendors are
tive DSL router,
nous transfer mode-based
ready and telcos are ready,
due in Q2, that
ADSL (asymmetric digital
but is there a customer
promises downsubscriber line) hardware
base out there that will let
stream rates of
for both carriers and subthis [technology] flood the
7M bps.
scribers.
market?”
ADSL technology, which is exBoth companies plan to ship by the
pected to compete against both ana- second quarter ADSL central-site
log modems and ISDN technology, equipment, including a central-office
promises transmission rates of up DSL access multiplexer; ADSL line
BY STACY LAVILLA

Java SDK

from Page 1

plans to distribute Java technology to
developers. Another potential trouble
spot could be Microsoft’s support of
JavaSoft’s JDK (Java Development Kit)
1.1, which is in beta testing now.
Microsoft officials have said in the
past that the company will evaluate JDK
1.1 when it comes out and will implement selected parts in its core products, such as Internet Explorer. But the
company will not support JDK 1.1 technologies that duplicate work already
done by Microsoft.
Baratz last week countered that
Microsoft does not have the right to
pick and choose what part of JDK 1.1
it will support in its core product line.
“Where there are duplicate technologies, more than likely, Microsoft
will have to deliver two solutions,” said
Baratz. “But can they post whatever they

cards for digital loop carrier systems; ADSL modems; and software
that features billing, provisioning and
accounting capabilities, said officials from 3Com, of Santa Clara, Calif.,
and Pulse, of Herndon, Va.
On the client side, Cayman last week
unveiled a family of DSL routers for
small-office environments. The company plans to ship in March its $2,195
GatorSurf high data rate768K-bps DSL
router, said officials at the Stoneham,
Mass., company.
Cayman also will ship in March its
$895 GatorSurf LR WAN router, which
features one 10BaseT port and one serial port for wide-area connections.
The device routes IP traffic only. *

Corp., Oracle Corp., Apple Computlike or don’t like on a Web site? No.”
Muglia said Microsoft will make avail- er Inc. and IBM.
Microsoft, however, was absent from
able everything that is required to be part
of the Java platform—but he maintained the press conference. Although Baratz
that the company makes its own deci- said he invited Microsoft to be in the
press announcement, Microsoft officials
sions about what goes in its products.
said they did not have suf“We are going to make
ficient time to make a desure everything that is gocision about participating.
ing to be part of JDK 1.1 will
As JavaSoft and Mibe available to developers,”
crosoft escalate their war
he said. “How technologies
Java Jitters:
IT takes a deep
of words over licensing
are packaged is our decibreath
agreements and strategy,
sion and no one else’s.”
www.pcweek.com/
users are concerned over
Attempting to show a
business/
the potential fragmentaunified front behind the
1216/16emain.html
tion of the Java language.
Java language, JavaSoft
Complete
Internet World
“This is causing us to
rolled out at Internet World
coverage
give a lot of thought about
a new branding campaign
www.pcweek.com/sr/
how we use Java,” said Neil
called “100% Pure Java.”
iw.html
Fox, manager of adIt touted more than
100 supporters for the campaign, which vanced development and applied techwill involve certifying applications cre- nologies at TRW Inc., in Cleveland.
ated fully in Java. Among the support- “We can’t afford to have Java comers were Netscape Communications patibility problems.” *

JavaSoft envisions faster Java for smart phones
NEW YORK—With Java Development
Kit 1.1 just out in beta tests, JavaSoft
has visions for a faster Java that extends the language into consumer
markets.
The Mountain View, Calif., division of
Sun Microsystems Inc. plans to release
Java 2.0 in the second half of next year
and create an industrywide specification for implementing Java in smart
phones.
The new virtual machine that will be
part of JDK 2.0 promises to be several
times faster and include new technologies that remove the need for using JIT
(just-in-time) compilers, said sources
familiar with JavaSoft’s plans.
JIT compilers, which have been released by Microsoft Corp., SunSoft
Inc., Symantec Corp. and others, improve the performance of Java applets
by converting them into executable machine code on a specific platform.

“The reason that we only called the
latest round of upgrades JDK 1.1 was
that with 2.0 we are planning to introduce a huge performance increase,”
said Alan Baratz, president of JavaSoft.
For one user, anything that increases performance is going to be a big
step forward.
“Right now, the technology is not that
fast, so for it to enter the enterprise
ranks and have the ability to really be a
core corporate technology, it is going
to have to get faster,” said a developer
at a West Coast pharmaceutical company who requested anonymity.
As part of Java 2.0, Baratz said JavaSoft will begin taking into consideration
the growing size of the JDK and will provide a framework that could enable applications and system vendors to implement pieces of Java on the client and
put other pieces on a server.
In that implementation, when a Java

applet is downloaded, it will dynamically call required modules stored on a
server.
“Performance will be a key consideration in this,” said Baratz.
On the smart card front, JavaSoft
will attempt to line up partners to create an open specification for implementing Java on smart phones, Baratz
said. The move will be similar to one
made by a number of vendors for Oracle Corp.’s Network Computers.
In 1997, JavaSoft is planning to release new client-based products,
Baratz added. Currently, the only client
application offered by JavaSoft is the
HotJava Views, a desktop productivity
environment.
Last week, JavaSoft introduced a
family of Java NC and Web servers and
a tool kit for developing Java servers
and server applications (see story,
Page 57).
—M.M.
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Microsoft introduces MTS
APPLICATIONS

‘Viper’ transaction server software provides links to legacy databases

MTS, tentatively called Viper 97, users
will be able to load copies of each packMicrosoft Corp. last week released
age on several servers, and MTS will
transaction server software that prodynamically switch between them to
vides links to legacy databases and adds
balance the workload.
another piece to the company’s WinFurther down the line, Microsoft
dows NT 5.0 strategy.
will link the technology with its clusLast week’s rollout of MTS (Mitering initiative, called Wolfpack, to
crosoft Transaction Server) at Inprovide greater control over how
ternet World in New York answers
and where applications are disone of the concerns about the softtributed. Officials at the Redware: its ability to connect to thirdmond, Wash., company would
party databases.
not provide a timetable for these
Informix Software Inc., Sybase
releases.
Inc. and IBM officials said they
MTS could help developers
would support MTS, and Microby automatically handling consoft officials said connections for
current usage of applications,
XA and SNA LU 6.2 transaction
but it remains relatively unprotocols would be available in
proven, according to Mitch
beta form in the first quarter of
Kramer, an analyst at Patricia Sey1997.
bold’s Office Computing Group,
Informix, of Menlo Park,
in Boston.
Calif., plans to ship in the first MTS MANAGES communications among app components.
“It’s not completely vapor, but
quarter a client-connectivity com- MTS registers these components in it hasn’t been stress-tested in producponent for database servers, includ- the NT 4.0 registry—or the forth- tion yet,” Kramer said.
ing the new Informix Universal Serv- coming NT 5.0 directory—and
A 120-day evaluation copy of MTS
er. Sybase, of Emeryville, Calif., is makes sure data is exchanged and 1.0 is available free from Microsoft’s
embracing MTS across its line of data- transactions are executed in the cor- World Wide Web site at www.
bases, middleware and development rect order.
microsoft.com/transaction/. The comCurrently, developers must assign mercial release is slated to be available
tools.
MTS, formerly code-named Viper, these components and packages to in mid-January and will be priced at
coordinates communication among specific servers. In the next version of approximately $2,000. *
BY NORVIN LEACH, JUAN CARLOS
PEREZ AND MICHAEL MOELLER

objects in a distributed NT system. It
is designed to combine traditional
transaction processing functions
with the functions of an object request
broker.
The software enables users to build
application components and group
them in packages to exchange data.

Taco Bell

of support and operational services
for International Data Corp., in Framingham, Mass. “Companies are building on their intellectual capital while
letting people solve their own problems,” she said.
At Taco Bell, users are already adept
at using Microsoft’s Internet Explorer World Wide Web browser, which is
an added benefit.

from Page 1

Snorri Ogata, director of Taco Bell’s
Information Technology Group, in
Irvine, Calif. In July, Ogata and his
staff began looking for a way to leverage the intranet to eliminate some
of the 4,000 to 6,000 calls the help
desk received every month. With a
migration to Windows 95 recently
No help desk island
completed, the number of support
After evaluating other help desk tools
calls was growing.
Now, Web Advisor gives users self-ser- on the market last summer, Ogata and
vice by walking them through
Don Weiner, a technical ana series of questions to clarialyst at Taco Bell, selected
FAST SERVICE
fy their problems and sugServiceSoft’s Web Advisor
The Taco Bell team
gesting specific remedies. For
and Knowledge Builder
didn’t want to get
a problem with an off-thespecifically because of their
waylaid during
shelf application such as Miintranet capabilities. “With
development. It took
crosoft Corp.’s Word, the inthis tool, the output was in
only a few weeks to
teractive system depends on
native HTML format,” said
populate two
logic provided by the KnowlWeiner. “That was the key
knowledge bases.
edge-Pak desktop suite from
differentiator.”
Another plus: The ServiceSoft tool
ServiceSoft, of Needham, Mass. When
the snag involves a homegrown Taco would integrate with the Magic SoBell application, the logic is based on a lutions Inc. SupportMagic software
knowledge base built using ServiceSoft’s that was already deployed by Taco
Bell’s help desk. The intranet Web
Knowledge Builder tool.
If the problem doesn’t yield to a servers are Windows NT boxes runquick fix, Web Advisor offers features ning Microsoft’s Internet Informathat enable Taco Bell users to pass it tion Server.
The team has been anxiously mondirectly to the central help desk along
itoring the hit rates on the freshly mintwith an activity log.
Putting the help desk on an intranet ed pages. Ogata is very pleased with
makes sense, said Traci Bair, director the amount of traffic—a few hun-

dred hits daily—that was generated
in the first two business days after deployment. He expects this number to
increase as word gets out via E-mail
about the new application.
Being able to extend the capabilities of the help desk so that users can
help themselves on their own time is
a great benefit. Said Ogata, “On one
level, I want to provide a 24-hour, seven-day-a-week help desk, and on another level, I don’t.”
The trend of deploying help desk
functions on an intranet is not necessarily an indicator that fewer companies will outsource their help desk
needs, according to Patrick Bultema,
president of Bultema Co., a consulting company in Monument, Colo.
However, Bultema said, using knowledge base help desk products will
slowly change the character of the
help desk from being a cost center
to a repository of corporate intellectual assets.
Taco Bell could begin to see a reduction in service calls in a few months,
Bultema predicted. Taco Bell might
thrive on fast turnaround, but Ogata
and Weiner are in it for the long haul.
They plan to roll out the self-service
help-desk application to restaurant
managers across the country in stages.
“We know it will save manpower
and resources in the long run,” says
Ogata. *
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Getting ‘smart’ about options
MOBILE

Motorola, Microsoft explore opportunities for intelligent communicators

BY MARK MOORE

With a new wave of smart pagers and
smart phones due in 1997, Motorola
Inc. continues to bolster its 32-bit
client/server platform for these devices, while Microsoft Corp. gauges interest in a subset of Windows CE.
Motorola’s Platform Software Division is forming strategic alliances with
Starfish Software Inc., Cirrus Logic
Inc. and Unwired Planet Inc. to
equip its Memos mobile platform with
additional software and hardware.
Separately, Microsoft has been holding discussions with NEC America Inc.,
Sony Corp. and others about using a
scaled-down version of the Windows
CE (consumer electronics) operating
system—code-named Gryphon—in
smart pagers next year, said sources
close to Microsoft.
The efforts are designed to increase
the appeal of intelligent communicators, which combine two-way wireless
voice and/or data communications,
including Internet access, with contact management applications.
Memos, which currently powers a
Motorola-developed $399 smart pager
called PageWriter, will be incorporated into the Schaumburg, Ill., company’s forthcoming GSM Map smart

Smart cards

phone. That device is expected to debut in Europe by the second half of
next year and in the United States
thereafter, officials said.
Under Motorola’s deal with Starfish,
the Scotts Valley, Calif., developer will

Writer currently is powered by Motorola’s 16-bit Dragonball 68000 processor.
Finally, Motorola is building support into Memos for Unwired Planet’s
Up.Link and Up.Browser software.
These server and client applications
deliver Internet content written in Unwired’s HDML
MOTOROLA INKS MEMOS OS ALLIANCES
(Handheld Device Markup
Language) that is tailored
R Starfish Software: Starfish will develop a verfor displaying text on smallsion of its Sidekick PIM for Memos. The software is due next summer for use with smart
er LCDs found on handheld
phones and smart pagers running Memos.
devices. Motorola’s GSM
Map phone will include UnR Cirrus Logic: Memos will support Cirrus
Logic’s ARM CL-PS7110 32-bit RISC proceswired’s HDML-based Web
sors for handheld devices.
content services when it
ships, officials said.
R Unwired Planet: Memos will support
Unwired’s Handheld Device Markup Language
Microsoft’s Gryphon is
and incorporate the Up.Link and Up.Browser
targeted at devices that are
technology.
smaller than the handheld
PCs based on the current
create a version of its Sidekick personal Windows CE iteration. But sources said
information management software that Gryphon, which reportedly takes up
runs on Memos. Due in the second less than 1M byte of RAM, is not exhalf of next year, the Sidekick version pected until late next year.
for Memos will enable users to sched“There’s a lot of talk going on right
ule group meetings over the World now, but it’s just talk at this point,” said
Wide Web, Motorola officials said.
one source, who requested anonymity.
Motorola also has agreed to license
Microsoft officials in Redmond,
an ARM (Advanced RISC Machine)- Wash., declined to comment, other
based CL-PS7110 32-bit RISC processor than to say Windows CE is approprifrom Cirrus, of Fremont, Calif. The Page- ate for a variety of non-PC devices. *

Netscape, meanwhile, has quietly
been developing its own standards as
head of the SIG (Security Infrastrucogy for network computers and the Net- ture Group), which counts among its
PC design from Microsoft and Intel Corp. 50 members VeriSign Inc., Wells Fargo
The Microsoft-led PC/SC Work- Bank and Chrysler Corp. The forthcomgroup—which includes Hewlett-Pack- ing Netscape Communicator groupard Co. and smart card maker Schlum- ware client will support smart cards, said
berger Electronic Transactions Inc., officials in Mountain View, Calif.
Oracle, whose Network Computer
among others—last week released its
first specifications for using smart cards reference design includes a smart card
interface, is a member of the Global
as peripherals to PCs.
Chipcard Alliance, which also
includes telecom providers
THE PC/SC SMART CARD ARCHITECTURE
such as US West CommunicaSmart Card-Aware Applications
tions, GTE and Bell Canada.
The Global Chipcard Alliance’s architecture has a smart
Service Provider
card operating system for accessing personal data on generic
Smart Card Resource Manager
Internet appliances, said sources.
The lure of smart cards lies
Device
Device
Device
within the EEPROM (electrondriver
driver
driver
ically erasable programmable
PS/2
ROM) built into the silicon of
PC Card
RS-232C
each card. EEPROM lets vendors
sm
sm
sm
c ar
c ar
c ar
write and rewrite basic data such
rea ard t
rea ard t
rea ard t
de
de
de
r
r
r
as passwords for local or remote access to networks or PCs.
Microsoft will support smart
cards and card readers—devices that house the cards and
With the PC/SC architecture, a smart card could
transfer secure information directly through a
link them to PCs—in Windows
resource manager within the OS or through
95, Windows NT and Internet
service providers that control services, such as
Explorer next year, said offiauthentication and encryption keys.
cials in Redmond, Wash.
from Page 1

HP plans to release next year a keyboard with an integrated smart card
reader, and also plans to include smart
card readers and applications in some
of its PCs in 1997, said a source close
to the Palo Alto, Calif., company.
Schlumberger, which already produces PC Card readers, will begin producing RS-232C and PS/2-based readers in February, said officials at the
company’s San Jose, Calif., office.
Gemplus America Inc., a member
of Netscape’s SIG, next week will ship
its first public-key smart card. The card
features 2K bytes of memory. Gemplus
will upgrade that to 8K bytes in 1997,
said officials in Montgomeryville, Pa.
Some corporate users considering
network computers are eager to have
the security that smart cards offer.
“Smart cards seem to be a natural extension of NCs; they’re so effective at
network security,” said Jeff Marshall,
senior managing director of technologies at Bear, Stearns & Co., in New York.
“I could access an intranet with very
specific configurations from any workstation or a hotel NC with just a card,”
said Peter Pollack, chief technologist
for MTV/Showtime networks, in
New York. “But the marketplace demands one standard from all these different architectures.”
Officials at all three consortia said
their specifications will be platformindependent. *
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MIND THE GAP

A

ll in all, 1996 has been a pretty good year, and next week we’ll
focus on some of the year’s bright spots. For this week, however, let’s take a look at some of the worst and most disappointing aspects of the year. And just for fun, let’s steal a fake-Q&A
style from columnist Dave Barry.
Q: Why are you so down on the telcos
and cable companies?
A: Face it: Your cable company can’t even
show up for an appointment on time, let
alone figure out bidirectional networking.
Cable modems are the next interactive TV
for these guys.
And the telephone
companies? They’ve
had this great ISDN
stuff gathering dust
for years, and it’s still
just as expensive and
unavailable as it was
three years ago. If
they can’t figure out
ISDN, they’ll never
implement ADSL.
Face it: A leopard
can’t change its spots, and a monopoly
can’t innovate.
Q: And you’re against those new 56Kbps modems, too? What are you, some
sort of Luddite?
A: Have you even tried to connect at 33.6?
I travel all over the country, and I rarely
even get connected at 28.8. The telco infrastructure just can’t handle faster ana-

Jim
Louderback

log connections. Remember when 28.8
shipped? Anyone who bought one of those
early V.Fast modems had to get a costly
retrofit before they supported the V.34 standard. Today we’ve got two competing

standards and no guarantee either will win.
Plus, 56K-bps modems are a lie! They only
go fast in one direction. So let’s count up
the ifs: If you’ve each got 56K-bps modems
from the same manufacturer, and if you
can get a line that supports those faster
speeds, and if your send/receive ratio is
drastically skewed, then you might see some
benefit. That’s three too many ifs for me.
Q: Hey, can’t you pick on someone
else besides the bandwidth guys?
A: But they’re such an easy target! Let’s

T O Y O F T HE WE E K
Worried about notebook
rip-off scams? If you’re feeling vulnerable, slip on one of these alarm systems from Port. You can lock your
notebook down, and even set a motion
detector alarm. When the baddies
abscond with your portable, it gives out
an ear-piercing alarm. Although I might
use it on my notebook, I’m definitely
taking it skiing this winter!

Jim Louderback can be reached at jim_
louderback@zd.com.

Top stocking stuffers for weary Webmasters
S
BY JEFF FRENTZEN

anta has been good to me this year.
Every day brings a package or two
from enterprising Internet software
companies, and I feel lucky to be able
to pick through them
all and weed out the
claptrap.
Only a handful of
this year’s products
have stood out for
me—not for their flashiness or promise
of unheard-of functionality, but because
they work well for me day in, day out.
However, if you finish reading this column and notice I have not included your
idea of an important product of the
year, write to me and tell me about it.
First of all, I am happy to report
about an HTML editor that employs a
true WYSIWYG interface for creating
documents. It’s MicroVision Development’s WebExpress. Unlike other
products that claim to provide users
with a graphical environment to edit
Web pages, WebExpress works without seriously messing up the HTML
codes on those pages.
You could argue that a good HTML

talk about wireless. Despite miles of wires,
zillions of base stations and tons of hype,
we still don’t have a wireless network that
lets me do two-way messaging via a pocketsize device from most places. Surprisingly
enough, CDPD—not narrowband PCS, RAM
or Ardis—offered the best service in 1996.
CDPD? That’s like saying McDonald’s has
better meat than Morton’s Steak House.
Q: That was a low blow!
A: OK, Wendy’s. Now are you happy? Oh,
and what about Netscape? It had this great
browser position going and was about to
whip Microsoft big-time. But what did it
do? Folded up and went corporate! “We
can’t make money with browsers,” it whined.
“Let’s make E-mail and groupware instead.”
Another Internet pioneer wusses out.
Q: Hey, at least Windows NT 4.0 shipped!
You gotta like that!
A: Yeah, but it’s only positive when you ignore the corporate graveyard of Windows
95. Sure, Windows 95 works great on new
systems and notebooks, but it sucks wind
on most installed machines. And you can’t
even migrate from Win 95 to NT. Now with
that CE kludge, Microsoft’s got three operating systems. Which operating system do
you want to run today?
Q: Gee, you’re in a bad mood. I hope you
feel better next week.
A: Not likely, but check back and see. *

editor is a matter of personal preferSince that is the case, I have had
ence, but I had to get that little plug for
much success with a CGI application
WebExpress in there. It’s good.
builder called ScriptEase, from NomThis has been the year of the Webbas Inc. This powerful tool resembles
publishing application. These products
other scripting solutions—many of
claimed to automate
which also are very good—but inthe entire process of
volves very little ramp-up time to put
creating and mainto use.
taining Web sites.
On the programming front, if I need
The only one I found
to work on building a Web page ento be truly industrialhancement that runs under Java, I
strength was EBT’s DynaBase.
keep coming back to Wingen for Java.
Once your Web site is up and runPro-C’s Java code generator and vining, you will want to create regular
sual application builder offers the
reports about who accessed your
easiest, fastest way to deploy Java
pages. I really like Interse Corp.’s Marwhen needed.
ket Focus, an outstanding log-analysis
I could rave about other products if
tool that offers superior features and
space permitted. Suffice it to say that I
ease of use.
rely on ParaGraph International’s Virtual Home Space Builder for constructDespite hype from various sections
ing VRML worlds, Forte Inc.’s Agent to
of the Web and Internet vendor comstay in touch with the Usenet world and
munity, there are still too few turnkey
Adobe Acrobat 3.0 for translating printapplications for creating dynamic Web
based material to the Web.
sites, automated forms and other highly requested features. It’s still a world
This year, the best-read book in my
of custom
office was “How
code for
To Create Killer
most WebSites,” by David
masters.
Siegel. *
A USEFUL TOOL for creating VRML worlds.

TOP WEBMASTER TOOLS
NAME/ADDRESS

WHAT TO EXPECT

DynaBase
www.ebt.com

A superior and flexible Web
publishing tool

How To Create Killer Sites
www.killersites.com

David Siegel’s useful book
is required reading for all
forward-thinking Webmasters

Market Focus
www.interse.com

Outstanding Web server
analysis tool; offers superior
features and ease of use

ScriptEase
www.nombas.com

Powerful C-like scripting language for writing CGI applications

Virtual Home Space Builder
www.paragraph.com

Creating 3-D worlds for the
Web is less scary and more
fun using this program

WebExpress
www.mvd.com/webx.htm

Windows-based HTML editor
with a WYSIWYG editor that
doesn’t mess up your Web
pages

WinGen for Java
www.pro-c.com/products/
wfj/java2.html

Ease your way into Java programming with this deceptively full-featured Java application generator

Write to Jeff via the Internet at jeff_frentzen@zd.com.

NEWS

Despite Pretty Good Year, There Were Rough Times
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RUMOR CENTRAL

Purrhaps Some Comic (Book) Relief for the Masses

W

hat with all the private hissing between
Microsoft and the born-again Java
brethren last week, El Gato was thoroughly enjoying himself. But the excitement must
have been lost upon JavaSoft’s chief rocket
scientist, James Gosling, who, during the Pure Java
rollout at Internet World, whipped out a comic book
to get him through the more treacly moments when
the participants began professing their undying love
for the brew.
Speaking of brewing industry
romances, is there one in the
making between Tandem and
Compaq, which is making googoo eyes at UB Networks?
Spencer’s pen pals say the PC
maker may just want to take the
subsidiary off Tandem’s hands.
Meanwhile, Spence hears that
Compaq may need to push back
the launch of its MMX systems to
February or March until it rids itself of a large stock of older systems. Might that augur an early winter fire sale,
mused the Mouser? The last time Compaq tried
something like that, more than a few PC competitors were left panting on the ropes.
On the subject of PC makers on the ropes, the
pressure is on the suits heading Sony’s U.S. PC business to ring up big numbers by the third quarter of
1997. If not, the company may say sayonara to some
top managers who now find themselves explaining
to their bosses in Japan why they have yet to live up
to the hype.
Hats off to the intrepid souls switching their cable

Spencer
F. Katt

Have a tip? Contact Rumor Central at (617) 393-3700; on
MCI Mail, it’s SKATT; on CompuServe, 72631,107; on the
Internet, it’s Spencer_Katt@zd.com; or try ZD Net’s PC Week
Forum on CompuServe; or fax the Katt at (617) 393-3795.

service to the new Pacific Bell Video Service. Pac Bell,
which intends to shoot an Internet feed over the same
cable, still hasn’t figured out how to match up audio
with the video feed during commercials. The really cool
benefit in all this is how subscribers can sometimes
watch one commercial but hear a different one. Or as
one wisenheimer suggests, you may someday be able to
place a video phone call to Mom and wind up listening
to Hillary’s voice. Better yet, do your home banking over
the Net, only to see Mr. Bill’s account balance.
Tipsters say Sun Microsystems will co-develop a new
workstation/server with Mitac International, a big
OEM in Taiwan. The machine will be similar to Digital’s Alpha and will accommodate Pentium and
SPARC CPUs simultaneously.

Digital insiders lament their inability to get
enough 11.5-inch LCD panels for the company’s HiNote Ultra II notebook computer. One option being
kicked around is to prematurely “retire” the product
and replace it with either a 12.5- or a 10.5-inch LCD
screen, both of which are more readily available. All
good and fine, but if your current Ultra II screen
gives up the ghost, be prepared to wait ... and wait ...
and wait.
Faux paws from the Pontificating Pussy Katt, after
learning that “only” 9 percent of Lotusites have split
for greener pastures. ... And while mucking around
Lotus, the Furball got an eyeball at a prototype “appletized” version of cc:Mail that Lotus is playing with. Look
for something commercial later next year. P

A D V E N T U R E S O F S P E N C E R F. K A T T

Ever been somewhere, like a wedding, and realized you’re the only one at the table
who knows anything about computers?
For 16 years
I’ve said this PC junk
is nothing but a fad.
You should find a trade
like my Louie did.

Do you remember
my sister’s boy, the squirrelly
one who never married?
He works at Radio Shack now.
He’d love to talk to you about
computers.

Just before I retired,
they brought in some of
those gizmos. I had no use for
them. Don’t kid yourself, pal,
you’re just a button pusher.
There’s no creativity with
those things.

A Year’s-End Pause? Not This Time

I

n pre-Internet time, the end of the year was usually a chance to slow down
and catch your breath before diving into the new year. That certainly wasn’t
the case this year with the Internet World show in New York, which provided a forum for not only a spate of new product introductions, but also a range
of new initiatives and standard-setting attempts.

Eric
Lundquist

That
Internet
is just a way
for sickos to
meet children.
What do YOU
do on
there?

Check out www.pcweek.com/spencer/katstrip.html.

THE LAST WORD

Here’s a quick
take on some of the
trends developing as
this year draws to a
close.
Using the Net
to push content
around. The idea
of push-based systems
started picking up
speed around the
middle of the year, but
it is in full flower now. PointCast led the
way, but now there are many additional
methods of pushing a page of content on

' Ziff-Davis

a weekly, daily or hourly basis to a specific group of users. Netdelivery (www.
netdelivery.com) is worth watching. We’ve
been using Netscape’s Inbox Direct to push
out a daily edition from our Web site to subscribers. IS managers, who have been having a hard enough time trying to manage
Web surfing on company time, are going
to have to come to grips with the proliferation of delivery systems. Standardizing on
one system might make sense, although
the administration could be a real hassle.
Getting fuller use from your Net
connection. Until that day when we all
have T-1 speed on the Net, we’ll have to

come up with ways to get fuller use from
the connection we have. This includes
better use of cache, better file compression and thinner multimedia applications.
Vivo Software on the video front and Narrative Communications on the multimedia front both offer some good examples
of getting more out of your standard 28.8Kbps modem connections. Peak Technologies’ Peak Net.jet is a good place to
start looking at products that are making
some of the most clever use of driving
higher performance out of connections.
Web commerce. IBM, among many
others, is at the forefront of pushing
electronic commerce as the real killer app
of the Web. I suspect that commerce on
the Web is going to happen a lot more
rapidly than the pessimists predict. The
reasons for building a strong E-commerce
operation are simply too compelling
and profitable if handled correctly.

The purity of Java.This is a story we’ve
been on top of, both on our Web site and
in our print editions. The branding campaign rolled out by JavaSoft at last week’s
Internet World only seems destined to
heighten the tensions surrounding the
100% Pure Java concept. As Mike Moeller
noted in our online coverage of the event,
“The initiative is designed to help corporate IS managers recognize and develop a
cross-platform Java solution, as opposed
to a Java implementation that may have
vendor- or platform-specific ties. According to sources, JavaSoft will likely tap an independent third party to help test and
verify ‘Pure Java’ implementations.” And
therein you can be sure will be many rounds
of purity claims from Sun, Netscape and,
of course, Microsoft.
The falloff of new product introductions that used to take place following
Comdex did not take place this year. That’s
good news for the industry, but not so great
for those of us looking to take a little break
at year’s end. *

Send comments to eric_lundquist@zd.com.

